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ABSTRACT
Words Are Found Responsible: Poetry’s Jurisdiction and the Transformation of Equal Rights
by
Talia Shalev

Advisor: Kandice Chuh

Across various academic fields and from a range of political orientations, scholars note
that a pervasive rights discourse shapes the imaginable horizons of identity, politics, and social
life in the United States. Many critiques of rights since the 1970s highlight a particular
conundrum of this rights culture: existing rights law and ubiquitous rights invocations fail to
guarantee equal conditions for thriving across racialized and gendered axes of identity. Words
Are Found Responsible: Poetry’s Jurisdiction and the Transformation of Equal Rights
emphasizes and complicates elements of these critiques by reading poetry of the 1970s and
1980s in relation to shifting rights jurisprudence. I argue that the work of intersectional feminist
poets helps to account for the aesthetic and rhetorical strategies that enabled an ascendant radical
conservatism to accrue political weight and popular support through attention to rights. In
particular, poets Judy Grahn, June Jordan, Audre Lorde, and Adrienne Rich point to the power of
a gendered, racialized logic of protection that constrains the horizons of equality and operates
through an aesthetic of uniformity that renders difference as deviance, and deviance as threat.
Yet even as their poems critique the limits of institutionalized rights, they also suggest the power
of heterogeneous coalitions to renovate the language of rights towards greater structural equality.
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In my first dissertation chapter, “How Words Are Found Responsible,” I argue that we
should understand poetry not only as an object of analysis, but as a form of analysis with a
historically important relationship to law. Furthermore, I illustrate how references to poetry in
the scholarship of critical race theorists make palpable a dominant aesthetic of uniformity that
enables color-blind equal protection law to appear neutral. Chapter Two, “Imagining Equality
without Protection in the Era of the ERA,” takes poems by June Jordan, Adrienne Rich, and
Audre Lorde as a way of understanding constitutional plans for equality and the different
figurations of law they invite. I find that language around protection, in conjunction with an
aesthetic of uniformity, sets in motion limited understandings of equality and its potential to
accommodate difference. Chapter Three, “Turning with Poets: Women’s Freedom of Movement
and the Appearance of Consent,” centers on poems by Jordan and Judy Grahn that use
apostrophe to link freedom of movement and consent and, as they do so, participate in a critique
of consent as the operative term through which self-determination and equal citizenship should
be imagined or achieved. Chapter Four, “Growing Disorder,” reframes these concerns through
Jordan’s poem “Letter to the Local Police.” I read the poem as an analysis of the way an
aesthetic of uniformity knits together the enabling logics of order maintenance policing and a
legal understanding of equality as sameness. The dissertation closes with attention to the
continuing influence of an aesthetic of uniformity on the legal imagination, drawing on a dissent
by the late Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. Amidst recent calls to revive the Equal Rights
Amendment, continuing contestations over affirmative action, and increasing instability around
reproductive and voting rights precedents, Words Are Found Responsible asks that we examine
how key concepts in the imagination and negotiation of rights accrue meaning and power at the
figurative level, in legal and extralegal texts.
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PREFACE:
THE AGE OF WHAT?
In a more playful moment, I thought about starting the dissertation with the written
enactment of something like a voir dire. I first came across this term when reading the transcript
of the California obscenity trial around Allen Ginsberg’s Howl, as the description for what
lawyers were doing when they questioned witnesses to argue that, yes, Kenneth Rexroth is an
expert on poetry and it is suitable for him and other poet-critic-professors to be called to the
stand on the basis of such expertise in an obscenity trial (Morgan and Peters 132, 162, 164-5).
Talia, I thought, how to explain why you should write about equality law? Why Judy Grahn,
June Jordan, Audre Lorde, Adrienne Rich? Why poetry? I suppose that the impulse to preface
the dissertation with a round of questioning sprang from my belated realization that there are
many ways to approach the social, political, and intellectual transformations of the 1970s and
1980s without routing through poems. I have been “in poems” for so long; I sometimes forget
that people travel to questions by other means. In the pages that follow, I try to give some
attention to the question of “why poems”—without, I hope, sanctifying poetry or arguing that it
is a magical supplement to the excessive rationality of law. Why it matters that poetry has been
understood in such terms, however, is where I would like to begin.
When I read Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter’s concurring opinion in the 1951
case Niemotko v. Maryland, I heard in Frankfurter’s words something familiar to me as a student
of poetry. He says:
… many a decision of this Court rests on some inarticulate major premise, and is none
the worse for it. A standard may be found inadequate without the necessity of explicit
delineation of the standards that would be adequate, just as doggerel may be felt not to be
poetry without the need of writing an essay on what poetry is.
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That there’s little sense in trying to define poetry; that it is best known through examples; that
knowing what poetry is means intuiting what it is not: it did not surprise me to encounter these
ideas. I have been steeped in their enabling mythologies. What surprised me was seeing such
ideas about poetry put to use for extra-poetic ends.
This dissertation might have involved a lengthy digression about where Niemotko falls in
a series of First Amendment cases centering on the rights of Jehovah’s Witnesses, or an account
of Frankfurter’s friendship with the poet Archibald MacLeish—famous for his “Ars Poetica”
claiming “A poem should not mean / but be” (41)—or Frankfurter’s rivalry with Supreme Court
Justice William O. Douglas (who had his own poet-friend in Carl Sandburg). The dissertation
also might have devolved into a mass of trivia including: did you know that Frankfurter’s
acolytes were called “hot dogs” and that he described himself as “the recruiting officer” of the
New Deal (Felix Frankfurter 248)?
It would be possible to draw a line from Frankfurter to the late Justice Antonin Scalia,
threading it through the legal scholar and “hot dog” Alexander Bickel, who clerked for
Frankfurter and would go on to write The Least Dangerous Branch, a critique of the Warren
Court that generated the kind of language that would make Scalia’s claims about the travesty of
government by “an unelected committee of nine” living in a “marble palace” seem to have some
kind of familiar, and therefore authoritative, echo (Obergefell). New to the weeds of not only
legal scholarship, but Supreme Court scholarship in particular, initially I was confused about
how to think these people in relation to one another. Obviously, Scalia was a conservative;
Bickel was, according to his obituary, a legal conservative but socially liberal. Frankfurter gets
called any number of things in writing that takes up his legacy. If all these figures can be called
conservative, if Frankfurter was conservative and a champion of the New Deal, then I wanted to
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know, when we use the label “conservative,” who do we assume is trying to conserve what,
exactly?
In his book on “The Realignment of American Democracy since the 1960s,” Robert Self
traces a transition from what he calls “breadwinner liberalism” to “breadwinner conservatism,”
tracking how “the Great Society pledge to assist families became the New Right pledge to
protect them” (4-5). If we want to understand the rightward shift in American political life and
public opinion that gathered speed in the 1970s, Self argues, it’s important to pay attention to
gender and sexuality because the common sense that can accrue around gender and sexuality is
fundamental to understanding the logics of a rightward shift. The naming of “breadwinner
liberalism” and “breadwinner conservatism” gives me some language to speak the twists and
turns of the line that connects Frankfurter to Scalia, that makes the Moynihan report legible as a
liberal document, that connects Phyllis Schlafly’s Barry Goldwater endorsement with her
mobilization against the Equal Rights Amendment. It is also of a piece with something I am
trying to make palpable in this dissertation: that feminist poetry of the 1970s and 1980s helps us
to see how the force of a gendered, racialized logic of protection constrains the horizons of
equality and functions in part through the enforcement of an aesthetic of uniformity that renders
difference as deviance, and deviance as threat.
*
I began this project barely conscious of my assumption that “the poetic”—which I
associated with withholding rather than saying too much—generally would be aligned with
socially liberal projects, such as those understood to characterize the Supreme Court under Earl
Warren. When I learned that Frankfurter believed withholding language could help the Court to
refrain from serving as an engine of social change—as he believed this was not the Court’s
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job—I was surprised to find that this was a kind of conservatism abetted by inarticulate premises
made imaginable, in part, through discourse about poetry. Critiques of the Warren Court’s
activism, in fact, accuse the Court of saying too much.
Saying too much or withholding. Advocating originalism or living constitutionalism.
Counter to my initial suspicions, there is not necessarily an inherent politics to any of these
approaches. Scholars of constitutional law affirm this (Whittington 32). I think of Adrienne Rich,
writing in the foreword to Arts of the Possible, published at the very beginning of the twenty-first
century, that “[i]n selecting a few essays from my earlier work for this collection, I sometimes
had a rueful sense of how one period’s necessary strategies can mutate into the monsters of a
later time. The accurate feminist perceptions that women’s lives… were mostly unrecorded and
that the personal is political are cases in point” (2). Rich finds that as “personal narrative… was
becoming valued as the true coin of feminist expression,” its power to bring into being a
feminism critical of existing and complex power structures diminished. This wasn’t the fault of
the personal, but of a larger culture that assimilated the personal to market-driven ends.
Yet even as times change and people change, “our words stand / become responsible / for
more than we intended” (Your Native Land 33). Rich articulates this premise as fact and
conundrum in her 1983 poem “North American Time.” I find it insightful not only for thinking
about poetry, but also about law—especially in the context of the United States. “We move
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our words stand” might be taken as a description of the significance of the Constitution or the
way that law functions in a common law jurisdiction such as the United States, where judicial
decisions stand as law (33).
This dissertation also might have involved an exploration of how pragmatist philosophy
allows us to draw together Rich’s poetry and the work of common law theorists such as Supreme
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Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., who wrote the book on common law (The Common
Law, 1881) and began his study of law as a way of navigating between his two loves: philosophy
and poetry (Mendenhall 14). The richness of the relationship between American poetry and
pragmatism helped me, in fact, to train my attention on the relationship between common law,
common sense, and sensory perception, and the way that this relationship bears on social change.

*
My working subtitle for the dissertation had long been Poetry’s Jurisdiction in an Age of
Rights. I had in mind Louis Henkin’s 1990 book The Age of Rights, which posits the emergence
of human rights after World War II as the inaugural moment of this age. I also had in mind
critiques of rights characterizing critical legal studies in the 1970s, as well as the critiques posed
in the 1990s by scholars of various political orientations, who worried that the language of rights
had been evacuated of its meaning and power. Present, too, in my thinking was Deborah
Nelson’s Pursuing Privacy, which brings constitutional law and confessional poetry together in
the moment that privacy emerged as a constitutional right, in the cold war inflected bedroom and
doctor’s office. In referring to an “Age of Rights,” with the article “an,” I hoped to designate this
age as one among many: a clearly artificial rather than authoritative designation—artificial, but
useful.
I also thought to change the dissertation’s subtitle to Poetry’s Jurisdiction after Civil
Rights—a designation that felt at once more precise and more misleading. “After Civil Rights”
nods to the 1960s as a momentous decade for civil rights law and activism; it also implies that
civil rights have been achieved. This, in fact, was the argument of conservative intellectuals in
the 1970s (Crenshaw “Race” 103-104); however, if anything, this dissertation attests to the
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falsity of such a narrative. “After Civil Rights” also suggests that civil rights activism ebbed at a
discrete moment, when it would be more accurate to say that it transformed, especially under the
pressure of legal and cultural reframing that cast advocacy for racial and gender equality (or sex
equality, as it has been more frequently known in legal discourse) as dangerous. “After Civil
Rights” also obscures some of the ways that the fit between “civil rights” and “women’s rights”
has been, historically, uneasy, as evident in debates about whether a sex discrimination provision
even needed to be included in Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Mayeri 20-22). “After Civil
Rights” may be a placeholder for something I am still learning how to say, as I point to the ways
that poets wrestle with dominant narratives that would posit an end for rights struggles or
separate women’s rights from the rights of racialized minorities.
Most of the poems I read in this dissertation roughly span the period between the passage
of the Equal Rights Amendment in 1972 and the expiration, in 1982, of its final extension period
for ratification. Yet to cordon the dissertation off to the “Age of the Equal Rights Amendment”
also would be misleading—or perhaps it would show how poetry and law, both obsessed with
precedent, scramble conventional attempts at periodization. To take the measure of the “Age of
the ERA,” we would have to look back at least to the 1920s, when Alice Paul first proposed it—
and even there we could find a poet involved: Edna St. Vincent Millay joined a coalition of
women advocating for the amendment on a 1923 visit to President Calvin Coolidge (Martin
115). The “Age of the ERA” also stretches forward to 2019: two states have ratified the ERA
since I began the dissertation, and every day I hear more about it, as scholars, activists,
celebrities, and journalists continue to talk it up. The need for the amendment has even surfaced
in early debates between potential democratic candidates for the 2020 presidential election. “If
the ERA is ratified in 2019,” scholar of law and sociology Julie C. Suk recently commented,
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“activists and scholars must create a robust public discourse to update its meaning for the
twenty-first century to move beyond the legislative histories at the moments of introduction and
legislative adoption” (163). Suk advocates for a transnational approach in considering the
transgenerational status of the ERA. Perhaps the subtitle I have landed on, Poetry’s Jurisdiction
and the Transformation of Equal Rights, suggests there is a place for poetry, too, in creating “a
robust public discourse to update” the meaning of equality in the twenty-first century.
Someone recently asked me for a one-sentence description of the dissertation and I said it
was about how intersectional feminist poetry of the 1970s and 1980s helps us to see that contests
around rights are contests about who and what “America” is. This view of rights emerges from
the analysis that critical race theorists and black feminist scholars provide of the road to “the
rejection of the always fragile civil rights consensus” in the 1990s, and their account of the
attendant “renunciation… by federal, state, and city authorities (indeed, of the American people
themselves)” of the idea that “government not only can but must play an active role in
identifying and eradicating racial injustice” (Crenshaw et al. xxxii). Ever present in my thinking
is Kimberlé Crenshaw’s assertion that “to give rights meaning, people must specify a world”
(“Race” 109). Poems provide ways of specifying worlds in which rights have—and lack—
meaning. This is not to claim a documentary function for poetry, but to understand poetry as part
of a complex of extralegal discourse that can be called on to help test the language of law and
politics. Nicky Marsh, writing of a literary tradition with roots in Whitman and extensions across
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, finds it “unsurprising that the terms most frequently
contested in democratic debate—individual and collective, public and private, unity and
difference, security and contingency—are implicitly central to so many critical narratives for
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U.S. poetry,” in part because an emphasis on address paints a picture of poetry as “enact[ing] the
intersubjective drama of democracy’s fragile social contract” (5).1
In the early stages of research for this dissertation, I was struck by how frequently poetry
and law came into view together by way of address. June Jordan, for example, defines poetry as
an act of communication, and a series of related essays by Paul de Man, Barbara Johnson, and
Jonathan Culler find an emphasis on address central to understanding what constitutes lyric. As
Marsh also notes, gender (understood as a discursive enactment, as a subject position, or as an
analytic framework) proves powerful in complicating the seeming oppositions between “public
and private,” liberalism and republicanism, and other terms outlined above (4-5). In a book that
“locates the work of contemporary women poets” among broader efforts to “influence or critique
U.S. democratic culture through an interrogation of its discursive assumptions,” Marsh attends to
the ways that poetry can help us to understand the gendered nature of democracy itself, various
figurations of the public, and how counter-publics come into being (6-7). To the inquiries opened
up by analyses such as Marsh’s, I want to add consideration of how “agreement” as a key term of
aesthetics meets “agreement” as a key term of democratic politics. A focus on rights provides
one way of sketching this meeting place.

1

Here Marsh is working with Robert Pinsky’s turn to De Tocqueville in order to “find the roots of a democratic
poetics able to assert the paradox of unity within difference” (5). Pinsky observes that in U.S. poetry we can find the
“the attentive presence of some other, or its lack: an auditor, significantly absent or present” (in Marsh 5).
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INTRODUCTION
Rethinking Rights in the 1970s
On an August 26, 1976 episode of The Firing Line, the public affairs television program
that ran for over thirty years with conservative polemicist William F. Buckley as host, two guests
sat side by side ready to weigh in on a contemporary point of debate: “Should books like Little
Black Sambo be on library shelves?”2 One of the guests, Harriet Pilpel, affiliated with Planned
Parenthood and the American Civil Liberties Union, appeared frequently on the program. The
other, though well-studied in law and a future board member of the Center for Constitutional
Rights, was not a lawyer. Beneath her image on the television screen, the banner announcing her
name and vocation read, “June Jordan, Poet.”
By the time of her appearance on Buckley’s show, poet, educator, and public intellectual
June Jordan had voiced some investments in what should appear on library shelves. In a 1970
speech to school librarians, she urged them to conceive of the library as a sanctuary and living
archive: a place “where you keep records of human experience humanly defined: That means…
life worded into ideas living people can use” (Life Studies 38). In such a context, what would it
mean for a book to be “like” the children’s book Little Black Sambo, in which the title character
outsmarts four tigers in a presumably Indian jungle, though his name, along with the names of
his mother and father, evoke racist stereotypes of a particularly American idiom?
Neither the program’s guests nor host name this explicitly during their conversation.
They do not address the content of the book, nor do they speak of what the book’s longstanding
popularity has meant, why it is a particularly controversial title at the moment, or—with the

2

Little Black Sambo was written by a self-described “English lady” (Helen Bannerman, born in Scotland) at the end
of the nineteenth century, for the amusement of her daughters while they traveled by train “in India, where black
children abound and tigers are everyday affairs.” See Helen Bannerman, Little Black Sambo, iii.
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exception of Jordan—how children might experience its continued presence on shelves. 3
Throughout the episode, the evasion of a direct statement affirming the book’s likelihood to do
harm, as well as a general disregard for the history that has produced it as a subject of debate,
point to an aspect of the U.S. free speech tradition that Buckley and Pilpel, though in many
respects antagonists politically, advocated upholding: a reluctance to make content-based
decisions to limit First Amendment rights. What seems poised to take center stage in The Firing
Line episode, then, is not the specific harm that might be caused by the circulation of a particular
book in children’s libraries, but the scope of speech protected by the First Amendment.
It is Jordan who shakes this up. Jordan reframes the debate about Little Black Sambo as
an argument concerning how constitutionally-guaranteed rights conflict, rather than as an
occasion to cast around for the (non)limits of freedom of expression as if it existed apart from the
imperatives of other amendments. She does this by asking: what about equal protection? While
Buckley elides the constitutional basis for the problematic Jordan poses, questioning whether her
reference to “equal protection” is grounded in any authoritative text, by making such a reference,
Jordan invokes the Fourteenth Amendment, which requires that “No State shall... deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”
The 1970s proved a crucible of the Fourteenth Amendment’s scope and power. In the
preceding decades, it had been called upon in the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as well
as in various Supreme Court cases for which the Warren Court—the court under the operation of

3

Around the time of Jordan’s Firing Line appearance, the Council on Interracial Books for Children released a study
of the book. See Phyllis J. Yuill, “Little Black Sambo: A Closer Look. A History of Helen Bannerman’s The Story
of Little Black Sambo and its Popularity/Controversy in the United States.” In a 1990 essay, legal scholar Charles R.
Lawrence III would recall Little Black Sambo in elaborating his experience “of the injury of the historical,
ubiquitous, and continuous defamation of American racism,” “If He Hollers Let Him Go: Regulating Racist Speech
on Campus” (56). The book makes an appearance in Ray Bradbury’s 1951 Fahrenheit 451 (“Colored people don’t
like Little Black Sambo. Burn it,” says the chief fireman) (57). For information about the book’s popularity and
various adaptations in the United States, see Weeks, “Taking a Tiger by the Tail.”
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Chief Justice Earl Warren—would be remembered: among others, the desegregation case Brown
v. Board (1954) and Loving v. Virginia (1967), in which the Court ruled that states could not ban
interracial marriages. Though the First Amendment is often held up as the paradigmatic
American right, it is the Fourteenth, ratified in 1868, that has enabled many of the landmark
decisions of the last century. Even when Earl Warren was replaced as chief justice by the more
conservative Warren Earl Burger in a 1969 chiasmus of Warrens, the Fourteenth Amendment
continued to figure in some of the Court’s most significant rulings. In the 1971 case Reed v.
Reed, decided more than a century after the amendment’s ratification, the Court recognized for
the first time that the equal protection clause could be used to prevent discrimination against
women. In 1973, the amendment was called upon in deciding Roe v. Wade, which at once
decriminalized abortion and framed it as the necessary result of a woman’s conversation with her
doctor. In 1978, it would figure significantly in Bakke v. California, which upheld but weakened
the use of affirmative action in university admissions.
Jordan’s effort to reframe the Firing Line debate not only points to the continued
significance of the Fourteenth Amendment in the 1970s; it also parallels the power of her poems
to show us, we think this conversation is about one thing, but it’s also about another.4 While her
invitation to rethink the Firing Line debate in terms of equal protection seems to be lost on the
crew of students who, at the end of the episode, gather around the guests to ask questions, who
can say what Jordan’s interrogation of the primacy of the First Amendment would mean to
everyone watching at home? We think this conversation is about freedom of expression, the
episode suggests, but it is really about why it is possible to invest so much trust in freedom of
expression. We think this is a conversation about rights all Americans know to exist, but it is also
4

The presence of this formulation (“We think…. but…”) in my mind comes from revisiting Claudia Rankine’s
Don’t Let Me Be Lonely during my writing: “You think the A stands for location, but it stands for function” (99100).
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about why the meaning of those rights is not self-evident. As Jordan would make clear in her
“Poem about My Rights” a few years later, the gap between the promises rights convey and the
freedoms and protections they afford creates an opportunity for analysis—and to demand
something more.
*
This dissertation began as an attempt to bring long-existing connections between poetry
and law to bear upon women poets’ analysis of late twentieth-century “rights culture,”
understood to be ascendant in the United States following the rise of an international human
rights regime after World War II, a surge in private litigation beginning in the late 1960s, as well
as a burst of legislation, Supreme Court decisions, and administrative projects oriented towards
advancing civil rights and civil liberties in the 1950s and 1960s.5 Tracking what became of civil
rights efforts in the 1970s and 1980s—for example, the Voting Rights Act was extended, but
affirmative action was weakened; women’s discrimination claims were brought before courts,
but the role of law in enforcing gender norms went largely uninterrogated in court decisions—I
was persuaded by those who suspected that rather than serve to end discrimination on the basis
of race and sex, rights were doomed to stutter into maintaining the status quo.
I expected to find, and I did find, that poets anticipated critiques that would be posed by
scholars in critical legal studies, critical race theory, and political science about the insufficiency
of rights discourse to remedy inequality, and about the ways that the language of rights
inevitably limits the forms of relationship and identity imaginatively and actually available to
5

A cluster of books published in the early 1990s speak to an age or culture of rights emerging in the middle and
later decades of the twentieth century, and express a variety of attitudes towards the utility of rights. See Wendy
Brown, States of Injury; Mary Ann Glendon, Rights Talk; Louis Henkin, The Age of Rights; Walter K. Olson, The
Litigation Explosion; and Patricia Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights. See also more current takes on the
claims made in these books in Sean Farhang, The Litigation State: Public Regulation and Private Lawsuits in the
U.S. and Karen Zivi, Making Rights Claims.
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people in the United States. Jordan’s appearance on The Firing Line, for example, attests to the
difficulty involved in representing conflicts of constitutionally-guaranteed rights. Around the
same time that her episode aired, a number of progressive legal scholars who had been active in
civil rights efforts and in opposition to the Vietnam War also noted this seeming irreconcilability
of rights. Institutionally collected under the banner of “critical legal studies,” these scholars
cautioned that that the semantic indeterminacy of rights, the artificiality of the authority that
guarantees them, and the individualism they promote renders them at best useless and at worst
counterproductive in efforts to redistribute power and resources more equitably in the United
States. In assessing these emerging rights critiques of the 1970s and 1980s, Robin West
highlights rights’ historical role in solidifying the privileges of property owners and their
harmony with structures that legitimate injustice and harm; rights leave much systemic injustice
untouched and “overstat[e] their own force” (West, Normative Jurisprudence 123). She also
notes that for those engaged in a political critique of rights, the harm of rights stems in part from
their prevailing existence in the negative—as “protection against overreaching state action”—
which means that “[b]y identifying our ‘rights’ with justice, we embed the idea that justice
requires a minimalist government, rather than an interventionist government that can right
private wrongful subordination” (123, 124). With such a logic in place, rights come to protect
those who exploit from state interference (124).6

6

West identifies three dominant streams of rights critiques in the 1970s and 80s, which she designates “political,
phenomenological, and jurisprudential” (122). In addition to summarizing the political critique of rights that I’ve
reviewed above, West characterizes the phenomenological critique of rights through its attention to the way that
“[t]he state’s worldview into which both legal rights and constitutional victories are assimilated falsely posit the
other as a fearful source of unwarranted and unwanted invasion” (125). A prevailing rights discourse backed by state
power encourages people to be fearful of one another and legitimates only some forms of social interaction (for
example, marriage and contract) (125). The third prevailing kind of rights critique West identifies is the
jurisprudential critique, distinguished from the others in part through the absence of a “moral brief”; here, it is the
indeterminacy of rights and the legal rules through which they are adjudicated that renders them insufficient for
progressive—or any—ends (126).
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Even as I registered these critiques of rights, I was also called by Jordan’s “Poem about
my Rights,” Adrienne Rich’s “North American Time,” Judy Grahn’s “A Woman Is Talking to
Death,” Audre Lorde’s “Equal Opportunity,” and other politically conscious poems of the 1970s
and 1980s to look more closely at the ways that rights law and rights claims exceed themselves.
Beyond authorizing and forbidding the U.S. government to intervene in people’s lives, or beyond
intervening in people’s interactions with one another, what do rights and rights invocations
perform? Given accounts of rights as “bits of discursive power that quintessentially privatize and
depoliticize, that mystify and reify social powers (property and wealth, but also race, sexuality,
and gender) as the natural possessions of private individuals” (Brown 123), why might rights
remain attractive and even useful for those committed to creating what Jordan called “living
room”: a place so conducive to thriving that the equal protection of the law is not even
necessary?7
What I see now is that while I thought this dissertation was about rights themselves,
rights became a way of looking at something else: how the indeterminacy and uncertainty, as
well as the ubiquity and power, of rights discourse allow rights to become involved, rhetorically,
in efforts to assert the existence of consensus. In the context of this dissertation, I take
“consensus” and a cluster of ideas related to ostensibly non-coercive agreement—majority,
democracy, popularity, common sense—to be a way of referring less to the fact of existing
agreement, and more to contests over who or what the nation should be after the legal, social,
and epistemological reconfigurations of the civil rights era, the end of the Vietnam War, and a
“linguistic turn” that animated “a new problematics of the Subject informed by developments in
post-structural thought (Lacan, Derrida, Althusser, feminism, critical race theory), analytical

7

Jordan elaborates Living Room in a 1993 book of the same name and in her early 1980s poem “Moving Towards
Home.”
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philosophy, and new social movements” (M. Davidson, “Introduction”). That is, this dissertation
does not work to define consensus or make an argument about its place in the operations of U.S.
democracy, nor does it seek to theorize how democracy itself operates. Instead, I am interested in
asking questions about the coercion that can exist in (proleptic) claims of consensus; about who
is figured in as participating in the imagination of consensus; and about the coexistence of
ideological diversity and consensus.
In analyzing not what rights are, but what reading poetry can tell us about what rights do,
this dissertation heeds the call of Karen Zivi to understand “rights claiming as a performative
practice,” creating thereby a position from which it is possible to “appreciate[e]the extent to
which our claims both reference and reiterate social conventions and norms, and yet have forces
and effects that exceed them” (14, 19). This dissertation tracks poets who, by way of concepts
key to the negotiation and imagination of rights in American idiom, take “common sense” as an
object of inquiry, using the form of the poem and the communities that poetry can constitute as a
ground to analyze and contest dominant assertions of consensus around what equality means,
how consent operates, and what makes “law and order” desirable. Common sense is one of the
most appealed to authorities in U.S. law and host of legal fictions depend on it: the reasonable
man and the later incarnations of the reasonable woman and the reasonable person, for instance.8
Assumed common sense about how the market functions also has governed debates around free
speech: it is assumed the good ideas will have purchase, while the bad ones will drift out of
circulation. Faith in the marketplace as well as reservations about its operations extend outward
in consideration of how rights and government should function more broadly (Bickel 7). As poet
Erica Hunt claims in her essay on “Oppositional Poetics,” “[t]he languages used to preserve
8

For a claim that common sense is among the most appealed to authorities in American law, see Ronald J. Allen,
“Rationality, Common Sense, and the Legal Process.” See also Patricia Cochran, Common Sense and Legal
Judgment and Ravit Reichman, “Law’s Affective Thickets.”
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domination are complex and sometimes contradictory. Much of how they operate to anesthetize
desire and resistance is invisible; they are wedded to our common sense; they are formulaic
without being intrusive, entirely natural—‘no marks on the body at all.’” (199). Without
attention to the kind of aesthetic training that makes some ideas recognizable as good and some
persons recognizable as reasonable, or even as persons, how can we understand the supposed
self-evidence of rights? I find that in responding to this question, there is something useful in
turning to the self-evidence so often ascribed to poetry, as well as to the formal operations
persistently associated with the genre.
In the first chapter of the dissertation, “How Words Are Found Responsible,” I take
Adrienne Rich’s 1983 poem “North American Time” as a cue to think about the ways that poetry
and law have long been defined with and against each other. In doing so, I establish the potential
of poetry and law to call heterogeneous groups of people together to make meaning, and in
unpredictable relation. Considering the role that poetry has played in affirming the existence of a
person who can become a legal, and/or a national subject, I move from a brief meditation on
references to law in poetry criticism toward a comparative analysis of references to poetry in
mid-to-late twentieth-century Supreme Court opinions and in the scholarship of critical race
theorists. I trace how poetry functions variously in these texts as the sign of the universal,
American, or particular. Of especial importance is how critical race theorists’ references to
poetry help to make visible particularity, which then points to a dominant aesthetic of uniformity
that enables the appearance of neutrality on which color-blind equal protection law depends. By
locating poetry and law in relation to each other in the context of the formation of what scholars
of critical race theory call “a new racial common sense” (Crenshaw et al. xxxii), Chapter One
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serves to introduce the ways I understand poems and rights discourse to inform each other in the
chapters that follow.
If Chapter One concludes by underlining the link between an aesthetic of uniformity and
a common-sense notion of equality-as-sameness that begins to pervade thinking around racism
from the 1970s onward, Chapter Two shows how such a notion of equality flashes brightly at the
juncture of movements for women’s equality and racial equality in the 1970s and into the 1980s.
This chapter, “Imagining Equality without Protection in the Era of the ERA,” takes poems by
June Jordan and Adrienne Rich as a way of understanding constitutional plans for equality and
the different figurations of law they invite, and finds that language around protection, in
conjunction with an aesthetic of uniformity, sets in motion limited understandings of equality
and its potential to accommodate difference. A brief coda to this chapter takes Audre Lorde’s
poem “Equal Opportunity,” written in the wake of the ERA’s defeat, as a further measure of the
limiting force not only of the language of protection, but the military exercise of it, on equality.
Chapter Three, “Turning with Poets: Women’s Freedom of Movement and the
Appearance of Consent,” continues an inquiry begun in Chapter Two into the meaning of equal
citizenship for women. Chapter Three centers on poems by Judy Grahn and June Jordan that link
freedom of movement and consent and, as they do so, participate in a critique of consent as the
operative term through which self-determination and equal citizenship should be imagined or
achieved. In the way that these poems interact with prevailing understandings of freedom of
movement as a paradigmatic American right, they show how projects of women’s rights and
civil liberties both gesture toward pictures of whom the nation includes. Furthermore, Grahn and
Jordan’s use of apostrophe—long-associated with lyric poetry—highlights the power of
strategically turning away from state authorities in advocating for rights.
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Finally, the last chapter of the dissertation studies the way that an aesthetic of law and
order, given rhetorical weight in Richard Nixon’s 1968 presidential campaign, including through
his production of protest as criminal and in his critique of the Warren Court’s criminal procedure
rulings, shapes the imagination and claiming of rights. I turn to June Jordan’s late-1970s poem
“Letter to the Local Police,” in which Jordan stages an analysis of what I call “the aesthetics of
law and order” at the local level and at a moment when policing policies take local objects—like
broken windows—as paradigmatic sites where the imagination can be trained to see racialized
criminality. Circling back to previous chapters to connect the antecedents of broken windows
policing to the rise of formal equality and to a conception of citizenship set up in opposition to
“culture” (Volpp 574), I close the chapter with attention to Jordan’s insistence that poetry be
understood as a form of communication. In Jordan’s work as an educator, poetry becomes a form
that allows idiosyncrasy and the common ground of communication to co-exist, and her writing
on poetry and her poetry itself participate in an aesthetic education supportive of a collective that
need not imagine itself through the eyes (and ears) of the police. A brief epilogue addresses the
endurance of an aesthetic of uniformity.
Poets call attention to the lived experience of an age of rights, and in not giving up
entirely on rights, they anticipate two books that would be published in the early 1990s: Mary
Ann Glendon’s Rights Talk: The Impoverishment of Political Discourse and Patricia Williams’
The Alchemy of Race and Rights: Diary of a Law Professor. These works both engage with the
pervasiveness of rights discourse and the effects of theoretical propositions revealing the
indeterminacy of language. Glendon and Williams also take up what they see as a neglected
companion term to rights: responsibility. For the conservative communitarian Glendon, a white
law professor and proud Catholic, the problem is not with rights in themselves, as some critical
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legal theorists had argued in the previous decades, but “with a new version of rights discourse
that has achieved dominance” since the 1960s (x). This rights discourse is notable for “its
starkness and simplicity, its prodigality in bestowing the rights label, its legalistic character, its
exaggerated absoluteness, its hyperindividualism, its insularity, and its silence with respect to
personal, civic, and collective responsibilities” (x). It “is like a book of words and phrases
without a grammar and syntax” (14). For Williams, a black law professor who reflects on the
ways that the norms of the academy are part of a larger system of race- and gender-based
discrimination and economic inequality, the anticipated results of approaching legal writing
differently could mean “reconceptualizing from ‘objective truth,’” often understood to
characterize legal language and thinking, “to ‘rhetorical event’” in order to bring about “a more
nuanced sense of legal and social responsibility” (11). What Williams’ critique of legal language
means in relation to poetry is something I will take up in Chapter One.
Glendon’s critique figures significantly in Wai Chee Dimock’s Residues of Justice: Law,
Literature, and Philosophy, in Dimock’s account of a critique of rights that dates to the 1970s
and “has been gathering force from three directions: from Critical Legal Studies in law, from
exponents of ‘classical republicanism’ in history, and from communitarian philosophers in
political theory,” where Glendon might be positioned (182). Working from various critiques of
rights, Dimock highlights as especially troubling the epistemology that underlies claims about
“the alleged fit between rights and humanness,” contingent on a “description of the world
through an adversarial grammar that constructs its subjects not only as opponents, but as
opponents bearing discretely judgeable sets of claims and having discretely judgeable relations to
Reason” (190). In Dimock’s analysis, what structures the totalizing verdicts that come to seem
necessary in resolving such oppositions is a “a syntax of uncompromising and all-liquidating
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absolutes,” which “airtight and all too legible… virtually invites its own abuse” (190). One
danger of this abuse is that it will become a mechanism for rendering what is actually moral
subjectivism as objective truth, “rewrit[ing] its name as the name of Reason” (190). As opposing
claims are delegitimized by a victor, “the triumph of rights is, above all, an epistemological
triumph, one that confers reality on one claim, one body of evidence and one line of reasoning,
over that of its opponent” (197). The practices of feminist analysis that guide the poets at the
center of this study are especially crucial to their ability to see the rewriting of subjective
experience as objective truth.
Throughout the dissertation, mindful of poets’ insistence on the negotiation and force that
can realize or evacuate the language of rights, I take their poetry not only as an object of
analysis, but also as a form of analysis well-positioned to query the texts, epistemologies, and
communities that generate and sustain common-sense understandings of rights. Focusing on the
acts of address, comparison, sensory attention, and re-vision through which these poets theorize
citizenship, consent, freedom of movement, equal protection, law and order, and jurisdiction, I
draw forward some of the ways in which the U.S. Constitution, judicial opinions, legislation, and
extralegal sources of authority operate at the figurative level, extending and challenging one
another in this realm.
In this way, I insist on poetry’s relevance to the social. Joseph Harrington notes that “in
the professional imaginary, the corollary of poetry’s hypostatization is the notion that fiction
provides a privileged access to ‘the social.’ Accordingly, in U.S. criticism from the 1950s to the
1990s, the emerging field of ‘American literature’ came to be defined preeminently by prose
narrative” (164). Yet even when it is positioned by legal and academic authorities as
ahistorical—temporally suspended, and as if it exists in a high aesthetic realm disarticulated with
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the messy world—poetry still, and sometimes because of such ideas about it, can be a form of
analysis.
While I do not seek to elevate poetry over fiction (or vice versa), this project proceeds in
the company of other works that highlight “the powers of critique offered by poetic form,”
including Walter Kalaidjian’s interest in “[s]trong poems… [that] not only disrupt the world
outlooks of reigning ideologies but frequently resist incorporation by ruling narratives of literary
criticism”; Kalaidjian finds, in a study that includes an analysis of Rich, that “[t]hrough such
discursive force, verse writing serves politically to question and contest dominant modes of
information that shape human subjectivity, institutional habitats, and the social field at large”
(xiii). In a very recent study, published in 2018, Heather Milne calls attention to poetry as “a site
of theorizing [that] intersects with Megan Simpson’s understanding of poetry as a mode of
knowing” (11). While Milne and Simpson focus their attention on writing by women that is
classed as innovative or experimental—a category outside of which Grahn, Jordan, Lorde, and
Rich’s work is typically understood to fall—Grahn, Jordan, Lorde, and Rich’s poetry nonetheless
operates innovatively, as language that “can make thinking visible, and by extension, can make
social and political engagement visible” (11). Further, like Milne and Simpson, “I [too] aim to
posit ‘writing as a mode of knowing that continually interrogates its own methods and processes
rather than a means to arrive at final conclusions’” (Simpson in Milne 11). Grahn and Jordan’s
celebration of and demand for contingent modes of coming together, as well as Rich’s poetics
and practice of re-vision (“the act of … of entering an old text from a new critical direction”)
(“When We Dead Awaken” 18), underscore this understanding of writing as process; unlike the
judicial ruling, the poem does not aim to be final, though it may be built to last.
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What I aim to center in this dissertation is how a constellation of women poets take an
intersectional feminist perspective to contest to the New Right’s insistence of a consensus around
civil rights, in which “the goal of the civil rights movement—the extension of formal equality to
all Americans regardless of color—has already been achieved,” rendering “the vision of a
continuing struggle under the banner of civil rights… inappropriate” (Crenshaw “Race” 103). As
legal theorist Kimberlé Crenshaw, a founding thinker of critical race theory, points out in the
course of assessing an evolution in antidiscrimination doctrine coincident with a neoconservative
turn in the late 1970s and early 1980s, “antidiscrimination doctrine does not itself provide
determinate results. To give rights meaning, people must specify the world; they must create a
picture of ‘what is’ that grounds their normative interpretation” (109). I repeat Crenshaw's words
from my preface to stress their importance. Rights, alternately framed in the mythologies of U.S.
political life as controversial and as self-evident, provide a means of bringing into focus the
relationship between the sensible (as in what can be perceived) and the sensible (as in what
comes to seem reasonable) (Chuh 26), making this dissertation at its broadest an exploration of
the relationship between politics and aesthetics. In the context of elaborating pictures of “what
is” that do not assume equality to have been achieved, June Jordan, Adrienne Rich, Audre Lorde,
and Judy Grahn show how appeals to rights—to mix metaphors of sight and sound—can
function as a kind of echolocation: a sounding out that can produce knowledge about what
orderings of time, place, people, and ideas are in motion at a given moment. These poets also
respond to various competing pictures of “what was”: the visions of the American founding that
progressive and conservative legal practitioners invoke throughout the long-twentieth century as
the proper antecedent for constitutional interpretation. They also look past the horizons of what
was and what is to elaborate what might be.
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CHAPTER ONE
How Words Are Found Responsible
I. Poetry and Law
In the nine sections of her 1983 poem “North American Time,” Adrienne Rich prompts
her readers to picture acts of troubled composition. The poem opens as the speaker narrates the
evaporation of her creativity under the pressures of self-censorship. Concerned about her
“politically correct” dreams, and walking out into a world of prefabricated themes, she registers
the moment she “knew what [she] would not report / for fear of enemies’ usage” (Your Native
Land 33). In the second section of the poem, she draws on the language of the Miranda warning
to caution that “Everything we write / will be used against us / or against those we love” (33).9
Good intentions might not matter: “words stand / become responsible / for more than we
intended” (33). As easily as words can be animated to communicate love or invite solidarity,
they can also glorify “art as detachment” and romanticize torture (33). “These are the terms” of
poetry, Rich’s speaker asserts, and we can “take them or leave them” (33).
Taken as a whole, the poem enjoins us not to leave them. Even as Rich measures the
severity of the risks that come with speaking, even as she conjures the enormity of the effort
required to speak in spite of them, she renders speaking possible—as poetry. Speaking over risk,
or speaking out of it, is exactly what Rich does through “North American Time”; the fact of the
poem’s existence counters the writer’s block it describes (H. Davidson 170). Further, her
insistence throughout the poem on the responsibility of words serves a function beyond caution
(Your Native Land 33, 34). The passive construction “words are found responsible,” appearing
midway through the poem and echoing earlier passages, posits the potential for meaning-making

9

The Miranda warning derives from the 1966 case Miranda v. Arizona; briefly, it requires police to notify a person
in their custody of the right to remain silent and to consult with an attorney before and during questioning by the
police.
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as broadly available, and in a world that is populated not only by “enemies” who infiltrate the
poem’s first section, indexing the cold war’s incursion into the imagination, but by other poets
and would-be poets (33, 34). In tethering the power of language to sociality, and to its potential
to endure across time, recurring variations on the phrase “words are found responsible” invite us,
as we read the poem, to sketch the contours of a common ground of linguistic experience that
cannot be mapped wholly, by asking how words are found responsible, and by whom and when.
To ask how meaning is made and authorized, how it forecloses and animates, is to stage
an inquiry that spans academic disciplines and artistic practices, each with evolving conventions,
tensions, methodological imperatives, priorities, and quirks. In Words Are Found Responsible:
Poetry’s Jurisdiction in an Age of Rights, I turn in particular to two disciplines or practices
marked in the twentieth century as sites of grappling with what Rich calls “verbal privilege” (33,
34), or how words stand beyond the source and moment of their articulation: poetry and law. At
times, poetry and law have been considered the province of the rarefied, proliferating specialized
vocabularies and requiring expert interpretation—yet they also have been understood as
repositories of common sense and common culture, constituted in some measure by the very
endurance of words in time. In the tension between these conceptions of poetry and of law—
exclusive and inclusive, elitist and broadly shared—we can observe relationships of power,
archive, and community that enable words to “stand” and “become responsible” (34).
As Rich was at work on “North American Time” in 1983, tuning in to the ways that
constructions of gender, race, and sexuality—as well as projects of aesthetic education,
narratives of national history, and the seeming imperatives of consumer culture—mediate the
career of words and their speakers, a host of concerned parties (including legal academics,
judges, and activists) worried over the staying power of the previous decades’ civil rights and
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civil liberties judicial decisions and legislation. These largely persisted as law in an official way,
but had they been, or could they be, evacuated of their substance?10 At the same time, other legal
scholars, including then-federal appeals court judge Antonin Scalia, worried over the staying
power of judicial decisions that strayed too far from the supposed original meaning of
constitutional or statutory language.11
In some respects, Rich and Scalia—near-contemporaries, born in 1929 (Rich) and 1936
(Scalia)—were responding, despite their divergent political orientations, to the same conditions:
the role of the United States in a continuing cold war, with its attendant military engagements
and projects of aesthetic education; the rise of neo-conservatism, with its attendant and
increasingly viable narrative of the nation’s recent past as dangerously disordered; and the
uncertain fate of civil rights era court decisions and legislation, even as rights invocations
remained prominent in political discourse and everyday language. The question of what to do
for, with, and about rights was tethered to another dimension of Rich and Scalia’s shared
climate; poets, literary critics, and legal theorists were increasingly pressed to engage “the
political consequences of the fact that language is not a transparently expressive medium” (B.
Johnson A World 7)—a fact that Rich herself played a vital role in publicizing in the early 1970s,
inviting other women to join her in a study of the way literature and everyday habits of language
embed assumptions about gender roles and work to limit self-understanding (“When We Dead
Awaken”). While Rich throughout her career would continue to elaborate “the dream of a
common language” she had begun in the 1970s,12 as the 1980s progressed, Scalia channeled his
10

See, for example, the essays collected in a 1984 special issue of the Yale Law Journal devoted to the legacy of
Brown v. Board. See also Michael J. Graetz and Linda Greenhouse, The Burger Court and the Rise of the Judicial
Right.
11
Scalia’s identification as an originalist would happen later in the 1980s, but his prominence began to increase with
the publication of his 1983 law review article on “The Doctrine of Standing as an Essential Element of the
Separation of Powers.”
12
See Rich’s 1978 book of the same title.
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energy into asserting the existence of common language already here, discoverable in the past.13
Even if the early Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall had acknowledged in 1819 that “no
word conveys to the mind, in all situations, one single definite idea” (McCulloch v. Maryland),
in the whirl of various post-structuralist inquiries into meaning-making, how to respond to the
indeterminacy of language became a subject of enthusiastic legal debate.
In 1983, the same year that Rich composed “North American Time,” law and literature
scholar James Boyd White published When Words Lose Their Meaning, in which White states
his hope that lawyers will come to reconceptualize law “as an art essentially literary and
rhetorical in nature, a way of establishing meaning and constituting community in language”
(xi). In that same year’s winter issue of the American Bar Foundation Research Journal, a
review essay by Douglas Maynard calls attention to a potential shift in the understanding of
“Language in the Court,” noting the influence of “[a] recent development in the social
sciences… to treat language as a medium of social action and as a topic of investigation, rather
than as a mere vehicle of communication and a resource to be used in carrying out research”
(211). The indeterminacy of language also motivated poetic inquiry at this time; Thomas
Gardner begins an introduction to “American Poetry of the 1980s” by noting that many of the
decade’s “strongest poems” are those that confront “an acknowledgement of language’s limits”
(178). Among the poets of interest to Gardner are Lyn Hejinian, who also in 1983 gave a speech
titled “The Rejection of Closure,” claiming that “closure is a fiction” and lifting up the “open
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As he notes of his appointment to the Supreme Court in 1986, “when I joined the Supreme Court, I was the only
originalist among its numbers… Today [20 years later] the secret is out that I am an originalist… Rarely, nowadays,
does counsel fritter away two out of nine votes by failing to address what Justice [Clarence] Thomas and I consider
dispositive. Originalism is in the game, even if it does not always prevail” (“Foreword,” Originalism: A QuarterCentury of Debate, ed. Steven G. Calabresi).
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text,” which “invites participation, rejects the authority of the writer over the reader and thus, by
analogy, the authority implicit in other (social, economic, cultural) hierarchies” (41, 43).
Both Rich and Scalia operated out of an anxiety about what happens to writing separated
from its original context. Both recognized the power of institutions to use language in shaping
behavioral norms. Both contemplated the effects of their own words; Scalia’s judicial decisions,
after all, existed as law. The stakes may not have been so high for Rich as an author of poetry
and essays, but she did weigh her words with the knowledge of her status as a public figure: a
famous white lesbian feminist poet of visionary scope, who was often rendered an avatar of all
lesbians or feminists or radical women, despite the differences among women that she
increasingly sought to accommodate in her work.
Michelle Wallace engages and critiques Adrienne Rich “the proper name” in an essay
initially presented at a 1989 Cultural Studies conference in Birmingham, England, where
Wallace spoke as part of a program on “Theory and Politics of Location.” Wallace notes:
To address a ‘politics of location’ introduced by the words of the American poet and
lesbian feminist Adrienne Rich [in her 1986 essay “Notes towards a Politics of
Location”] is especially painful to me for many reasons. It is not because Rich is a
lesbian feminist … . And it is not because she is a very famous white American poet ... .
Rather my discomfort is caused by the fact that the proper name ‘Adrienne Rich’
signifies to me a place in American feminism that I've been locked out of. It is a critical
juncture at the crossroads of a white mainstream academic feminism, which is well paid,
abundantly sponsored and self-consciously articulate, and a marginalized, activistoriented black feminism, which is not well paid, virtually unsubsidized and generally
inarticulate, unwritten, unpublished, unread. (48)
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Wallace highlights Rich’s status as a gatekeeper—and critiques her manner of operating in that
capacity, noting how “Rich, who means well I’m sure, pretends to sponsor that which it is not in
her power to sponsor, that which she can only silence: a black feminist voice and/or theory” (48).
At the same time, Wallace finds that the idea of a “politics of location” also “speaks to the
problem of white feminist appropriation of women of color in an extremely useful … manner”
(45). Wallace’s essay provides additional avenues to consider how words are found responsible,
not only by considering their repetition in scholarly venues (as my own writing also enacts, when
I use Rich’s words to frame this dissertation), but also by pointing to other cultural texts: mass
news media, television, and film.
There is more to the story of poetry and law than their concurrent developments in a
shared intellectual, political, and mass-mediated climate. What I want to draw forward is where
poetry and law come together—in U.S. judicial opinions citing poetry, in poems wrestling the
limits of legal meaning—and together form a multidirectional exchange that registers and
participates in the shifting intellectual, political, and broader cultural terrain of the long twentieth
century.
*
In “North American Time,” when Rich draws on the language of the Miranda warning,
she expands its intended address beyond the singular rights-bearing individual it invokes. Rich’s
speaker repossesses what is usually presented as the language of the police—“you have the right
to remain silent”—in the second section of the poem. In doing so, she locates the stakes of
writing or speaking beyond the fate of one person. She highlights the certain danger faced by a
plural “we” brought into being through the poem’s address: “Everything we write,” she declares,
“will be used against us / or against those we love” (33). Developing this concern, she
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acknowledges the potential for literary and artistic work to bolster the logics that enable torture,
and expands the sphere of her anxiety beyond even “us” and “those we love” to include “those
we / did not love but also / did not want to kill” (33). When fear of self-incrimination is replaced
by regard for others, a presumed right to silence crumbles and leaves behind a prompt to return
to a once-frequent companion-term of “rights”: responsibilities (33, 34).
The “right to remain silent” that Rich silently references by way of her allusion to another
clause in the Miranda warning—“anything you say can and will be used against you in a court of
law”—also exemplifies how legal language in general, and rights discourse in particular, can
come to mediate claims of consensus around broader American values. When the Supreme Court
issued a ruling in Miranda v. Arizona in 1966, a narrow majority decided in favor of Ernesto
Miranda, who claimed that his Fifth Amendment rights were violated when a written confession
he made during a police interrogation—without being advised that he was entitled to have a
lawyer present— was used to incriminate him. At the time, “the Supreme Court’s criminal
procedure decisions were under broad popular attack on the grounds that they interfered with
popular preferences” (Friedman 175), even though such decisions had years earlier enjoyed
popular support, and continued to meet with general, if sometimes cautious, approval from legal
academics—including from Alexander Bickel, who had in the early 1960s introduced the very
terms by which Miranda would be critiqued: as a countermajoritarian exercise of judicial will
(Friedman 212-213). With Miranda came the popular charge that the judiciary was “handcuffing
the police”; Reader’s Digest and the editorial board of The New York Times sounded alarms
(212-213). Nixon would animate such critiques of the Court in his 1968 campaign, as
contemporary polling validated claims that people were increasingly disapproving of the Court’s
practices (214).
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By the time Rich began to compose “North American Time,” however, language
associated with the Miranda warning had achieved wide recognition through its ritual repetition
on television and film.14 People believed in Miranda, understanding it to index distinctively
American civil liberties, even as its strength was eroded by law and in practice (Lunney 727728). Legal scholar Kenji Yoshino calls the best-known iteration of the Miranda warning “[t]he
most famous poem in law,” noting “more people can recite this quatrain” than “a quatrain from
most poets who were intentionally writing quatrains” (“The Most Famous Legal Poem”).
The Miranda warning’s status as poem-like, in Yoshino’s 2008 formulation, relates form,
circulation, and authority. In his essay, he acknowledges a longer history of relationship between
poetry and law. Responding to a colleague’s call to “celebrate law and poetry” after a
Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice issued a dissent in rhyming verse, he writes that:
a celebration of law and poetry that (so far) buys into the relatively ornamental status of
poetry in law feels like something less than a full one. The Greeks embodied law-like
mores in poetry to ensure their broad dissemination in an oral culture. If we are
committed to having laws that ‘We, the People’ can understand, we might do worse than
to reinstate that practice.
Yoshino elaborates this argument in another key in his Yale Law Journal article “The City and
the Poet,” which cautions too much enthusiasm in enterprises relating law and literature, and a
focus on the particular circumstances in which the literary proves useful in law (1840, 1895). As
for poetry in particular, noting that “Plato’s Socrates evicts the poet from the city because the
poet is inimical to the functions of the state” (1839), Yoshino argues that if literature must have a
14

See Frederick Schauer, “The Miranda Warning”; Richard A. Leo, “The Impact of Miranda Revisited”; Ronald
Steiner, Rebecca Bauer, Rohit Talwar, “The Rise and Fall of the Miranda Warnings in Popular Culture”; and others.
Of course Rich’s poem turns on figurative detainment—her (or her speaker’s) being detained in language—rather
than a literal arrest by police. Though the stakes of what she addresses in the poem touch on imprisonment in the
United States and the world over, she writes from conditions of relative material safety.
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place in legal matters, then, following Plato, “[p]oetry cannot be permitted to conflict with the
core functions of the state… and poetry can only defend itself by affirmatively demonstrating
that it does not conflict with such functions, a demonstration that will often entail reliance on
poetry's virtues” (1840). While Plato, via Socrates, may not invite the poet back into the city in
The Republic, Yoshino argues the text leaves open the possibility that we might do so (1840).
Poetry’s relationship to the maintenance of consensus about what matters to a polity has
been complex, historically speaking. Poetry has been rendered as a threat to good governance, as
noted above in the case of Plato. Adorno, millennia later, would locate the power of (lyric)
poetry in its antagonistic relationship to society. Yet various other accounts of poetry assume that
it is precisely the form that speaks for “the people,” and can even be representative of such a
body when delivered in a singular voice (such as Whitman’s).15 My aim is not to come out in
support of one or the other conception of poetry’s relationship to the people or society, or to
provide a historical overview of how poetry has been positioned in relation to the existence of
consensus, but to let this inconsistency in poetry’s purported role inform how I read a number of
poems and references to poetry created amidst contests to claim how rights should be understood
in relation to the will of the people.
References to poems, poets, and poetry dot the legal record of the long twentieth century,
punctuating and even helping to make legible the rights culture elaborated throughout this
dissertation. They appear in Supreme Court opinions as well as legal scholarship, and themselves
could be the subject of a dissertation. I animate them briefly in this chapter—comparing select
Supreme Court opinions referencing poetry and poetry references in the work of critical race
scholars—to provide texture to the understanding of how poetry and law operate intertextually,

15

For example, Emerson writes in his essay “The Poet,” that “the poet is representative. He stands among partial
men for the complete man, and apprises us not of his wealth, but of the commonwealth.”
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and why this matters for thinking about how both play a role in the production and maintenance
of common sense. First, however, I would like to address some of the ways that poets and
theorists of poetry have depended on law to elaborate what poetry is or is not, as well as what
poetry should or should not do.
Canonical and contemporary essays on poetry in English delimit the work of the genre in
comparison and contrast to law. In his late-16th-century essay defense of poetry, Sir Philip
Sidney contrasts the work of the lawyer (and the philosopher, historian, grammarian, rhetorician,
logician, physician, etc.) to the work of the poet, who invents and improves upon nature, unlike
the lawyer, who traffics in “what men have determined.” (The NYU Law School’s Vanderbilt
Hall on Washington Square features a plaque with a quotation from Sidney atop a quotation by
Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.) Percy Bysshe Shelley’s nineteenth-century
pronouncement that “[p]oets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world” is fairly wellknown—more so than George Oppen’s 1970s modification, which suggests poets are the
“legislators // of the unacknowledged // world” (“Disasters” 161). Both are cited by Charles
Bernstein in the introduction to a 1989 collection of essays on Poetry and Public Policy,
asserting poetry’s status as a ground for engaging politics. Poet and scholar Meena Alexander,
responding in 2013 to Shelley’s claim, again invokes law in elaborating the power of poetry.
Querying why poets have been feared to such a degree that they have been banned on occasion,
she finds it is “[p]recisely this: the force of the quicksilver self that poetry sets free—desire that
can never be bound by laws and legislations.” How desire reveals and exceeds the bounds of
laws is especially important to this dissertation’s Chapter Three.
A relation between the poem and the self is elaborated in Deborah Nelson’s identification
of the romantic lyric with fantasies of autonomy and projects of self-definition linked with the
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institution of new legal orders: those ushered in with the revolutions in the United States, France,
and Haiti at the end of the 18th century (xvi, xvii). In Pursuing Privacy, Nelson turns to two
“generic institutions of privacy”—constitutional law and lyric poetry—in tracing what happens
to such fantasies and to the very idea of self when the “overhearing” so closely associated with
lyric “began to seem not the condition of lyric self-regard but of all speech” in the context of a
cold-war privacy crisis (28, 29). Jahan Ramazani, in a 2013 book on poetry’s “intergenres,”
identifies law as a significant touchstone. He frames law as a “discursive system” situated
between the novel, with its abundance in detail, and theory and philosophy, with their abstractive
powers; like poetry, Ramazani explains, law can mediate between the abstract and concrete,
though each discursive system does so in radically different ways (46).16 As evident in Nelson
and Ramazani’s scholarship, the early decades of the twenty-first century have been marked by
renewed attention to the avenues for inquiry that poetry can offer to those interested in legal
developments of the last century. Carving out additional pathways among existing studies of law
in literature (literature about or representing law) and law as literature (law studied through
literary analysis), scholars query the investment in precedent that poetry and law share (Meyler),
consider how each discursive body uses language to make order (Ramazani), and comment on
the relationship between the practices of close reading each has been understood to demand
(Thomas “Sidney Lanier,” Binder and Weisberg). In a 2017 issue of Amerikastudien devoted
exclusively to poetry and law, editors Birte Christ and Stefanie Mueller draw forward “examples
of poetry’s interrelated work of figuration, genre, intertextuality, and transgression” as a
reminder of poetry’s “performative aspect”—something that poetry shares with law and that

16

“Law” in this paragraph encompasses a breadth of institutions and texts, and includes the lawyer as well as the
legislator. I am also largely hewing to an English-language tradition in looking to the places where poetry and law
meet, which relates to my broader interest, explored outside of this dissertation, in the shared English-colonial
inheritances that link U.S. poetry and common law.
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might drive Law and Humanities scholarship, often focused on hermeneutics, towards poetics as
well (164). After decades during which studies in “Law and Literature” prioritized narrative, the
novel, and drama, an interest in what poetry in particular—because it is particular—can say
about law is ascendant (Christ and Mueller 149, 156, Gallerani).
Of course, despite their shared meticulous attention to words—“the best words in the best
order” (Coleridge)—the work that poetry and law perform is vastly different. One significant
measure of such difference is noted by Robert Cover, who finds that “judges deal pain and
death,” and in this act “they are different from poets, from critics, from artists”; the interpretation
judges undertake, Cover argues, is “designed to generate credible threats and actual deeds of
violence” (“Violence and the Word” 213, 214). Violence forms part of the common sense of law,
Cover insists, drawing attention to the U.S. Constitution to offer an example:
… read the Constitution. Nowhere does it state, as a general principle, the obvious—that
the government thereby ordained and established has the power to practice violence over
its people. That, as a general proposition, need not be stated, for it is understood in the
very idea of government. (214 n.22)
Poems cannot effect police power. A poem cannot order anyone to be imprisoned (through
writing poetry, the world over, has landed people in prison). It cannot order or prevent a death
sentence. It cannot reconfigure a family. It cannot do myriad things—large and small, lifethreatening and life-sustaining—that law can do in the name of promoting greater welfare.
Yet to the extent that poetry has been implicated in adjudicating who is included in
“humanity” and what “humanity” means, poetry is not at a total remove from the above moments
of reckoning; it has helped to define the subject of the greater welfare. In her essay on
“Anthropomorphism in Lyric and Law,” Barbara Johnson speculates that lyric poetry—or, more
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properly, what Paul de Man designates as the “fallacious lyrical reading of the unintelligible—
might play some role in providing legislators with “the assumption that the human has been or
can be defined,” given the way that anthropomorphism posits man as “presupposed” rather than
in need of definition (Reader 256). With this insight, Johnson finds that Shelley’s famous
proclamation would mean that poets are “‘unacknowledged legislators of the world,’ not because
they covertly determine policy, but because it is somehow necessary and useful that there be a
powerful, presupposable, unacknowledgment” (256). As I will discuss later in this chapter in my
own reading of select Supreme Court opinions, that something called “poetry” can be
presupposed to exist contributes to the Court’s rhetorical capacity to presuppose the existence of
consensus.
Oren Izenberg paints a related, though different, relationship between the poem and the
person, identifying a tradition of twentieth-century poets who assert the presence of the person
(2). His book On Being Numerous posits that “[f]or a certain type of modern poet... ‘poetry’
names an ontological project: a civilizational wish to reground the concept and the value of the
person” (1). Izenberg finds that “[t]he attempt to make the person appear anew as a valuebearing fact—as the necessary ground of social life—is a conceptual precursor to any effective
politics, to any subsequent account of justice” (35).
Further, the very capacity to write poetry has been interpreted as a sign of personhood.
Recent studies linking artificial intelligence and poetry inquire after the relationship between
producing poetry and what it means to be human (Reynolds). The historical link between poetic
authorship and personhood, however, is older and more insidious. Consider, for example, what
was at stake as Phillis Wheatley stood before a tribunal of white statesmen and authors in 1772,
ready to prove that she truly was the author of her poems. As Henry Louis Gates, Jr. notes, this
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meeting concerned Wheatley’s fate, the fate of the antislavery movement, and the status of
literature written by enslaved persons, at a moment when the ability of Africans to “create
imaginative literature” was taken by Enlightenment philosophers and colonial American leaders
as the sign of a reasoning, and therefore human, being (7, 23-26).
To associate the ability to write or read poetry with a reasoning human being does not
mean that poetry itself has always been associated with reason. Robert von Hallberg sees in
various instances of poetry’s association with music the concern of both with what is beyond or
outside of rationality (169, 183). Adrienne Rich echoes the poets before her when she notes that
poems are like dreams, and we put into them what we don’t know we know (“When We Dead
Awaken” 21). Whether thought to be divinely (or otherwise externally) inspired or the work of
genius (Wheatley, for example, refers to her own “intrinsic ardor” (196), which poet June Jordan
characterizes “as something wholly her own, something entirely new”), poems tend to be
understood to point both to and beyond themselves, exceeding what can be grasped in thought
and transcending individual experience (Jordan 177, 178). 17 It is in this transcendence of
individual experience that poetry becomes a ground for observing claims made about consensus.
Poets as well as critics, and a general reading audience, perpetuate such an understanding
of poetry in part by assuming poetry’s simultaneous self-evidence and its indefinability; what
this has meant to some legal thinkers I’ll discuss shortly. For now, I’ll turn to some of the
poets—for example, to poet, novelist, and critic Ben Lerner, who in his 2016 book on The
Hatred of Poetry, several times notes that it’s generally easier to come to a consensus about what
is bad poetry than to define what poetry is. In the course of elaborating this point, Lerner turns to
a legal text: the oft-cited remarks of Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart, who said of hardcore
17

Robert von Hallberg: “What is the relation of rationality to poetic discourse? ‘No man,’ Socrates continues, ‘while
he retains that faculty [of reason], has the oracular gift of poetry’’ (23) Christopher Nealon synthesizes many of
these concerns (“The Poetic Case” 868-869).
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pornography in Jacobelis v. Ohio (1964), “I know it when I see it.” This sounds a lot like the
poet Heather McHugh, responding in 2013 to an interview question about “[w]hat distinguishes
poetic language from other kinds.” McHugh replies by citing what she heard another poet, Anne
Carson, once say about the difference between poetry and prose: “I can’t tell it, but I can smell
it.” In the way that the writers quote other writers here, they re-stage the lyric trope of
overhearing to talk about poetry. Further, what Anne Carson said is itself ephemeral; I’ve never
been able to find it recorded in writing attributed to Carson, though as McHugh’s student, I heard
her repeat Carson’s words; the referent keeps getting displaced, in a way that is often understood
to be constitutive of definitions of poetry as a genre.
These are not the only writers to invoke sensory perception in elaborating the genre’s
self-evidence or its inarticulate definition: in his 1953 introduction to The Mirror and the Lamp,
a book centered on poetry criticism, the American literary critic MH Abrams includes an
epigraph presenting two lines of dialogue between the eighteenth-century Scottish writer (and
lawyer) James Boswell and the English writer Samuel Johnson—contemporaries of William
Blackstone, well-known as a theorist of English common law. In response to a question from
Boswell about what poetry is, Johnson replies that “it is much easier to say what it is not. We all
know what light is; but it is not easy to tell what it is.”18 The word “know” stands out in several
of these formulations, linking poetry to a knowledge that is gained through the senses or made
possible through the senses (recalling Aristotle’s common sense), and so immediately that it
bypasses logical reasoning.
18

In fact, Johnson’s critique of what he termed the “metaphysical poets,” a group of seventeenth century writers
including Abraham Crowley, John Donne, and others, concerned their excessive braininess: “They were always
analytic”—and too obsessed with novelty, and they violently yoked things together. It’s also important to
acknowledge, though, that Johnson thinks they’re too crazy to be reasonable: “their amplification had no limits; they
left not only reason but fancy behind them, and produced combinations of confused magnificence that not only
could not be credited, but could not be imagined.” Of course, unlike some of the other poets and critics I’ve cited,
Johnson is working with a conception of poetry where poetry should imitate nature and move the affections.
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The capacity to read poetry—or, more precisely, to recognize and experience poetry—
also has been interpreted as a sign of full personhood and recruited to the cultivation of proper
citizenship. As Joseph Harrington notes, “Poetry’s perceived abilities—in genteel, modernist,
radical, and popular/populist poetics alike—to effect equilibrium and ordering, to preserve or
transmit aesthetic and ethical values, and to (de)sacralize twentieth-century capitalist society
have made it a perennial battleground in the struggle to define the subject of national culture”
(167-168). Poetry’s sometime-status as the ultimate literary form (Harrington 163), and its close
association with the development of something recognized under the heading of “aesthetics” and,
therefore, its association with projects of aesthetic education, means that it has been understood a
site of aesthetic judgment where “human potential” can be realized (Redfield 12). As Marc
Redfield notes, the development of acculturated subjects comes to be part of the “state’s core
[and pedagogical] mission,” through which the state, in a “tradition that in its main lines runs
from Schiller through Hegel and Matthew Arnold and is still very much alive today, represents
the community to itself” (12, 46). In Redfield’s account, that representation in this form is
possible hinges on the disinterestedness associated with aesthetic judgment, through which the
properly acculturated aesthetic subject appears to achieve “a proleptic, formal moment of
identification with humanity per se” (47).19
Disinterestedness—imagined alternatively as part of an objective, scientific approach and
in association with a self-transcending mystical experience—figured significantly in the
development of modernist literary works, and in the habits of close reading associated with New
Critics of the mid-twentieth-century United States and Britain, which have both been theorized in
relation to legal practice and education. David Luban and others identify modernist roots of the

19

Consider how Trump’s not having an inaugural poem in 2016 (like his not having a pet) has been understood to
confirm his lack of humanity.
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critical legal studies movement launched in the 1970s, for example.20 New Critical close reading,
on the surface, appeared democratic, in that the approach could be taught easily to a
heterogeneous college population booming after the GI Bill (Graff 173). The teaching of poetry
in particular was held to be representative of the merits of teaching literature generally; poetry
would help to provide a common ground through which a “great works” approach to literary
education could be developed (170-171). Tobin Siebers posits that “The New Critics quickly
established a canon of poetry to found the new republic in which a purer democracy would
defeat totalitarianism and bring an end to the cold war” (in Nelson 108).21 Poems continue to
figure in U.S. education; where the case might have been, once, that poems were learned mostly
for the sake of elocution, itself a politicized project, today they appear on standardized tests,
though in questions that aren’t necessarily intelligible to the poets whose work these questions
engage.22
It is hard to know the extent to which such literary education affected legal education, but
Laura Kalman notes a connection between the New Critical imperative to reconcile or balance
the seeming contradictions of a text and a broader “‘apolitical’ fashion, spread across the
American intellectual landscape” following WWII (22-23). James Boyd White, considered a
founder of studies in law and literature, provides a more particularized account. In his 1985 essay
20

Edward J. Eberle and Bernhard Grossfeld present a view of modernist poetry that frames it as a kind of
pedagogical preparative for Critical Legal Studies (49). They draw forward how a particular canon of American
poets goes on to inform those who are lawyers: Whitman, Stevens, Frost, Shakespeare, Chaucer. In their focus on
modernist writers, they locate what we might think of as a linguistic turn in law and poetry before deconstruction.
See also Luban, 51.
21
Other scholars have written on the associations between cold war politics and New Criticism by highlighting the
way that the midcentury rise of MFA programs was nurtured by CIA funding, as part of an international project to
cultivate an anti-communist but politically-left intellectual class, which otherwise might have been lured, or so it
was feared, by Soviet cultural programs (Eric Bennet, Workshops of Empire, Evan Kindley, Poet-Critics and the
Administration of Culture). Also, in the United States, the study of literature as such—and American literature in
particular—for other than the purposes of literacy would consolidate around the same time (and around the same
place: Harvard) that saw the formalization of legal education, organized around the case-law method.
22
On the importance of poetic meter in education, see Meredith Martin, The Rise and Fall of Meter, especially “The
History of Meter.” Recently, one poet, Sara Holbrook, who discovered her work was the subject of standardized
exam questions in Texas noted that she could not fathom how to answer the questions posed about her own poem.
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“The Judicial Opinion and the Poem,” he connects the educations that he received in poetry and
in law in the decades following World War II, noting “a striking similarity in the ways in which
poetry and law once were taught – and to some degree still are taught, though perhaps less
comfortably so” (107). He explains how in both subjects education “proceeded by drawing the
student’s attention to a series of discrete texts, one after another, and holding it there. In the law
the text was typically the judicial opinion; in literary studies usually, though not always, the
poem. In both fields the emphasis was on the text as a self-justifying, self-explaining, selfauthenticating object” (108). Rich pushes against such an understanding of poetry in “North
American Time,” insisting that “words— /whether we like it or not— / stand in a time of their
own” (Your Native Land 35); while she acknowledges that the poem has some autonomy from
the poet, she does not take for granted that the poem can justify itself.
White also stresses that the poem and the judicial opinion were models against which
other texts in literature and in law were measured (108-109). This sense of the poem as the
prototypical literary form accords with the aims of the postwar Harvard Committee: “It is
through poetry, the imaginative understanding of things in common, that minds most essentially
meet” (Graff 170). Kandice Chuh notes that “[c]ontestations over the meaning of literature may
… be understood as contestations over the meaning of the human and its cognate world” (53);
poetry’s on-and-off-again existence as a metonym for Literature calls attention to what may be at
stake in the subtle enactment of such contestations in U.S. law, as judges and legal academics
call on poetry in service of advancing their arguments. As I hope to make clear in the remaining
portions of this chapter, references to poetry in a range of Supreme Court judicial opinions
composed between the 1950s and 2015 tend to affirm the normative work or intentions of law.
They are subtly and intimately linked to assertions of consensus (which may or may not exist) in
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an era marked by what were newly explicit concerns about whether the Supreme Court should
protect minorities or represent majoritarian interests.
Yet the primacy of the judicial opinion as the exemplary legal text has also been called
into question. As legal scholar Judith Resnik notes in reflecting on her co-teaching a course in
law, literature, and feminist theory with literary scholar Carolyn Heilbrun:
For the law in literature genre, Herman Melville’s Billy Budd, William Shakespeare’s The
Merchant of Venice, and Franz Kafka’s The Trial are standards. “Our” great books, in
which law plays an interesting part, appear as if by collective agreement on many reading
lists. For law as literature, the “law” tends to be judicial opinions, and especially those of
the United States Supreme Court. Robert Ferguson explains this choice: Judicial appellate
opinions are the “most creative and generally read literary form in the law.”

The “most … generally read.” The assumed passivity is striking, for as almost two
decades of feminist literary criticism has demonstrated, “generally read” is a category
created by choices. (1936-1937)
It is precisely the canonicity or exemplarity attributed to, rather than necessarily inherent in,
judicial opinions that inspires me to read them, in this chapter, as linked to assertions of
consensus. It is my hope that my reading of them also helps to point to the reasons that it is
important to look beyond them to learn about the common sense with which law is imbricated.

II. Canon, Aesthetic Judgment, and Consensus
Supreme Court justices’ references to poetry may not be essential to the holdings of
particular judicial decisions or to the main thrusts of dissents; they are not necessary, either, for
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understanding the main claims of key legal thinkers. However, that the invocations of poetry
span several decades—and occur in the writings of an ideologically diverse spectrum of Supreme
Court justices—flags their persistence as curious. Read in light of legal history, a pattern
emerges: in moments experienced or styled as hermeneutic, social, or political crisis, legal
writers—often writing as a minority voice in a judgment —turn to poetry to assert the existence
of consensus around some aspect of American law. While my analysis here is not exhaustive, I
want to compare a number of opinions that reference poetry: one from Antonin Scalia in 2015,
opposing poetry and law in order to echo critiques of the Warren Court as a usurper of
democratic will; one from Felix Frankfurter in 1951, written prior to Warren’s appointment as
Chief Justice and drawing a parallel between the recognition of what is poetic and the
recognition of what is lawful; and a handful of opinions composed in the intervening decades
that reference American poems and poets. Following my reading of these opinions, I will turn
my attention to references that critical race theorists have made to poetry. Comparing these to the
references that appear in Supreme Court opinions, it is possible to track the shifting relationship
of poetry to assumed consensus about the functions of the state in the legal imagination in the
twentieth century.
When U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia authored his dissenting opinion in
Obergefell v. Hodges, he incidentally articulated a relationship between poetry and law. It was
the end of June 2015, and in a much-anticipated decision the Court’s majority ruled that states
are required to recognize and permit marriage between people of the same sex. In language soon
characterized in the press as “bitchy,” “blistering,” and “unhinged,” Scalia skewered Justice
Anthony Kennedy’s majority opinion, asserting that the Court had exceeded its role by engaging
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in the kind of lawmaking more properly left to elected officials.23 What’s more, he argued, the
Court’s decision was made without a clear, understandable basis in the law. It is in elaborating
this point that Scalia invokes poetry: “The world does not expect logic and precision in poetry or
inspirational pop-philosophy,” he writes, but “it demands them in the law.” As much as Scalia
generally found what “the world” thinks—about same-sex marriage, or gun control, for
example— irrelevant to the task of judging in the particular place of America (Glendon 153,
Scalia “Keynote” 306, 310), in Obergefell, the world’s common-sense understanding of genre
comes to mark the insufficiency of Kennedy’s reasoning as obvious.
The Obergefell dissent was not the first occasion on which a Supreme Court justice had
called on poetry to make a point about the nature of legal reasoning. Sixty-four years earlier,
Justice Felix Frankfurter had done so, in a concurring opinion in Niemotko v. Maryland. The case
had been brought against the city of Havre de Grace, Maryland by two Jehovah’s Witnesses
convicted of disorderly conduct for holding a meeting in a city park, after their request for a
permit to do so had been denied. Frankfurter believed in a limited role for the Court; in
Niemotko, this meant that even as the Court in its majority overturned the disorderly conduct
convictions and found Maryland’s permit system to violate the First and Fourteenth
Amendments, he was reluctant to say too much about what exactly was wrong with the permit
system or how it might be adjusted. Explaining this, he admits that “many a decision of this
Court rests on some inarticulate major premise and is none the worse for it. A standard may be
found inadequate without the necessity of explicit delineation of the standards that would be
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In Vanity Fair, TheBlaze (“Authentic. Unfiltered. Fearless.”—and conservative), and Huffington Post,
respectively. Critiques of Kennedy’s opinion came not only from conservative thinkers like Scalia, but from thinkers
who agreed with the outcome of the case, but found its reasoning lacking. See Akhil Reed Amar, “What the SameSex Marriage Opinion Should Have Said (and Almost Did)” in Slate; Ariel Schneller, “How Justice Kennedy Could
Have Baked a Better Fortune Cookie” in the LA Times; Ilya Somin, “A great decision on same-sex marriage—but
based on dubious reasoning” in the Washington Post; and others.
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adequate, just as doggerel may be felt not to be poetry without the need of writing an essay on
what poetry is.” This sounds a lot like McHugh/Carson: “I can’t tell it, but I can smell it.” It also
sounds like a preview to Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart’s famous pronouncement on
hardcore pornography: “I know it when I see it” (Jacobelis).
In their opinions, both Frankfurter and Scalia locate the judge in a position of deference
to legislators. Each feels so strongly about the proper role of the judge that he authors an opinion
to contest (Scalia) or qualify (Frankfurter) the decision issued by the Court. Yet where Scalia
suggests that more explicit reasoning on Kennedy’s part might have led to a different legal
outcome, Frankfurter proposes that the goal of judicial restraint would be better served by saying
less. How is that in elaborating such different understandings of the relationship between judicial
restraint and legal reasoning, the assumptions that the justices make about the poetry do not
particularly contradict one another? 24
In fact, in their references to the genre, Frankfurter and Scalia verify in the legal record
the persistence of more broadly held assumptions about poetry: it exists outside the realm of
logic; it is self-evident; and it need not be defined—or it cannot be defined—in precise terms.
These qualities, when considered constitutive of poetry, have been mobilized to various ends—
both to paint poetry as the bearer of truth (as in many Romantic manifestoes) and to characterize
the genre as a dangerous or empty game of anything-goes (as in Scalia’s dismissive words). That
poetry’s self-evidence has two faces—perceived as truthful and tricky—is in part what produces
its intersections with law as a meaningful site for exploration. This two-faced quality of poetry
also echoes Homi Bhabha’s observation in Nation and Narration that “the Janus-faced
ambivalence of language itself’ plays a role “in the construction of the Janus-faced discourse of
24

Another way to account for this shift is by analyzing the justices’ and the broader Court’s shifting relationship to
the common law tradition. I pursue this thread in “We Hold These Poems to Be Self-Evident: Resisting Definition in
Poetry and Common Law” (in progress).
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the nation,” as “[t]his turns the familiar two-faced god into a figure of the prodigious doubling
that investigates the nation space in the process of the articulation of elements” (3).
Poetry, treated as ostensibly transparent, serves a testimonial function in the 1989 case
Texas v. Johnson, in Chief Justice William Rehnquist’s dissent invoking poems by Ralph Waldo
Emerson and John Greenleaf Whittier, and Francis Scott Key’s “Star-Spangled Banner” (in its
capacity as a poem rather than anthem); these poems help Rehnquist to argue that flag burning
should not be protected by the First Amendment (422-425). Legal scholar Frederick Schauer
finds that these references, along with Rehnquist’s invocations of history, are part of the Chief
Justice’s attempt to assert the existence of a “social category” that the majority in the case did
not understand to exist—the category of “political communication other than flag desecration”
(882; my emphasis). In the eyes of the majority, Schauer argues, what was at stake was political
communication, plainly, with no modifications or exceptions imaginable to that concept. Schauer
highlights how those seeking to restrict the application of the First Amendment in cases of flag
burning “were seeking exceptions to [what the majority of justices thought of as] an intrinsically
exceptionless principle” (881). Rehnquist, however, attempts to propose an alternative view by
linking poetry and history to assert the existence of a particular understanding of the American
flag’s significance to American culture, where such an understanding posits flag burning as
outside the scope of the First Amendment’s protections. Poetry helps Rehnquist to assert that the
Court’s majority does not correspond to the interests of a broader cultural majority.
It is interesting to note that Rehnquist was writing in the wake of what Guyora Binder
and Robert Weisberg have identified as a debate in legal scholarship in the early and mid-1980s
about the existence of “public values” (160-166). This debate involved approaches to
constitutional interpretation, raising questions about whether “claim[s] that constitutional
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interpretation is not objective impl[y] that American society has no constitutive or public
values,” for example (161). Rehnquist’s poetry reference resonates in this context, as it aims to
affirm what he understands to be a public value. Further, Schauer’s finding about the role that
poetry serves in judicial opinion writing can be expanded beyond Rehnquist’s Johnson dissent.
In the 1995 case Plaut v Spendthrift Farm Inc., Scalia, writing for the majority, writes that
“[s]eparation of powers, a distinctively American political doctrine, profits from the advice
authored by a distinctively American poet: Good fences make good neighbors.” Like Schauer,
who notes that Rehnquist combines poetry and history in his opinion, Kieran Dolin finds that
Scalia’s Plaut opinion ties together “[p]olitical theory, history, and literature” in order to
“authorise and authenticate” the law at the heart of the case, and “locate it in a larger narrative”
(2). What Dolin notices about the way that Scalia reads Frost also captures many of the other
justices’ references to poetry: they’re aphoristic, taking phrases as self-evident and neglecting to
locate them in the particular context of a poem. Dolin points out that “Scalia seems to see poetry
as didactic, as a repository of quotable moral and political truths… What he calls the ‘advice’
offered by Frost conforms with the wisdom of American political doctrine…” (4). While literary
scholars interested in the interpretive knots of Frost’s work would not necessarily turn to
Supreme Court justices for guidance, how these justices convey assumptions about meaning
might be of value to the extent that they convey the justices’ assumptions about the public:
“Scalia assumes that he and his readers share a common culture and that they will be able to
recognize his allusion to Robert Frost’s poem, ‘Mending Wall’” (2). This expectation is also
evident in Rehnquist’s citations in Texas, which provide some context about the wars in which
the poems he quotes were produced, but without interrogating the poems. 25

25

Dolin also notes that “Frost discouraged moralistic readings of this poem in a 1944 interview” and highlights the
superficiality of the reading Scalia gives Frost by contrasting it with Justice Breyer’s reading of the poem in a
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In a 1968 dissent by Justice William O. Douglas, the names of poets alone serve to
reinforce the existence of a distinctively American conception of liberty that is implied, rather
than mentioned outright, in the Constitution. As I will discuss at greater length in Chapter Three,
Douglas turns to Walt Whitman, Vachel Lindsay, and Carl Sandburg as representatives of
American democratic ideals linked to freedom of movement. Protesting the Court’s dismissal of
Wainwright v. New Orleans, which came on the heels of the Court’s ruling in Terry v. Ohio,
famous as the case that made stop-and-frisk legally permissible, Douglas called upon this trio of
poets to assert, much as Rehnquist does in the flag burning case, the existence of a category that
should be protected. While in Wainwright Douglas is one of two dissenters, in the 1972
Papachristou v. Jacksonville, when he turns to these poets again, it is in authoring the majority
ruling. Writing about any number of activities involving mobility (walking, strolling, etc.), and
acknowledging that these very well could be part of preparing to commit a crime, Douglas points
to the insignificance of that potential in the face of historic American freedoms:
The difficulty is that these activities are historically part of the amenities of life as we
have known them. They are not mentioned in the Constitution or in the Bill of Rights.
These unwritten amenities have been in part responsible for giving our people the feeling
of independence and self-confidence, the feeling of creativity. These amenities have
dignified the right of dissent and have honored the right to be nonconformists and the
right to defy submissiveness. They have encouraged lives of high spirits rather than
hushed, suffocating silence.
concurring opinion, where “Justice Breyer picks up on the anti-sententious note in Frost’s poem… [he] still wants
some sort of guidance from the poem, but in correcting Scalia, he is faced with the unconventional implication that
the boundary fence does not matter” (4). Additional references to Frost exist in an opinion authored by Frankfurter. I
leave aside here citations of American poets at the level of state supreme courts and federal appellate courts, though
I’ll note that Frost makes a number of appearances here, as do Langston Hughes, Emma Lazarus, and the expatriate
T.S. Eliot. The language of the legally-trained poet Wallace Stevens also makes its way into opinions. The Stevens
citations in particular treat the lines of poetry as self-evident and aphoristic; following these judges, the whole
industry of Stevens criticism (there is a whole journal dedicated to his work, after all) would be rendered irrelevant.
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They are embedded in Walt Whitman's writings, especially in his “Song of the Open
Road.” They are reflected, too, in the spirit of Vachel Lindsay's “I Want to Go
Wandering,” and by Henry D. Thoreau.
It is interesting to observe that not only the legal principle that put Douglas in the minority in
Wainwright but also the poets he invoked in that opinion become part of the majority view in
Papachristou.26 Also, while invocations of literature in legal texts are often thought to mark
appeals to universalism, here they are appeals to (what are framed as) distinctively American
values: values understood to have been here all along. Walt Whitman, whom Joseph Harrington
identifies as the exception to the exclusion of poetry from the broader study of American
literature from the mid-twentieth century onward, appears as “Walt Whitman, that representative
man and representer of ‘America’” (159).
Of course, Whitman was not always so, despite his self-fashioning in “Song of Myself”
and Emerson’s 1855 affirmation of his relationship to American life and letters27; when Douglas
was citing Whitman, he had not quite yet assumed his canonical status, though he was on his
way. As June Jordan reminds her readers in her essay “For the Sake of a People’s Poetry: Walt
Whitman and the Rest of Us,” there was a time when “not only was Whitman not required
reading, he was, on the contrary, presented as a rather hairy buffoon suffering from a childish
proclivity for exercise and open air.”
Who constitutes the proper canon of poets for the law? Barbara Johnson’s
“Anthropomorphism in Lyric and Law” opens up a longer history for this question. Johnson

26

Other justices writing on Wainwright do worry with Douglas about the issues at hand, but dismiss the case because
its facts are too sketchy.
27
Emerson’s letter to Whitman upon the publication of Leaves of Grass celebrates “the most extraordinary piece of
wit and wisdom that America has yet contributed” and greets Whitman “the beginning of a great career.”
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pauses to consider a passage in Chief Justice Roger Taney’s decision in the 1857 case Dred Scott
v. Sanford, in which the Court famously ruled that “A free negro of the African race, whose
ancestors were brought to this country and sold as slaves, is not a ‘citizen’ within the meaning of
the Constitution of the United States.” Johnson highlights the way that Taney’s gloss of the
“Declaration of Independence” helps him to arrive at this conclusion. In the course of elaborating
the qualifications of the declaration’s framers to issue such a proclamation, even if they were
engaged abetting a practice of slavery apparently antithetical to the principles of equality they
invoked, Taney writes:
… the men who framed this declaration were great men – high in literary acquirements,
high in their sense of honor, and incapable of asserting principles inconsistent with those
on which they were acting. They perfectly understood the meaning of the language they
used, and how it would be understood by others, and they knew that it would not in any
part of the civilized world be supposed to embrace the negro race, which, by common
consent, had been excluded from civilized Governments and the family of nations, and
doomed to slavery. They spoke and acted according to the then established doctrines and
principles, and in the ordinary language of the day, and no one misunderstood them. The
unhappy black race were separated from the white by indelible marks, and laws long
before established, and were never thought of or spoken of except as property, and when
the claims of the owner or the profit of the trader were supposed to need protection.

“Literary acquirements” here appear on par with honor in shaping the framers’ greatness, which
in turn helps to establish their aptitude as writers as well as readers of public opinion. Enacting
an interpretive approach similar to what would be termed “original public meaning” originalism
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more than a century later, Taney makes clear that “the negro race” were not only excluded from
the civilized world “by common consent,” but also were unimaginable as participants in
“common consent.” Through paratactic suggestion rather than overt connection, Taney’s opinion
invites consideration of the ways that “literary acquirements” provide a framework for
extraliterary interpretation.
III. Poetry and (Legal) Liberation Scholarship
… The ideological offensive against civil rights reform (not to mention deeper social
change) has consolidated what we have called a new common sense regarding race and
racism in the United States.... In the 1980s, the architects of the new racial common sense
provided an ideological foundation for dismantling many of the key reforms and
programs adopted during the civil rights period. (Crenshaw, et al., Critical Race Theory
Reader, xxxii)

In an early collection of writings grouped under the heading of critical race theory, the
editors of the Reader name poetry in an explicit discussion of how their methods differ from
those associated with traditional legal studies. It is significant that this shift in method occurs in
the context of centering race:
New forms of scholarship began to emerge. We used personal histories, parables,
chronicles, dreams, stories, poetry, fiction, and revisionist histories to convey our
message. We called for greater attention to questions of audience—for whom were we
writing and why? None of these methods was unique to our work, but their frequent use
by scholars of color as a part of a race-centered enterprise indicated the emergence of a
genre or movement. It was this 1980s generation of liberation scholarship that came to be
known as critical race theory. (Matsuda, Lawrence, Delgado, and Crenshaw 5)
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The role that poetry plays in critical race theory scholarship varies; for at least one scholar,
Cheryl I. Harris, composing poetry had some bearing on legal writing. An excerpt from Harris’s
“Poem for Alma,” which describes a female figure who “walked into forbidden worlds / impaled
on the weapon of her own pale skin,” precedes her well-known essay “Whiteness as Property”
(276). It is accompanied by an epigraph from Plessy v. Ferguson that describes Homer Plessy’s
appearance as someone of “mixed descent, in the proportion of seven eighths Caucasian and one
eight African blood; that the mixture of colored blood was not discernible in him” (in Harris
276).
In other essays collected in the Critical Race Theory Reader as well as in Words that
Wound, poetry appears as testimony verifying that there is an outside to prevailing common
sense and as evidence of what law cannot make transparent to itself. In “Public Response to
Racist Speech: Considering the Victim’s Story,” Mari J. Matsuda turns to a poet for an
illustration of how racist speech funnels a message of hate generated toward a group into a
personal attack. She leads a section of the essay titled “The Specific Negative Effects of Racist
Hate Messages” with an epigraph from Lorna Dee Cervantes’ “Poem for the Young White Man
Who Asked Me How I, an Intelligent, Well-Read Person, Could Believe in the War Between the
Races”:
everywhere the crosses are burning,
sharp-shooting goose-steppers around every corner,
there are snipers in the schools…
(I know you don’t believe this.
You think this is nothing
but faddish exaggeration. But they
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are not shooting at you.) (in Matsuda 24)
The words of Matsuda’s that follow this excerpt establish the severity and scope of the harm
caused by racist hate messages, as well as the violations of constitutional liberties that it creates
(24-26). This section of her essay toggles between addressing the specificities of “groupdifferentiated vulnerability” to violence (Gilmore 28) and statements of universality: “To be
hated, despised, and alone is the ultimate fear of all human beings” (Matsuda 25). Matsuda opens
up “the doctrinal space for regulation of” racist hate messages by stressing the “psychological
symptoms and emotional distress ranging from fear, traumatic stress disorder, hypertension,
psychosis, and suicide” suffered by targets of racism, as well as the ways in which “victims are
restricted in their personal freedom…. have to quit jobs, forgo education, leave their homes,
avoid certain public places, curtail their own exercise of speech rights, and otherwise modify
their behavior and demeanor” (24). She also notes how “associational and other liberty interests
of whites are curtailed in an atmosphere rife with racial hatred” (25).
Matsuda’s chapter, like Cervantes’ poem, concerns the production of a common sense not
only around rights, but around the larger picture of “what is” that rights can serve to uphold—or,
as Matsuda’s argument for a legal response to hate speech suggests, what rights can interrupt.
Referencing research in psychology, she notes that “At some level, no matter how much both
victims and well-meaning dominant-group members resist it, racial inferiority is planted in our
minds as an idea that may hold some truth. The idea is improbable and abhorrent, but because it
is presented repeatedly, it is there before us” (25). In this moment, the picture of the world is of a
world that is shared. Earlier in the chapter, however, she notes, “In writing this chapter I am
forced to ask why the world looks so different to me from the way it looks to many of the civil
libertarians whom I consider my allies” (20). Matsuda weighs the disparate effects of hate
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speech: how target-group members feel it as a threat, while non-members do not, effecting a
“dissociation [that] leads logically to the claim that there is no institutional or state responsibility
to respond to the incident” (20). Cervantes’ poem describes the gap produced in such
dissociation.
What is not felt uniformly, in Cervantes’ poem, cannot be believed; yet the language in
the rest of the poem pointing to “everywhere” and “every corner” gestures to the universality—
the occupying of “every corner” of imaginable space—of the specific threat of racist violence.
Cervantes’ book was published in 1981. In 1977, the Supreme Court had ruled in National
Socialist Party of America v. Village of Skokie that the state of Illinois had acted too quickly in
prohibiting the Nazi Party to march through a town with a significant Jewish population. In
1992, in R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, the Supreme Court would rule in the case of several teenagers
who burned crosses on the lawn of a black family that a local Minnesota law “prohibit[ing] the
display of a symbol which one knows or has reason to know ‘arouses anger, alarm or resentment
in others on the basis of race, color, creed, religion or gender’” was invalid, as a matter of
address: “it prohibits otherwise permitted speech solely on the basis of the subjects the speech
addresses.” Part of what Matsuda’s chapter seeks to do is describe the specificity of harm caused
by racist address, but also the breadth of it: a kind of overhearing we might associate with the
structure of apostrophe that not only tells us something about who is speaking and who is
addressed, but seeks to transform those who are witnesses. Racist speech does not only affect
those who are its intended targets.
Matsuda also draws on poetry in another essay, “Looking to the Bottom: Critical Legal
Studies and Reparations.” In this essay, discussing the gap that exists between people of color
and critical legal scholars despite “similar perspectives and goals,” poetry is invoked as a way of
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practicing “the method of looking to the bottom,” which for Matsuda entails “adopting the
perspective of those who have seen and felt the falsity of the liberal promise,” as a means by
which “critical scholars [can be assisted] in the task of fathoming the phenomenology of law and
defining the elements of justice” (63). Matsuda argues, by way of an essay by literary scholar
Erlene Stetson, that “those who lack material wealth or political power still have access to
thought and language,” and “In poetry, the most concentrated form of language, black women
have employed words to criticize and transform existing assumptions” (65). A note by Matsuda
on Stetson’s essay highlights the way that the latter writer identifies “The black female poet’s
task” as “analogous to the task of the critical theorist” (77 n.16). Stetson’s essay itself affirms
that black women poets create an opening to re-think common sense, as they “have brought to
their quest a perception of reality that is subconscious and subversive… It recognizes that the
appearance is not reality but only a partial and ineffective semblance of reality. And finally it is a
perception of reality as unified and dialectic rather than fragmented and disjunctive” (77 n16). In
highlighting the significance of this for her readers, Matsuda asserts, with Stetson’s essay still in
mind, that “poetry to black women has never been merely aesthetic: it has, first and foremost,
been a tool of social change” (65). Such poetry is a means of countering the tumbling chain of
implications that critical legal scholars have sometimes been seen as attaching to the
“incoherency” of law, “portraying those who use legal doctrine, legal principles, and liberal
theory for positive social ends as coopted fools or cynical instrumentalists” (64).
Poetry is not the only literary or artistic form that Matsuda references in her essay;
however, that it must be guarded against charges of “mere” aestheticism stands out. The
qualification nods to the existence of an aesthetic tradition that would hold apart what is art and
what is instrumental (“a tool of social change”). Yet it speaks, as well, to a contemporary anxiety
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voiced by Patricia Williams, also a scholar of critical race theory. Writing of an “essentialized
world view” that she associates with “theoretical legal understanding” in Anglo-American
jurisprudence, Williams notes “a worrisome tendency to disparage anything that is
nontranscendent (temporal, historical), or contextual (socially constructed), or nonuniversal
(specific) as ‘emotional,’ ‘literary,’ ‘personal,’ or just Not True” (9). Perhaps what this marks is
a shift from the literary as that which signals the universal (arrived at via the particular) to an
understanding of the literary as hyperspecific—coincident with the rise of the novel, understood
as a more documentary and polyvocal form—as a privileged site for the study of culture
(Harrington 19).
Williams’ words on the literary also recall Audre Lorde’s 1977 essay “Poetry Is Not a
Luxury.” Distinguishing between a “european” hyper-rationalist mode of living, abstracted from
experience (36), and women’s “ancient, non-european consciousness of living as a situation to be
experienced and interacted with” (37), Lorde writes:
I believe that women carry within ourselves the possibility for fusion of these two
approaches so necessary for survival, and we come closest to this combination in our
poetry. I speak here of poetry as a revelatory distillation of experience, not the sterile
word play that, too often, the white fathers distorted the word poetry to mean – in order to
cover a desperate wish for imagination without insight. (37)
Lorde’s essay emphasizes the insights of poetry, where guided by “[t]he Black mother within
each of us,” feeling is what can set a person free: “Poetry coins the language to express and
charter this revolutionary demand, the implementation of that freedom” (38). The revolutionary
potential Lorde finds in poetry helps to show what can be at stake when “the poetic” is
disparaged.
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IV. No Place for the Poetic: Aesthetic Uniformity and Equality as Sameness
In a chapter of The Alchemy of Race and Rights titled “The Death of the Profane,”
Williams, a law professor, relays the response of law review editors to an article she has
submitted for publication. The article chronicles, in the first-person voice, her experience of
being barred “from Soho’s most glitzy boutique,” Benetton’s, by a white teenager who served as
the store’s gatekeeper, admitting or denying the potential shoppers who rang the outside buzzer
(47-48). First, Williams reports, the editors changed her syntax, reducing her “rushing, run-onrage” and “invert[ing]” the active personal for the passive impersonal (47). Then they deleted the
store’s name from the article. Finally, Williams finds ‘All reference to [her] race had been
eliminated because it was against ‘editorial policy’ to permit descriptions of physiognomy” (47).
In response to her self-described wild ranting against this omission, an “editor explained in a
voice gummy with soothing and patience” that “It’s nice and poetic,” but it doesn’t “advance the
discussion of any principle… This is a law review, after all” (47-48).
In the rhetorical realm of legal writing, race becomes at once ornamental and poetic,
incidental even to the recounting of an incident that its tacit significance occasioned; it was, after
all, Williams’ “round brown face” in the store window to which the store gatekeeper had
responded with, “we’re closed” (47). Unlike the mid-twentieth-century Supreme Court
invocations of poetry as the ground of a universal, inarticulate knowledge, “the poetic” in the
eyes of the 1980s law review editors attaches to what is too articulate, too visible, too knowable.
“[A]ny reader will know what you must have looked like when standing at that window,” an
editor had said, in explaining to Williams why it did not matter all that much to erase race from
her account.
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This description of erasure—of race, of the active first-person voice, of an affect
produced through syntax—is one of several in the book where Williams illustrates how the
literary appears under the reign of “theoretical legal understanding” (8): ornamental at best
(“nice and poetic”) and at worst unbelievable. Recalling a conversation with her historian sister
about a narrative she has crafted about racism in the law school where she teaches, in which she
has condensed some persons and events for rhetorical effectiveness, Williams meditates on her
sister’s recommendation to, instead, “write up everything Exactly As It Happened and have it
published somewhere. Otherwise, she says, I open myself up to being dismissed as merely
literary; people will be able to say It Didn’t Happen” (91).
Williams’ critique of the presumption that the (racialized, feminized) literary should be
dismissed stands in significant relation to her more explicit critique of the way that
antidiscrimination law has increasingly conceived of equality since the 1970s: as formal equality,
or the maintenance or provision of sameness. Recalling the feedback from the law review editors
in a paper delivered to a conference audience, she notes:
Law and legal writing aspire to formalized, color-blind, liberal ideals. Neutrality is the
standard for assuring these ideals; yet the adherence to it is often determined by
reference to an aesthetic of uniformity, in which difference is simply omitted. For
example, when segregation was eradicated from the American lexicon, its omission led
many to actually believe that racism therefore no longer existed. Race-neutrality in law
has become the presumed antidote for race bias in real life. (48)
Williams’ insight that the appearance of, as well as faith in, neutrality is an aesthetic matter helps
to focus attention on the production of what Crenshaw the other editors of Critical Race Theory
call a “new racial common sense,” developing in service of a broader attack on civil rights
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reform” during the 1980s (xxxii). The power of this common sense comes not only from its
legitimation through law and legal discourse, but also from broader affirmation of its desirability
in venues traditionally marked as “aesthetic.”
Faulting the Radio City Music Hall Rockettes’ (an equal opportunity employer) for not
hiring a black dancer until 1987, Williams notes that “Failure to include blacks before this was
attributed not to racism but to the desire to maintain an aesthetic of uniformity and precision”
(117, 116). Her language here echoes her earlier description of the way that law is deemed
neutral: “by reference to an aesthetic of uniformity” (48). Observing that the emotions of racism
can be translated into the ostensibly race-neutral language of aesthetics, Williams connects “the
very perception that introducing blacks to a lineup will make it ugly (‘unaesthetic’), imbalanced
(‘nonuniform’), and sloppy (‘imprecise’)” to “a lesson in why the limitation of original intent as
a standard of constitutional review is problematic, particularly where the social text is an
‘aesthetic of uniformity’—as it appears to be in a formalized, strictly scrutinized but colorblind
liberal society” (117). As Williams later notes, “Blacks and women are the objects of a
constitutional omission that has been incorporated into a theory of neutrality… racial omission is
a literal part of original intent; it is the fixed, reiterated prophesy of the Founding Fathers” (121).
Illustrating how “omission is a form of expression,” a truism for poetry readers,28 Williams
creates an occasion to re-think the “inarticulate major premises” alluded to by Supreme Court
justices: how to re-think not just that such premises exist, but how they exist; how to read what is
not said; and how to read what is said, against the presumption that saying something is saying it

28

See Keats: “Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard / Are sweeter” (“Ode”); McHugh: “poetry is what / he
thought, but did not say” (“What He Thought”); my own MFA thesis essay: “a poem has an articulated surface—but
a poem is not its articulated surface. The articulated surface might be an index of the poem. It might be the only
knowable index of the poem. The poem is multi-dimensionally constituted; it is what it does not say. It is not
everything it does not say— only what it does not say of itself.”
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all. “Noninterpretive devices, extrinsic sources, and intuitive means of reading may be the only
ways to include the reality of the unwritten, unnamed, nontext of race,” Williams writes. (117)
While I am genuinely ambivalent about the existence of any purely “intuitive means of
reading,” this dissertation is premised on a practice of reading law with poetry as an “extrinsic
source” in an effort to study the unnamed common sense that accrues around concepts key to
U.S. rights discourse. “Reading with” does not mean that poetry is a lens to law or its supplement
or evidence, but that I understand poetry as a form of analysis that shares a world with law and,
with law, points to something unbounded by either discourse.
I’ve closed this introductory chapter with Williams’ analysis as a way of reaffirming the
connection between an aesthetic of uniformity and a common-sense notion of equality-assameness—a connection that flashes brightly at the juncture of movements for women’s equality
and racial equality in the 1970s, which I explore in the next chapter. What does an aesthetic of
uniformity mean when the prevailing mode for imagining the administration of equality is by
way of the “equal protection of the laws”?
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CHAPTER TWO
Imagining Equality without Protection in the Era of the ERA
This was not a good time to be a woman
Pursuing the theme of traditional values of freedom
the new leadership has pledged its
opposition to the Equal Rights Amendment
that would in the words of the President-elect
only throw the weaker sex into a vulnerable
position among mischievous men, and the like.
—June Jordan, “From Sea to Shining Sea” (~1980) (Directed 329)

Written on the eve of “Reagan’s ascendancy,” June Jordan’s poem “From Sea to Shining
Sea” surveys the interlocked dangers attending the former California governor’s rise to
presidential power (“June Jordan, Interview”). The refrain “This was not a good time to be”
followed by a descriptor—“to be gay,” “to be Black,” “to live in Grand Forks North Dakota,” to
name a few examples—coordinates the social, economic, environmental, and political threats
faced by what Jordan calls in a 1981 interview “various constituent groups” (Directed, 327, 330;
“June Jordan”). The poem opens with the declaration that “Natural order is being restored”
(325). A few lines later comes an elucidation: “The natural order is not about a good time” (325).
Among other things, it is about the weakening of legal impediments to racist acts at individual
and institutional levels; the violent regulation of sexuality; the deregulation of formerly safe
working conditions; the imminent threat of nuclear waste and nuclear weaponry to communities
across the United States; and the end of government offices and public programs established to
promote the interests of children and of people who are poor (327-8; 327; 329; 329-330; 328329). For the greater length of the poem, Jordan reports on these developments from a distant
third-person position, her critique implicit in the gap between the matter-of-fact of language of
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her account and the obvious violence, danger, and creeping retrenchment of equitable political
possibility that she describes. Her persistent understatement calls attention to the ways that
language of the everyday can mask violence; as phrases like “and the like,” “and so on,” and
“etcetera” accumulate in the poem, they serve as a reminder that the ostensibly extraordinary
conditions she describes are ordinary and ongoing (327-330).
The stanza beginning “This was not a good time to be a woman” references Reagan’s
1980 Republican Party platform, which elaborated a comprehensive and idiomatically American
freedom premised on the protection, afforded by patriarchal arrangements, of women, families,
and democracy around the world (329). Though the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to which
Jordan refers had been passed by Congress with a clear majority in 1972, by the time of
Reagan’s presidential run, whether the still-unratified amendment represented a grant or threat of
rights to women had become a subject of national debate. Stop ERA, a national committee
founded in 1972 by the conservative antifeminist activist Phyllis Schlafly, used “STOP” as an
acronym for “Stop Taking Our Privileges” in efforts to halt ratification (Spruill 83). In a
newsletter that same year, as in many speeches she gave, Schlafly construed the amendment as a
“Fraud” and “semantic chicanery,” warning that, if enacted, it would “make women subject to
the draft,” “abolish a woman’s right to child support and alimony,” and “would deprive the
American woman of … the greatest rights of all: (1) NOT to take a job, (2) to keep her baby, and
(3) to be supported by her husband” (Schlafly “What’s Wrong”). Here, as in other contemporary
conservative efforts, the rights-talk that had characterized demands of progressive social
movements was transformed. Schlafly and her supporters presented women’s rights as rooted in
the God-given nature of women; at their best, federal and state government, recognizing
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distinctions in the nature of men and women, could formally and informally accommodate these
distinctions by not treating women like men.
While explicit endorsement of the ERA had been a regular feature of the Republican
Party platform since the 1940s and a version of the ERA had been proposed at every meeting of
the U.S. congress since 1923, Republican support for the amendment vanished in 1980
(Sigerman 340). The platform “reaffirmed our [Republican] Party's historic commitment to equal
rights and equality for women,” but it also condemned the pressure that federal departments
exerted on states that had not ratified the ERA and “oppose[d] any move which would give the
federal government more power over families” (in Sigerman 340, 343). The campaign against
the ERA, ongoing throughout the 1970s, helped to generate language that served an increasingly
influential conservative coalition formed by the decade’s end. The language of Reagan’s
platform, through parataxis, connects a broader effort to diminish the power of federal
government with Schlafly’s assertion that “Our respect for the family as the basic unit of society,
which is ingrained in the laws and customs of our Judeo-Christian civilization, is the greatest
single achievement in the entire history of women’s rights.” Schlafly’s framing here affirms the
family as a “basic unit of political analysis in liberalism,” where, in Wendy Brown’s words,
“family is cast as even more natural than civil society, or as divinely ordained and ordered”
(145). Positioning the apex of women’s rights gains in the past, Schlafly sets up a rhetorical path
for disarticulating what were contemporary demands for equal rights from the domain of
women’s rights.
It is how the meaning of equality was elaborated, elided, and otherwise negotiated during
this time of shifting discourse around equal rights that is the subject of this chapter. I turn in
particular to two projects of equality framed in constitutional terms: the ERA, as passed in 1972,
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and the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which, while ratified in 1868, the
Supreme Court had not understood to comprehend women’s antidiscrimination claims until the
eve of the ERA’s successful congressional vote.29 Alongside these, I place visions of equality
offered by two poets deeply engaged with the social movements of their time: June Jordan and
Adrienne Rich. Across a range of poems and essays, and in their efforts as teachers and activists,
Jordan and Rich engage in theorizing equality and creating the grounds for its practice. While I
am not interested in making an argument of cause, I do want to assert that among other texts,
their work shaped the conversation—and the conditions for conversation—around the meaning
of equality as increasing enthusiasm for and against the ERA raised questions about the scope of
the Fourteenth Amendment’s equal protection clause. Following feminist legal scholar Reva
Siegel’s assertion that social movements can, among other forces, shape assumptions about the
intentions and horizons of constitutional concepts (1323), I take as a premise of this dissertation
the existence of two-way traffic, as well as overlap, between the discursive worlds of politicallyengaged poets and those of legal experts and officials.
In beginning to particularize the discursive climate around equality, I use the first section
of this chapter to offer a comparative close reading of the language of the Fourteenth
Amendment’s equal protection clause and that of the ERA, finding that each invites different
metaphors through which to imagine law, emphasizing protection and shelter, respectively.
Comparisons of the two amendments’ equality provisions often concern the ERA’s apparent sexblind or gender-neutral position on discrimination;30 here I draw from the insights of such
comparisons, as well as shift the frame. To further examine how differing understandings of law

29

In the 1971 case of Reed v. Reed, a unanimous Court concluded “that the arbitrary preference established in favor
of males” in Idaho probate law “cannot stand in the face of the Fourteenth Amendment's command that no State
deny the equal protection of the laws to any person within its jurisdiction.” See also Siegel (1377).
30
For examples, see Eisenstein (75) and Mayeri (17-19).
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shape the horizons of equality, as well as how differing assumptions about the meaning of
equality varyingly position the role of law, in the second section of the chapter, I turn to poems
spanning the eventual passage of the ERA in 1972 and the expiration of the final extension
period for its ratification in 1982, highlighting this decade as an especially rich moment of public
conversation about equality in the United States. As a coda to the chapter, I turn to Audre
Lorde’s 1984 poem “Equal Opportunity,” which presents an analysis of the 1983 U.S. invasion
of Grenada that shows how protectionist rhetoric and the administration of equal opportunity
coincide.
By drawing poems into the same frame as constitutional plans for equality and the
different figurations of law they invite, we can see how language around protection sets in
motion limited understandings of equality. The poems, especially where they engage gendered
and racialized violence, lesbian identity, and women’s desire, also provide pathways for
imagining equality that do not seat men at the horizon of comparison. Furthermore, they
constitute robust attempts to imagine and find the language to bring into being substantive rather
than purely formal equality at a time when the latter was coming to dominate the official
administration of equality. By doing so, they invite their audiences to question protection’s legal
monopoly on equality and the reduction of equality to a study of sameness. As such, these poems
constitute part of an archive that testifies to complex visions of equality that might inform recent
attempts to revive the ERA.31 Read alongside the amendments, the poetry underscores ways that

31

As the chapter comes together in 2019, I note that I am writing amidst calls to reassess the legacy of what is often
consolidated under the banner of “1970s feminism” (Disch 697-698, Eversley and Habell-Pallán, Hesford). Recent
histories of 1970s women’s movement(s) highlight the ways in which white, middle-class women came to be
centered as the typical subjects of women’s rights, as well as some of the damaging consequences for racial equality
that came of appropriating arguments against racial discrimination in this context. Scholarship queries the shame
associated with what often is shorthanded as 1970s feminism on account of its myopia (Weeks 735-736); invites
nuanced attention to the race-sex analogy’s roots in the suffrage movement and in the way it was mobilized after the
height of the civil rights movement (Mayeri); and works toward a more thorough account of the plurality of
feminisms present in the later decades of the twentieth century (Eversley Habell-Pallán, Hesford). Various projects,
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different expectations of equality—as well as who or what its subjects and points of reference
can be—are set in motion, to some extent, at the figurative level.

I. Two Constitutional Visions of Equality: the Equal Protection Clause and the ERA
The Fourteenth Amendment guarantees that “No State shall… deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws”; the ERA, as passed by Congress, promises that
“Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of sex.” On the surface, the language of the amendments is quite similar, and
both explicitly prohibit discrimination on the part of the state(s). However, in both amendments,
the referent for equality shifts with a reconfiguration of the relationship between equality and
law. In the Fourteenth Amendment, “equal” modifies the “protection” provided by laws, and law
is consequently figured in active, patriarchal terms, as that which wields protection. The
amendment refers to “laws” plural, perhaps as an acknowledgement of their status as subject to
change and proliferation, and highlights the role of the state in administering laws, noting what
“No State shall… deny to any person.” In the ERA, “Equality” adheres to rights themselves, and
appears under the law, characterizing law as a static umbrella or roof—a point of reference rather
than an active agent of protection.
Certainly, the frame of protection is not completely absent from the language or context
of the ERA; at its most basic, it is still a proposal that people be protected by law, and a proposal
including a special issue of Frontiers: a journal of women studies in 2017, also examine the legacy of the ERA in
particular (Mayeri, Siegel, West in the Constitution in 2020). Attempts to revive the ERA, publicized in news media
in 2018, appear related to this broader re-assessment of later-twentieth-century feminist activism. The ERA has been
offered as a means of countering the blatant misogyny of a White House administration, which, under the banner of
a revived Reagan slogan, has made overt, and in some cases has intensified, structural and implicit constraints on
women’s well-being that have long been place. In late May of 2018, the state of Illinois voted to ratify the ERA,
despite its questionable viability; the official ratification period, after all, expired in 1982. A few months later, the
Congressional Research Service released a report that provides a history of attempts to overcome this deadline and
concludes by outlining potential steps Congress could take, either repealing the original deadlines or by proposing
the amendment anew (30-31).
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made within a state gendered through its masculinist exercises of power (Brown 167). Yet in its
phrasing, modeled on the Fifteenth and Nineteenth Amendments, the ERA mitigates the
language of protection that so strongly characterizes the Fourteenth Amendment. The language
of the ERA, then, though not its situation as a proposed constitutional document, leaves open a
channel for imagining equality as somewhat disarticulated from the concept of protection.
Furthermore, in contrast to the Fourteenth Amendment’s reference to “laws,” plural, the
ERA posits “law” as singular, with the result that law is characterized as less mutable, and
almost appears anterior to the action of states. While the Fourteenth Amendment as a whole
vacillates between referencing “citizen” and “person,” the ERA sidesteps recognition of these
categories, with “sex” working as a metonym to figure the body that is the subject of the
(proposed) law.32 Also of note, given the Fourteenth Amendment’s mobilization in service of
business interests through its capacity to protect (corporate) persons, is the absence of the
“person” from the ERA. Despite the fact that the Fourteenth Amendment and the ERA
eventually may have implied to legal practitioners similar channels for pursuing equality of sex,
as I will shortly discuss in the context of the “de facto ERA,” what I want to underscore here is
how the language of each amendment presents, at least potentially, distinct pathways for
imagining the relationship between equality and law, between equality and persons, and between
persons and law.
The utility of the ERA was dictated by the same logic that had made the Nineteenth
Amendment necessary: the Court had repeatedly found that the gender-neutral language of “all
persons” and “citizens” that marked the Fourteenth Amendment’s rights guarantees, not to
mention the Fifteenth Amendment’s explicit prohibition against voting discrimination on the
32

The use of the general category of “sex” also marks a difference from earlier drafts of the amendment, such as the
original 1923 proposal that “men and women shall have equal rights throughout the United States and every place
subject to its jurisdiction” (Neale 1).
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basis of race, color, or previous condition of servitude, was not intended to apply to women—
despite women’s status as citizens. Even into the 1990s, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia
referenced the Nineteenth Amendment in order to make arguments about the need to constrain
more current applications of the equal protection clause (Scalia “Interpreting” 198). Furthermore,
the same common law tradition that was often called upon in order to accommodate legal
adaptations to transforming social and economic landscapes was summoned, when it came to
women’s rights, in order to affirm as common sense the exclusion of women from certain
professions, particular forms of property and inheritance rights, and the vote.33 The past itself
came to stand as a self-evident form of authority, in a manner that had also for many years
enabled Jim Crow.
The stakes of achieving various forms of equality between men and women were often
developed through analogy between sex discrimination and racial discrimination, both by
proponents and opponents of each. This was a practice undertaken at various moments
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and in the 1960s, as legal scholar and historian
Serena Mayeri highlights, it was African-American legal scholar and civil rights activist Pauli
Murray who “engineered the rebirth of reasoning from race as the centerpiece of feminist legal
strategy” in advocating against what she termed “Jane Crow” (Mayeri 3, Siegel 1370). Murray’s
ideas influenced the ways that equal protection claims would be used to further women’s rights
33

See, for example, Bradwell v. Illinois, in particular the Supreme Court of Illinois’ reference to common law to
deny Myra Bradwell the opportunity to practice law in that state, as well as Justice Bradley’s concurrence in the
U.S. Supreme Court’s decision about this case: “The Constitution of the family organization, which is founded in
the divine ordinance as well as in the nature of things, indicates the domestic sphere as that which properly belongs
to the domain and functions of womanhood. The harmony, not to say identity, of interest and views which belong, or
should belong, to the family institution is repugnant to the idea of a woman adopting a distinct and independent
career from that of her husband. So firmly fixed was this sentiment in the founders of the common law that it
became a maxim of that system of jurisprudence that a woman had no legal existence separate from her husband,
who was regarded as her head and representative in the social state, and, notwithstanding some recent modifications
of this civil status, many of the special rules of law flowing from and dependent upon this cardinal principle still
exist in full force in most states. One of these is that a married woman is incapable, without her husband's consent,
of making contracts which shall be binding on her or him.”
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in the late 1960s and into the 1970s and helped to counter some of the resistance to the ERA
from labor rights groups who were concerned that the newer amendment, if ratified, might end
protections specifically in place for women laborers by mandating formally equal working
conditions (Mayeri 37). In this chapter, I want to hold on to this distinction between formal
equality and equal protection, as it gives rise to a major frame for thinking through the meaning
of equality and requires that the objects of comparison that the very use of the word “equality”
implies should be kept in view.
As the campaign for the ERA gathered new support and force in the late 1960s, and as its
opponents became more vocal by the mid 1970s, an idea that the ERA was potentially redundant
with the Fourteenth Amendment was widely understood (74). For opponents of the ERA, this
was another reason it need not be ratified; for proponents of the ERA, this marked another
channel through which to pursue equality. Feminist legal practitioners were working from what
Siegel has called a “dual strategy,” which entailed a push “for constitutional change involving
both constitutional lawmaking and litigation” (1367). That the ERA had been passed, even if not
ratified, also contributed to the Supreme Court’s interpretation of equal protection as a pathway
to achieving women’s rights, as evident in various justices’ citation of the ERA in the 1973 case
Frontiero v. Richardson.34 Reflecting on Frontiero, Mayeri remarks that “in retrospect, 1973 was
both the high-water mark of race-sex parallelism and a moment suffused with hints of the
hazards that lay ahead”—hints derived from the Court’s erasure of “the intersections between
race and sex that underpinned Pauli Murray’s constitutional strategy” (75). Critiquing the

34

In this Fifth Amendment case, Justice Brennan indicated that congressional approval of the ERA allowed the
Court to act with more confidence in ruling that the military could not discriminate between male and female service
members in setting the conditions for awarding benefits to spouses. At the same time, Justice Powell, in a separate
opinion for the case, noted that the ERA’s status as still-unratified gave him pause about Brennan’s invocation of the
amendment to affirm the Court’s decision. Across the board, the justices presented varying views of the relationship
between race and sex as discriminatory categories (see Mayeri 74-75).
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abstract nature of the race-sex comparison Brennan makes in his opinion, Mayeri highlights the
case as one of several that would follow in which the African-American history and activism that
informed white couples’ challenges to nontraditional gender roles was obscured or altogether
neglected (75).35
The story of women’s rights in what Schlafly referred to as “Judeo-Christian
civilization,” and in the United States in particular, certainly cannot be told without attention to
how the family’s status “as the basic unit of society,” in Schlafly’s words, has been maintained,
fortified, and challenged. In the context of rising and waning support for the ERA in the 1970s
and 1980s, the rhetorical force of “the family,” as it was invoked explicitly and conjured more
subtly through a constellation of patriarchal terms, stands out as a central source of authority and
metaphor in a public conversation about the meaning and contingencies of equality. It also forms
a crucial measure in evaluating the life of the analogy between thinking about women’s rights
and race. The (presumably white) family that had been framed as in need of protection from the
threat of miscegenation was not unlike the family that was to be threatened by such things as the
opening of childcare centers.36 The idea that “women’s liberation” would disrupt the traditional,
gendered roles of parents, and especially of men, was haunted by the 1965 pathologization of the
woman-headed Black family in the Moynihan Report. The idea of promoting anything but a

35

Black feminists’ responses to the 1965 Moynihan Report played a role in this activism; June Jordan’s poem
“Memo to Daniel Pretty Moynihan” charges the future senator, “Don’t liberate me / from my female black
pathology” (Directed 83). Mayeri’s critique of Brennan’s collapsing of race an sex is especially important given his
legacy as one of the Court’s liberal champions of rights.
36
On perceptions of Loving v. Virginia as an enactment of the federal government’s exercise of control over family
life vis-à-vis marriage, as well as about Nixon’s reasoning for vetoing the Comprehensive Child Care Bill of 1972,
on the grounds that it represented a communal approach to child-rearing that threatened the integrity of the family,
see (Berlant, “Citizenship,” and Mayeri 122). Nixon had offered the following: “for the Federal Government to
plunge headlong financially into supporting child development would commit the vast moral authority of the
National Government to the side of communal approaches to child rearing over against the family-centered
approach.” More on the “threat” posed by communal child-rearing efforts and recognition of children’s potential for
independence can be found in Michael Bronski’s 2018 Boston Review article, “When Gays Wanted to Liberate
Children.” Jordan was a champion of children’s autonomy and her pedagogy evidences her respect for their
intellectual independence from their parents and other adults.
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family-centered, privatized view of social life not only risked upsetting traditional
understandings of gendered parental roles, but also appearing to bow to the ever-present allure of
the un-American—of communism. In this way, as Jordan demonstrates in “From Sea to Shining
Sea,” as part of the pursuit of “traditional values of freedom”—a phrase that appears twice in the
poem—resistance to the ERA is linked to the trucks carrying nuclear weapons developed to
defend that freedom, to what she would later name as “the new manliness,” in an essay
connecting domestic violence with international violence and nationalist posturing.37
Even as state ratification of the ERA came to a halt, what legal scholars have referred to
as a “de facto ERA” developed largely through a shift in Fourteenth Amendment jurisprudence,
where for the first time in over 100 years the Supreme Court began to interpret the Fourteenth
Amendment’s equal protection clause as prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex. As the
decade turned toward the 1980s, and neoconservative politicians and thinkers set about
proclaiming the goals of the previous decades’ civil rights movement to have been achieved, the
Court’s reliance on the Fourteenth Amendment to endorse race-conscious efforts to end
discrimination diminished, abetting the conditions for the development of purportedly raceneutral policies that disproportionally harmed racialized minorities by focusing on colorblind
“equal process” rather than “equal results,” in Kimberlé Crenshaw’s terms (“Race” 103-106). An
understanding that equality meant formal similarity reigned (118), with different consequences in
different contexts—for example, both enabling more robust support for women playing college
sports and diminishing universities’ use of affirmative action in the admissions process.38 With
37

See “Life after Lebanon.” Jordan also makes a strong case here for not turning into your oppressor by securing
power by the same trammeled paths that oppressive power has taken.
38
For an account of the way strategies of formal equality associated with liberal feminism shaped Title IX of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, see Brake, Deborah, Getting in the Game: Title IX and the Women’s Sports Revolution (89). Brake marks liberal feminism as one among several “strands of feminist legal theory” that informed the law. A
notable moment in the attenuation of affirmative action came with Regents of the Univ. of California v. Bakke, a
case hinging on the equal protection clause and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In Bakke, decided in 1978, a divided
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the de facto ERA, jurisprudential efforts to instantiate equality of race and equality of sex came
to constitute race and sex as equivalent categories, shifting the horizons for imagining equality to
a narrower frame.
Among the activists present at the intersection of movements for women’s rights and
racial equality were poets. Pauli Murray was also a poet. Poets held a prominent place in the
public picture of 1970s feminism and as Nicky Marsh notes, “poetry was a crucial cultural
practice for second-wave feminism” (15). Throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s, feminist
periodicals circulated poetry alongside manifestos, essays, and reports on current events, and
feminist presses provided an avenue for the production of a woman-centered, woman-directed
literature. In academic settings, poets were at the forefront of initiatives to transform curriculum
and pedagogy with equality in mind; Jordan, for example, introduced courses in Women’s Poetry
and The Art of Black English to SUNY Stony Brook in the 1970s, developed collaborative
methods for assessing student work, and encouraged students in self-directed research (Life
Studies). In the particular role of “Poet,” Jordan also became increasingly visible as a public
intellectual, as evident when she appeared under that title on William F. Buckley’s The Firing
Line in 1976, as discussed in the dissertation preface. Invited to debate First Amendment issues
with the conservative polemicist Buckley and with Planned Parenthood and ACLU-affiliated
lawyer Harriet Pilpel, a frequent guest on the show, it is Jordan who introduces the term “equal
protection” into the conversation and prompts Pilpel to admit a “prejudicial commitment” to the
First Amendment.

Supreme Court found that using certain practices like quotas to redress longstanding racial harms was
impermissible, while more general practices of affirmative action could still be allowed. Kimberlé Crenshaw’s
“Race, Reform, and Retrenchment” highlights the gains and the limits of formal equality for African Americans as
the “New Right” emerged as a rhetorically (and otherwise) powerful political force. Rich references Bakke in her
essay “Disloyal to Civilization” as evidence, citing Justice Powell’s opinion, that the court does not take gender
discrimination as seriously as racial discrimination (On Lies 284).
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In 1977, in preparation for the National Women’s Conference—a federally-funded event
organized in conjunction with the UN’s International Women’s Year—it fell to a poet, Maya
Angelou, to write the declaration that would appear on a scroll that was to be carried from
Seneca Falls to Houston. In that same year, the Combahee River Collective, in which poets
Audre Lorde, Cheryl Clarke, and Akasha (Gloria) Hull and feminist publishers Beverly and
Barbara Smith played a vital role, published a widely circulated collective statement illustrating
the necessity of Black Feminism in addressing “systems of oppression [that] are interlocking”
(210). Histories of the period also make reference to the contributions of poets and other creative
writers to feminist movements, movements for racial equality, and the intersection of these.
Mayeri, for example, uses a literary reference to sum up what were the limits of race-sex
analogies by the early 1980s. Given widely held conceptions about the default subjects of
women’s and African-American social movements, she writes, “The title of an influential
anthology published in 1982 said it all: All the Women Are White, All the Blacks Are Men, But
Some of Us Are Brave” (3).39
In this active climate of politically-animated poetry and poetically-animated politics,
Rich and Jordan’s work had a particularly wide reach. Rich’s archive at the Schlesinger Library
teems with letters from women around the country, writing in gratitude for her work—a
testament to the breadth and impact of her visibility. Her writing from the 1970s and 1980s,
especially her essay “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” and her work on
motherhood, has also influenced scholarship that resonates in legal settings, including Rosalind
Petchesky’s Abortion and Women’s Rights, cited in the 1992 Supreme Court decision Planned

39

Kimberlé Crenshaw also turns to the title of this book to illustrate the multidimensional experiences of Black
women that antidiscrimination law, feminist theory, and racist politics tend to miss (“A Black Feminist Critique”
356), as does LeRhonda S. Manigault-Bryant in a newspaper article responding to the planned 2017 “Women’s
March on Washington.”
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Parenthood v. Casey for its affirmation that Americans organize their lives with knowledge of the
availability of abortion. Jordan’s work appeared in publications with wide circulation; she
published not only in poetry-centered magazines, such as the American Poetry Review (in a
column called “The Black Poet Speaks of Poetry”), but also popular magazines like Essence,
where her “Poem about My Rights” appeared in 1978, and Mademoiselle, The Nation, and Ms.,
which featured her essay “Second Thoughts of a Black Feminist,” assessing the meaning of
liberation in, and tackling the often exclusionary practices of, “the Black Movement, the Third
World Movement, and the Women’s Movement” (117). When she republished this 1976 essay in
her book Civil Wars, under the title of “Declaration of an Independence I Would Just as Soon Not
Have”—highlighting the context of the essay’s publication in the year of much bicentennial
celebration—she prefaced it with the note that her call for solidarity at the end of the essay “was
answered by Black Women who wrote me, care of Ms., from all over the country. Yes, they said,
you are not alone!” (115). Her essays from the 1970s, including this “Declaration of
Independence,” treat the persistence of racism even in the wake of major civil rights legislation,
as well as women’s especial vulnerability to violence in a patriarchal society whose strength is in
no small part enforced by police power. Rich’s collection On Lies, Secrets, and Silence, which
collects essays from the mid-1960s through the late 1970s, takes on similar contemporary
circumstances and responds to the insights of the black feminist thinkers with whom she was in
conversation, and is dotted with references to the Equal Right Amendment and the antifeminist
campaign against it.40
The arguments made in these essays inform the attention that I give in this chapter to
Jordan and Rich’s poetry—a genre, these writers argued, with a special power of communication.
40

See Rich’s “The Antifeminist Woman” and “Disloyal to Civilization,” for example. In the latter essay, she
acknowledges that the passage of the ERA alone would not effect equal rights for women “given the composition of
the courts” (284).
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For Jordan, poetry should be understood as “a natural communication among human beings” and
the “particular sensation of an only life trying to reach out, trying to touch, trying to understand
whoever and whatever exists beyond the realm of me, mine, and I” (“Children” 21, 40). For
Rich, in poetry, “we’re translating into a medium—in this case language—the contents of our
consciousness, wherever they may come from… And then poetry becomes something that can
enter the consciousness of others” (Arts 134). For both of these writers, poetry is a means of
overcoming solipsism, where “an ‘I’ can become a ‘we’ without extinguishing others,” as Rich
would write in her 1993 essay “Someone Is Writing a Poem.”
These poets’ persistent insistence on the affirmative and communicative power of the
first-person challenged a history of understanding lyric poetry as self-obsessed and selfaddressed. Marilyn Hacker, a feminist poet publishing alongside Rich and Jordan, comments on
this history in her 1975 National Book Award acceptance speech:
We writers do like to be listened to. The traditional twentieth-century idea of the poet is
that she or he, especially she, is not heard, and, if heard, or perhaps overheard, will be
muttering something incomprehensible or irrelevant to the auditor. It’s a far cry from the
days when Lord Byron was Top of the Pops for a homogeneous reading public of a
couple of thousand literate Britons–that is, everyone there who could read. But I think
things are changing again. Millions of people can and do read. They even read poetry.
There are many kinds of poets, speaking in many voices, to a public which is becoming
accustomed to hearing different vocabularies, different rhythms of song and speech….
Hacker’s assessment of the contemporary poetry scene also celebrates difference, as well as the
way that the proliferation of poetry itself can train attention to difference, where difference can
be heard without being heard as a problem. Hacker insists in her speech, too, that “Feminist
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poets are not talking to themselves” and, citing June Jordan, that “Black poets are not talking to
themselves.”
Taking seriously poets’ claims that poetry is a medium of communication, and
appreciating the scope of their reach as writers, I consider their poetic work as a contribution to
broader conversations around women’s and racial equality. Poems by Jordan and Rich illustrate
the close links between protection and patriarchy, and the role of these links in shaping demands
for equality. In doing so, they invite their audiences to question protection as an inherent good, as
well as the ways that classification renders groups of people imaginatively and materially
vulnerable and threatening. Their timing is notable, coinciding with an expansion of the security
state that did not escape the attention of poets, and had in fact had already shaped poetic
engagements for decades, in the context of cold-war surveillance.41 Allen Ginsberg, who along
with Rich received the National Book Award in 1974, used his acceptance speech proclaim that:
The reckoning has come now for America. 100 Billion goes to the War Department this
year out of 300 Billion Budget. Our militarization has become so top heavy that there is
no turning back from Military Tyranny. Police agencies have become so vast – National
Security Agency alone the largest police bureaucracy in America yet its activities are
almost unknown to all of us – that there is no turning back from computerized police state
control of America.
[…]
… I take this occasion of publicity to call out the Fact: our military has practiced
subversion of popular will abroad and can do so here if challenged, create situations of
Chaos, take over the Nation by Military Coup, and proclaim itself Guardian over public
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See Deborah Nelson’s Pursuing Privacy.
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order. And our vast police networks can, as they have in last decade, enforce that will on
public and poet alike.
Ginsberg, like Jordan and Rich, marks as extraordinary what in his moment was understood as
common sense. As Ruth Wilson Gilmore points out in assessing the role of racism in the
genocide that characterizes the twentieth century, militarism is one of the ways that
“classification maintains coherence,” and “[a] sign of militarism’s ideological embrace is the fact
that all kinds of U.S.-based people believe without pause that, in a general way, ‘the key to safety
is aggression’” (citing Bartov and Gilmore 244). Poets point to the picture of the world that links
common-sense ideas about who threatens women, the American family, and America itself, as
well as shapes ideas about what should be done in response.
Rich’s 1974 National Book Award acceptance speech was not hers alone, but jointly
composed with co-nominees Audre Lorde and Alice Walker, and accepted on behalf of all three
“in the name of all the women whose voices have gone and still go unheard in a patriarchal
world, and in the name of those who, like us, have been tolerated as token women in this culture,
often at great cost and in great pain.” Positing poetry as something that “exists in a realm beyond
ranking and comparison” and “refusing the terms of patriarchal competition,” they declare that
they will share the award. Read as companion pieces to each other, the Lorde, Rich, and Walker
statement and Ginsberg’s statement illustrate the far-ranging stakes of “patriarchal competition.”
Lorde, Rich, and Walker also take the moment to mark the inadequacy of awards in remediating
the conditions that shape women’s quality of life, subtly arguing, too, that celebrating the token
successful woman should not be confused with broader equality of and for women:
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We appreciate the good faith of the judges for this award, but none of us could accept this
money for herself, nor could she let go unquestioned the terms on which poets are given
or denied honor and livelihood in this world, especially when they are women. We
dedicate this occasion to the struggle for self-determination of all women, of every color,
identification, or derived class: the poet, the housewife, the lesbian, the mathematician,
the mother, the dishwasher, the pregnant teenager, the teacher, the grandmother, the
prostitute, the philosopher, the waitress, the women who will understand what we are
doing here and those who will not understand yet; the silent women whose voice have
been denied us, the articulate women who have given us strength to do our work.
In their proliferating list of identity markers and their use of the open-ended category of
“identification,” the poets work to dismantle binaries often used in assessments of equality. In
proclaiming their vision of equality, they look towards to the future; they look past the common
sense of their present moment.

II. Equality without Protection, Equality without Equivalence
In the decade that began with Nixon’s call for law and order and turned with similar
promises from Reagan, as I will discuss in Chapter Four, abstracted assumptions about
connections between sex and race, compromised demands for equal rights, as well as shifts in the
composition of the Supreme Court contributed to the weakness of what has been understood as
the de facto ERA. Scholars have argued that the de facto ERA resulted in a weaker case of
women’s rights than might have been accommodated through a separate amendment, and Siegel
notes that “The history of the de facto ERA suggests some less visible ways in which law
disestablishing a status order can become entangled in its reproduction and preservation” (1331).
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In legal practices, the irrelevance of the actual ERA may now be a (largely) settled
matter—periodic attempts to revive the amendment notwithstanding. Still, I want to query the
implications of the differences between the ERA and the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. My aims, as I connect my analysis of these constitutionally-oriented
texts to poetry contemporary with the battle for ERA ratification, are to call attention to the fact
that theorizations of equality posit objects of comparison, whether these are overtly given or
implied—a fact that can be lost where equality appears abstracted from concrete referents, as it
can in law. An additional aim is to examine the pictures of the world that constitutional and
poetic texts participate in maintaining and upending, following from an understanding of law’s
normative role and poetry’s capacity to operate as a form of analysis.
While I recognize that, in examining the figurative dimensions of law set in motion
through a kind of close reading associated with poetry, I have been reading amendments in ways
that would not have much traction in legal settings, the brief history I’ve outlined so far should
demonstrate that in the campaign to bring the ERA to the attention of Congress, it was
commonly understood that the ERA and equal protection clause suggested different ways of
engaging with equality, which perhaps have now collapsed into one another. Jordan and Rich
offer in their poetry instances where the usual binaries that tend to constitute the objects of
comparison in conversations around equality—women and men, black and white—are absent or
are marked as constructions rather than natural modes of apprehension. Their work suggests an
analysis of equality that draws into the same frame whom propositions of equality concern and
how equality is attempted or enacted.
In several poems composed between 1972 and 1982, concern for the relationship between
equality and protection emerges. Returning to the 1980 poem “From Sea to Shining Sea,” the
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parallel structure of many of the stanzas in the poem’s fifth section suggests a veneer of formal
equality, but an equality of what? Jordan emphasizes not how an equal protection of the law
applies to the “various constituent groups” she’s identified (“June Jordan, Interview”), but the
way unequal applications of the law’s protection—in the form of neglect, or the turning of
weapons developed to protect the state against its inhabitants—renders different populations
differently vulnerable. For example, highlighting inadequate investigation into what were known
as the Atlanta Child Murders and, several stanzas later, the fragile safety of those living
alongside a North Dakota missile base, she writes:
This was not a good time to be a child

Suicide rates among the young reached
alltime highs as the incidence of child
abuse and sexual abuse
rose dramatically across the nation.
In Atlanta Georgia at least twenty-eight Black
children have been murdered, with
several more missing and all of them feared dead, or
something of the sort. (328)

and later:
This was not a good time to live in Grand Forks North Dakota

Given the presence of a United States nuclear
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missile base in Grand Forks North Dakota
the non-military residents of the area feel
that they are living only a day by day distance
from certain
annihilation, etcetera. (330)
The disappearance of human (grammatical) subjects from the earlier of these two stanzas—the
initial subjects are suicide rates and the incidence of child abuse, not children themselves—
underscores the disappearance of Black children referenced a few lines later. The passive
construction “have been murdered” transmits a lack of information about who is responsible for
the murders; who is feeling the fear is also unspecified. This both contributes to an illustration of
fear that is widespread and atmospheric and points to the disregard by police and other official
investigative bodies of Black parents’ fear and grief. Jordan’s appending “something of the sort”
to “dead” opens up a space between life and death that enlarges the field of death beyond the
literal.42
The later of the two stanzas above points to what seems like an inevitability of disaster, or
the idea that everything is tumbling out of people’s control—though not out of order; the poem,
after all, opens with the proclamation that “Natural order is being restored” (325). This is what
the restoration of order looks like: what seems designed for protection, like missiles, necessitates
further protection. But how, and from whom? “From Sea to Shining Sea” raises questions about
who adjudicates vulnerability, who creates the circumstances that engender vulnerability, and
how vulnerability comes to be conceived as a given condition of life.

42

See the introduction to Toni Cade Bambara’s “What’s happening in Atlanta?” which mentions “police
ineptitude,” parent and community members’ campaign against the murders, and the disregard of female victims
from official narratives of the murders (111-112).
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In the stanza where Jordan stages Reagan’s worry that the ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment would “only throw the weaker sex into a vulnerable / position among mischievous
men, and the like” (329), Jordan shows how conservative leaders, without providing real
protection, mobilized a logic of protection to limit women’s self-determination—a keyword that
provides a different way of thinking through women’s rights than does equality, but is still, like
equality, a way of imagining the self that is coherent in a world significantly ordered through
structures of liberalism, as will be discussed in the next chapter. By invoking women through the
biblically-inflected idiom of “the weaker sex,” Jordan points to the way assumptions about the
natural order and the biblical order are conflated and encoded in everyday phrases, carrying with
them assumptions about who needs protection.
Her sentence structure also highlights that “mischievous men, and the like” are not held
responsible for their actions, as it is not these men whom Jordan attaches to the active verb
“throw,” but the ERA. It is the ERA that would initiate what reads at once as a figurative and
literal subjection—subjection meaning, at its root, a throwing under. The slipperiness of
“mischievous men” is amplified by their blurring into “the like.” Such a disavowal of men’s
responsibility for what happens to women edges towards what Wendy Brown describes as a
“central paradox of late modern masculinity: its power and privilege operate increasingly
through disavowal of potency, repudiation of responsibility, and diffusion of sites and operations
of control” (194). As Brown connects this to a similar tendency of the late modern state to
represent “itself as pervasively hamstrung, quasi-impotent, unable to come through on many of
its commitments, because it is decentralizing (decentering itself)” (194), so too does Jordan,
addressing “Streamliner plans for the Federal Budget” to eliminate or reduce Social Security,
Medicare and Medicaid, the Office of Education, and Unemployment Compensation, as “the
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national / leadership boasts that this country will no longer / be bullied and blackmailed by wars
for liberation” abroad (328, 329). Other poems of Jordan’s written in the 1980s and would go on
to record what she illustrates as U.S.-led bullying at the international level.43
While “From Sea to Shining Sea” highlights damaging consequences that attend the
absence of equal protection and the promise of protection, Jordan concludes the poem not by
petitioning the state for greater protection, but by proposing indeterminate collective action.
Throughout much of the poem, she renders the present as the past by using the phrase “This was
not a good time,” framing the present moment of the poem’s composition from the viewpoint of
an unspecified future. This allows for an opening up of a present-tense time of action at the
conclusion of the poem. After delivering a litany of what “This was not a good time” for, Jordan
writes, “-Wait a minute-” and, prompted by a new sensual awareness that stands in stark contrast
to the report-like descriptions that appear earlier in the poem, shifts into the present tense, then
concludes:
This is a good time
This is the best time
This is the only time to come together

Fractious
Kicking
Spilling
Burly
Whirling
43

For example, see Jordan, “Problems of Translation: Problems of Language” (340-343); “Easter Comes to the East
Coast: 1981” (357-358); “Apologies to All the People in Lebanon” (380-382); and “Another Poem about the Man”
(384), among others, in Directed by Desire.
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Raucous
Messy

Free

Exploding like the seeds of a natural disorder. (331)
This coming together in a continually renewing present tense, in an explosion that is unfinished
in the poem, recalls imagery from the beginning of the poem of a pomegranate with its many
seeds (325, 326). With such a conclusion, the poem does not insist that differences be reconciled
in the name of promoting the substantive equality of various human lives. How might this serve
as a “picture of the world” that informs understandings of equality? The poem posits an
indeterminate future—a disorder that refuses the certainty law, with its “shalls,” asserts about the
future. It also participates in the (re)production of an aesthetic that finds, as the seventeenthcentury poet Robert Herrick writes, something like “delight in disorder”: a pleasure that appears
politicized when held against a rhetoric that persistently evokes a desire for “law and order.”44
As the first poem in Jordan’s book Living Room, “From Sea to Shining Sea” begins to posit
nonhierarchical coalitions of collaborators working to improve conditions for thriving, especially
for the most vulnerable. In elaborating a “fractious,” “burly,” “whirling,” and perhaps temporary
coalition, Jordan turns for an analog not to family, but to a piece of fruit. At the same time, while
44

Herrick’s poem and his politics (a royalist during the English civil war) are distinct from Jordan’s; the disorder in
his poem concerns a woman whose slightly neglectful manner of dress excites his attention and charms him.
However, both poems can be located in a larger poetic tradition that questions common-sense understandings of
symmetry as beautiful and desirable, with implications for common expectations about the design and appearance of
social and political life. Furthermore, while Jordan’s poem does not turn on the poet’s objectification of a woman,
the sensual dimension of one of its central metaphors is important, as readers of “From Sea to Shining Sea” have
observed. For example, Tamara Lea Spira notes that the poem “begins with the metaphor of a pomegranate in the
grocery store. A symbol of sensuality encased and nature’s commodification, the pomegranate arrives at the store
only after a process of violent extraction … However, in addition to symbolizing processes of domination, the
pomegranate is also juicy and succulent. It is bursting with sensuality and vitality.”
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this referent is other than human, the pomegranate with its many seeds also links the future with
reproductivity, a concept central to conversations around equal protection given the rhetorical
importance of “the family.” The family figures as that which needs to be protected and needs to
reproduce itself to legitimate protection; it serves as an original model for thinking about how
protection operates.
Feminist legal scholar and scholar of law and literature Robin West provides one means of
examining how invocations of the family work in theorizing protection. In her 1994 book on the
Fourteenth Amendment, she turns to an essay by Justice Scalia, noting that he “describes the
basic idea behind the formalist interpretation of the equal protection clause by use of an analogy
to family life”: children won’t tolerate the unequal application of rules from parents, and neither
will citizens tolerate breaches of formal equality without being provided very good reasons (West
Progressive 20). West observes that Scalia’s essay treats the concept of equal justice rather than
that of equal protection, but the very idea that Scalia’s real focus becomes evident only through
her analysis implies a close link between thinking “parents” and thinking “protection.” That is,
even though Scalia’s essay may have treated equal justice rather than equal protection, it can be
argued that the very mention of protection in the constitutional clause triggers this reference to,
and imagination through, the family.
Furthermore, to distinguish between equal justice and equal protection, West chooses to
return to the site of the family. Inviting readers to consider a Lord of the Flies-like island, but
with parents, and parents who are treated as a central authority, West writes:
The parents on this Goldingesque island… are peculiar. They usually intervene in their
children’s economic lives … so that all children can withstand natural threats to survival
and have equal opportunities in the quest for glory. In addition, the parents intervene in
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their children’s physical battles to protect each child against the violence and dominance
of the others. They accomplish this latter goal by laying down a mandate prohibiting all
intrafamilial violence and then punishing offenders. But for some perverse reason, they
bestow this protection of parental authority on every child but one…

… The child denied equal protection of the parental authority, no less than the citizen
denied equal protection of the state authority against private violence and violation, lives
a very different life than her siblings… One way to express the difference between her
life and the lives of the other children is that the other children live with only one familial
authority: the parents whose will must be obeyed… By contrast, the child denied equal
protection lives under the thumb of two sovereigns… She becomes not just a victim of
injustice. She becomes a slave. (21-22)

As West develops her Goldingesque scenario in response to Scalia, she is able to illustrate
what is at the heart of her own argument about how the Fourteenth Amendment should be
interpreted: using an approach that would overcome, or at least propose a way of navigating
between, the conflicting understandings of the formalist and anti-subordination approaches that
have characterized interpretations of the amendment’s engagements with equality. What West
advocates is an “abolitionist approach,’ which she explains through the above scenario. At its
heart is the idea that a citizen should not have to be subject to dual sovereignty in the form of
private violence—that is, to any sovereign besides the state. The takeaway is that “no state may
deny to any citizen the protection of its criminal and civil law against private violence and
violation” (23).
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West goes on, later in the book, to highlight the ways in which marital rape exemptions,
still in place when she was writing, highlight exactly this problem of dual sovereignty. Jordan
and Rich also address this problem of private violence in their poems, exploring the way that the
state licenses sovereign power to patriarchal figures, complicating the bounds of what counts as a
private violation. A trio of poems concerning the police—Rich’s poems “Rape” and “Frame,”
and Jordan’s “Poem about Police Violence”—draw forward state complicity in private violation,
as well as the danger of turning to the state for protection.
Rich’s 1972 poem “Rape” opens with an image that conflates protector, patriarch, and
predator: “a cop who is both prowler and father” (105). As the poem develops, Rich deepens her
elaboration of the threat posed by this figure of protection, who “has access to machinery that
could kill you,” whom Rich poses atop a stallion, one hand on a gun (105-106, 105). She
emphasizes that this figure, though seemingly distant from the “you” addressed in the poem, is
nonetheless intimate with that you; the cop’s eyes are “the blue eyes of all the family / whom you
used to know” (106). Ultimately, the details of the rape as reported come to sound “like a portrait
of your confessor” (106). The poem is ruled by the logic of this figure, to whom “you have to
confess” that “you are guilty of the crime / of having been forced”—to make the crime
cognizable, the victim must criminalize herself. The cop appears as the possessor of knowledge:
“He knows, or thinks he knows, how much you imagined” and “what you secretly wanted”
(106).
As in Rich’s 1980 poem “Frame,” based on the factual, reported incident of a young black
female student in Boston who was, after seeking shelter on a cold night while waiting for the
bus, violently ejected from the building she had gone in to, violently handled by a security and a
police officer, and taken to the police station for nothing but her very act of seeking protection
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(Jacobs), figures of protection appear as practitioners of abuse, unable to listen to, to make sense
of, this woman’s need for security. In “Frame,” the description of the building in which the
woman seeks shelter appears through the eyes of someone trained to look out for her own safety:
before entering, “the newly finished building suddenly looks / like shelter, it has glass doors,
lighted halls / presumably heat. The wind is wicked… ” (188). The description, highlighting the
newness of the building, its transparency, and its warmth, also underscores a gap measured in the
poem between rhetorics of progress and practices of equal protection. For all of its modern
touches, it still cannot be a place of shelter, remaining under surveillance by “the white man who
watches the building / who has been watching her” (188). The transparency of the building does
not contribute to its safety for the woman who seeks shelter, nor does the employment of a
security officer secure her well-being. Rich adds, in the same line as she describes “the white
man who watches the building,” as if to further mark the disjunction between temporal progress
and social transformation, “This is Boston 1979” (188). Boston, 1979, as Rich likely knew, was
also a dangerous coordinate for black women, twelve of whom were murdered in the
surrounding areas that year, as the Combahee River Collective publicized in a pamphlet.45
Despite the transparency of the building, and the transparency of the racialized and gendered
form of violence leveled by the officers against the figure in the frame of the poem, the firstperson speaker who narrates the story beyond the reach of sound recognizes that “it is meant to
be in silence that this happens / in silence that he [the police officer] pushes her into the car” and:

in silence that he twists the flesh of her thigh
with his nails in silence that her tears begin to flow
that she pleads with other policeman as if
45

See Combahee, “Eleven Women”; Hong (32-33). Lorde, “Age, Race” (122).
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he could be trusted to see her at all
in silence that in the precinct she refuses to give her name (189)

Despite the apparent transparency to a police officer of a body racialized as black, she who is
rendered transparent remains vulnerable to violence. Despite the clarity with which the reader of
the poem takes in this violence, it remains uncognizable to figures of the law.
The first-person speaker of “Frame” is “standing… somewhere just outside the frame / of
all this, / trying to see,” and at once finds herself implicated in the violence caused by the
security officers, by virtue of the power she shares with them through whiteness, and finds her
status of her testimony to this event invalidated by the cohort to which these officers belong:
“What I am telling you / is told by a white woman who they will say / was never there. I say I am
there,” the poem concludes, asserting presence through poetic address (188). Rich’s insistence
that she is telling “you” something underscores a sense of the poem as testimony, and implies an
audience who would be invoked by this you, raising questions about the authority of the
contingent community called into being by the poem’s address. After Rich tells “you” what she
has seen, what are you to do?
Another poem in which the equal protection of the law is exposed as a fiction through
descriptions of law enforcement is in Jordan’s “Poem about Police Violence,” which highlights
the disproportionate killing of black men and boys by police officers. Jordan emphasizes the act
of address in the poem, stressing that here the poet is not just talking to herself; as in Rich’s
poem, the poet becomes a witness. The poem opens:
Tell me something
what you think would happen if
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everytime they kill a black boy
then we kill a cop
everytime they kill a black man
then we kill a cop

you think the accident rate would lower
subsequently? (272)
Written after police choked Arthur Miller to death in Brooklyn (272, Reed “Black Arts”), the
poem opens with a proposal that operates under the logic of formal equality, so as to critique the
absence of it in the police force’s operation under a racist order that is especially lethal for black
boys and men. Further, Jordan illustrates that police use of force not only evades formally equal
treatment across encounters with people of various racialized appearances, but is also highly
disproportionate: “they tell me / 18 cops to subdue one man / 18 strangled him to death in the
ensuing scuffle” (272). At a time when the concept of formal equality dominated understandings
of what equality could mean, rather than posit state action as the remedy for a lethal form of
discrimination, Jordan tests out a prompt for violent collective action on behalf of the black
targets of police violence. Furthermore, in her mathematical considerations, Jordan also
measures the limits of rationality associated with formal equality. As Jewelle Gomez writes,
“The shock of the question is deliberately provocative. But the poem's power lies in its status as
inquiry. It’s an intellectual hypothesis demanding we follow the corollaries out to the edge of the
page” (34). That is, this is a question that is not (just) rhetorical: repeating the proposal across the
poem, Jordan sets the path for imagining what would happen and invites a response with “tell
me.”
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In all of the aforementioned poems—“From Sea to Shining Sea,” “Rape,” “Frame,” and
“Poem about Police Violence”— equality cannot modify protection as it does in the equal
protection clause, even aspirationally. To the extent that protection is involved in the
circumstances these poems describe, what is being protected is not necessarily a quality of
sameness in the application of the law regardless of the race or sex of a person, but a way of
living that affirms the status quo of patriarchal arrangements. Rather than call for more police
presence to protect against private violence, as West does in her 1994 book, or clearer legal paths
for pursing claims related to gendered violence, as Cynthia Grant Bowman explores in writing
about street harassment (to be addressed in the next chapter), Rich and Jordan raise the question
of who or what can make protection possible when the channels that enable both state and
private violence appear indistinct.
An additional perspective is suggested by James Boyd White’s writing on the effects of a
rising movement in “Law and Economics” during the 1970s. As White explains, the language of
economics has become a language in which we increasingly perceive, feel, think, and assess the
meaning of what we do; many of its premises have come to be taken as natural—as descriptive,
totalizing, and stable (Justice 46-72). Economic discourse (“namely microeconomics of the
neoclassical kind”) engenders a “Mathematical Image of the Person” and operates through
binaries (46, 64). In such a context, fairness is exemplified by the market, freedom is framed as
matter of government restraint rather than enablement, and “equality [of people] under the law”
presumes an equality of opportunity for featureless economic actors (62-64, 66). In part, what
Jordan and Rich’s work enables is the recognition of the featureless economic actor as gendered
and the appearance of the “person” in other than economic frames.
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The constraints provided by the capitalist and patriarchal logics of law, and perhaps by its
figurative dimensions as well, have animated scholarly discussion around the possibility not only
of feminist legal theories, but a more comprehensive feminist jurisprudence, which some legal
scholars have asserted cannot exist until the patriarchal dominance that renders human beings
presumptively male before the law is upended (Cain 193, citing MacKinnon and West). Patricia
A. Cain, in a widely cited 1988 article for the Berkeley Women’s Law Journal, calls on Adrienne
Rich’s “Twenty-One Love Poems” in an argument for ensuring feminist legal and academic
methods account for the experiences of lesbians and come to recognize heterosexuality as an
institution, in a way that might make a future feminist jurisprudence more possible (193). Cain
quotes from Rich’s chronicle of her own reaction to two heterosexual women friends celebrating
what they interpreted as the universality of “Twenty-One Love Poems.” Rich notes that “The
longing to simplify … to assimilate lesbian experience by saying that ‘relationship’ is really all
the same, love is always difficult—I see that as a denial, a kind of resistance, a refusal to read
and hear what I’ve actually written, to acknowledge what I am” (Cain 207 citing Rich
“Interview”). This is one instance of Rich’s interest in affirming that presumptions of women’s
equality—among themselves, or with men—need not serve claims of sameness.
Rich’s work in “Twenty-One Love Poems” to compose the ground of woman-centered
thought and experience can be viewed as a contribution to her contemporary discursive realm, as
evident in Cain’s citation of her and in other scholarly works that highlight the importance of
lesbian writers’ efforts to situate women other than through location respective to men, as well as
debates about tendencies to essentialize “woman.” Rich’s own essay “Compulsory
Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” testifies to how persistently women are imagined or
constituted in relation to men, but in it she also asserts the presence of counter-traditions.
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“Traditions,” plural, is key. As Victoria Hesford remarks of this essay, “Rich does not argue for
an equivalence between different episodes, places, and times of woman-identified experience but
for the production of a relationship between them” (247).
By the time she published “Twenty-One Love Poems,” Rich was not writing as an
unknown figure. The sequence appeared not only in her own poetry collection The Dream of a
Common Language, but also in the anthology Amazon Poetry and as a stand-alone chapbook,
making the work part of the realm of W.W. Norton and part of a network of feminist publishing
brought to life through independent presses, chapbooks, and newsletters that presumed a
specifically (in some cases lesbian-)feminist audience. As Kevin McGuirk notes, following
Charles Altieri’s observation of a move in Rich’s work from pathos to ethos coincident with
“Twenty-One Love Poems,” Rich can be understood to have replaced “the pathos of the private
lyric self with the ‘woman-centered,’ ‘woman-identified’ experience of ethical community” as a
means of “situat[ing] the lyric self in the political world” (68). Central to this self is Rich’s
affirmation of her lesbian identity, which informs her explorations of equality in the poem
sequence.
The sixth poem of the sequence opens with an image of equality: “Your small hands,
precisely equal to my own— / only the thumb is larger, longer—in these hands / I could trust the
world, or in many hands like these” (146). Equality begins in these lines as an image of identity,
until the precision of that identity is interrupted with the speaker’s recognition of a minor
difference in the thumb size of herself and her addressee. As the set of objects of comparison—
“your small hands” and the speaker’s hands—expands to include “many hands like these,” the
very idea that equality need be understood as a matter of identity—as in sameness—further
dissolves. “[M]any hands like these” are significant not because of whatever qualities they share,
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but because they are equal in capacity—equal to the litany of activities that fills the rest of the
stanza, which include “handling power-tools or steering-wheel / or touching a human face,”
turning “the unborn child rightways in the birth canal,” “pilot[ing] the exploratory rescue-ship /
through icebergs” and “piec[ing] together / the fine needle-like sherds of a great krater-cup”—an
ancient Greek vessel (146). In these lines. Rich appears to tap into an essentialist paradigm (the
power of the midwife) and into one of equal opportunity (women can handle power-tools) at the
same time, creating the ground to think these things together, and in a way that challenges the
terms of a debate around sameness/difference that would come to public prominence in the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission’s 1986 case against Sears.46 Yet ultimately, the basis for
conceiving of equality in “Your small hands [Poem VI]” is not that of equality between women
and men, as in “women can handle power-tools just as well as men,” but of the equal capacity of
women’s hands. Describing not who women are, but what their hands can do, Rich at once joins
contemporary efforts to loosen sedimented notions about women’s abilities as creators and
navigators and animates histories of women’s midwifery, figurative and literal, that are often
obscured or framed in relation to the creative projects of men.47
It is significant that the “great krater-cup” Rich imagines being carefully assembled
ultimately takes shape as a vessel featuring “figures of ecstatic women striding / to the sibyl’s
den or the Eleusinian cave,” both representations of women privileged in their milieu, and of
46

The case concerned discrimination against women in commission jobs and had its origins in the prior decade. For
a discussion of theoretical approaches to overcoming the essentialism highlighted in the case, see Joan Williams,
“Dissolving the Sameness/Difference Debate: A Post-Modern Path Beyond Essentialism in Feminist and Critical
Race Theory” and Joan Scott, “The Sears Case.”
47
Rich also engages woman’s role as muse or midwife to a man’s creative process in her 1972 essay “When We
Dead Awaken: Writing as Re-Vision” (On Lies 36). In one iteration of this essay, which appears in slightly different
forms across various publications, Rich provides what seems a counter to Sir Phillip Sidney’s paradigmatic account
of a male writer’s appropriation of pregnancy to describe the creative process (“Thus, great with child to speak, and
helpless in my throes, / Biting my truant pen, beating myself for spite-- / ‘Fool,’ said my Muse to me, ‘look in thy
heart and write.”). Rich writes of the “victimization and anger being experienced by women” that “They are our
birth pains, and we are bearing ourselves” (in College English 25). For the significance of the “Eleusinian cave” to
this, see note below.
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social and erotic bonding among women (146). With Eleusis marked, in Of Woman Born, as “the
keystone to human spiritual survival,” 48 these women might be seen as part of Rich’s
consciousness as a “woman-identified woman,” as part of the “lesbian continuum” she later
writes of in “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence”:
I mean the term lesbian continuum to include a range—through each woman's life
and throughout history—of woman-identified experience; not simply the fact that
a woman has had or consciously desired genital sexual experience with another
woman. If we expand it to embrace many more forms of primary intensity
between and among women, including the sharing of a rich inner life, the bonding
against male tyranny, the giving and receiving of practical and political support; if
we can also hear in it such associations as marriage resistance and the "haggard"
behavior identified by Mary Daly… —we begin to grasp breadths of female
history and psychology that have lain out of reach as a consequence of limited,
mostly clinical, definitions of “lesbianism.” (Blood 51)
This consciousness is central to Rich’s navigation between identity and difference in the poem,
and therefore shapes the points of references through which she elaborates her understandings of
equality. It appears as well in another poem in the sequence (XII), in an elaboration of difference
in relation to sameness:
But we have different voices, even in sleep,
and the past echoing through our bloodstreams
is freighted with different language, different meanings—
48

Rich (Of Woman 240) in Kalaidjian (155). Walter Kalaidjan notes the centrality of Rich’s “mythic meditations on
the Kore/Demeter narrative of the Eleusinian mysteries” and finds that for her, as for “other female authors,” the
turn to Eleusis is part of “what Alicia Ostriker describes as ‘revisionist mythmaking’” (155). Rich “reads the mythic
abduction of Kore by Hades as man’s historical intervention in the mysteries of birth and death, originally the
domain of… Demeter” (155).
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though in any chronicle of the world we share
it could be written with new meaning
we were two lovers of one gender,
we were two women of one generation. (149)
The reiteration of difference—different voices, different language, different meanings—opens up
difference itself. Gender and generation are not presented as equivalent, but as shared, with the
speaker and her lover participating in the constitution of each.
At the same time, “Twenty-One Love Poems” bears signs of the pressures that would
submerge the lesbian continuum Rich elaborates in “Compulsory Heterosexuality,” as well as the
possibilities contingent upon acknowledging it, given existing structures and narratives. What
exists already, the conditions of the world, can’t be ignored, as evident in Rich’s narration of a
scene in which the speaker, driving with her lover “to another place / to sleep in each other’s
arms” finds “the beds were narrow like prisoners’ cots / and we were tired and did not sleep
together / and this is what we found, so this is what we did—” (151). This is followed up with a
question, and a response: “was the failure ours? / If I cling to circumstances I could feel / not
responsible” (151). Rich closes the poem (the twelfth out of twenty-two poems in the sequence)
with an idea that she reiterates throughout the body of her work: that even under constraint,
choice is possible. This seems less the market-inflected understanding of choice that would come
to mark debates about equal opportunity, merit, and racism, but a framing of choice as a
responsibility that comes of living in a world with other people.
The thirteenth poem in the sequence follows up these images of constraint with one of
open, unmapped roads, and the vision of the speaker and her lover “driving through the desert /
wondering if the water will hold out / the hallucinations turn to simple villages” and in “a
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country that has no language” and “no laws.” Given the extent to which language and law have
served as a metonym for country, imagining a country with no language and no laws requires a
reimagining of country. For Rich, this would come to be a frequent poetic exercise; by the 1980s,
she would frame her poems as an attempt “to speak from, and of, and to, [her] country” and “[t]o
speak a different claim from those staked by the patriots of the sword” (cover YNL). Considering
this aspiration in connection with 1970s poems including “Rape,” “Frame,” and “Twenty-One
Love Poems,” the importance of keeping in view the shared root of patriarchy and patriotism
emerges.
**
Audre Lorde’s “Equal Opportunity,” written shortly after the ratification deadline for the
ERA expired, links equality to patriotism, patriarchy, and protectionism—rebranded as safety.
The poem testifies to the constrained meaning of equality in state-administered frameworks, as
well as to the picture of the world, with an emphasis on the world, that grounds such an
understanding of equality. “Equal Opportunity” opens with an announcement:
The american deputy assistant secretary of defense
for Equal Opportunity
and safety
is a home girl (16)
The position of “deputy assistant secretary of defense” was one “at the top of the Pentagon,” and
tied to efforts to create equal opportunity in the military that “took off in the late 1970s under the
Carter administration” (Katzenstein 59). That the word “safety” in Lorde’s rendering of the
position begins with a lower-case letter signals its relation to the lower-case “america”: 49 it is to

49

Lorde frequently renders “america” with a lowercase “a.”
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an abstracted “america” that this safety belongs, as becomes evident when Lorde locates the
deputy assistant secretary of defense in Grenada, during the U.S. invasion of 1983, as:
the stench of napalm upon growing cabbage
the chug and thud of Corsairs in the foreground
advance like a blush across her cheeks
up the unpaved road outside Grenville, Grenada. (17)
In this poem of equal opportunity, military planes become feminized as blush, as part of what
Mary Feinsod Katzenstein characterizes a “an elaborate dance” of women’s inclusion, exclusion,
and reintegration in military participation throughout the 1980s. Katzenstein, in providing an
example of this, cites a “retired air force officer [who] noted with a wry laugh, when the subject
came up of whether women had been sent as part of the Grenada deployment: ‘How do I know?
The army [police] women went in, then out, then in…. Our planes were ferrying them back and
forth across the damn Atlantic’” (61).
Lorde’s essay “Grenada Revisited” rehearses and offers evidence against claims made to
legitimate the United States’ invasion of the island; the claims included fears about the safety of
U.S.-citizen students at the St. Georges’ Medical School and fears about U.S. security (22),
registered in Reagan’s characterization of the island as “Soviet-Cuban colony being readied as a
major military bastion to export terror and undermine democracy” to which the US had arrived
“just in time” (Reagan “Tough”). Safety appears in “Equal Opportunity” most sharply where its
absence is obvious. After describing women witnessing the destruction of farmland; the sight of
corpses; the smell of corpses; and after giving an account of a woman who, fearing the death of
her child, and to ensure her own safety, “knows what to say to an invader / with an M-16 held
ready while searching her cooking shed,” Lorde closes the poem with another description of
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“The american deputy assistant secretary of defense / for equal opportunity and safety”: as “a
woman of color” who
pauses in her speech

licking dry lips

“so you can see the department has a very good record
of equal opportunity for our women”
swims toward safety through a lake of her own blood. (17)
In the poem’s conclusion, Lorde shifts the descriptive language she uses about the assistant
secretary from the opening stanza’s more familiar “home girl”—a term that formed part of the
title of a Black feminist anthology published in the same year as the invasion of Grenada50—to
the broader category of “woman of color.” In both designations, Lorde stresses, how it is that
race matters, or how it fits into the enactment of equality, is not self-evident. Further, if I have
written elsewhere in this chapter about imagining equality without protection, here Lorde
describes protection without equality. The poem makes plain the lack of equal opportunity for
safety and for thriving that exist for the assistant secretary of defense—“blind to her own
tokenism and… to the terrible irony of her complicity in her department’s invasion of Grenada”
(DeShazer 269)—and the Black Grenadian women she encounters. The assistant secretary is not
safe, but “swim[ming] toward safety through a lake of her own blood” (17). The poem is a record
that counters the record of the military department.
The relationship between the trajectory of equal opportunity and the invasion of Grenada
that Lorde proposes in the poem takes another form in Lorde’s essay “Grenada Revisited.” As
Alexis Pauline Gumbs notes:
Explaining that racism is the primary U.S. export to the world, [Lorde] offers this
inventory: “The lynching of Black youth and shooting down of Black women, 60 percent
50

Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology, edited by Barbara Smith.
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of Black teenagers unemployed and rapidly becoming unemployable, the presidential
dismantling of the Civil Rights Commission, and more Black families below the poverty
line than twenty years ago—if these facts of American life can be passed over as
unremarkable, then why not the rape and annexation of tiny Black Grenada?” Lorde
argues not for a biological diasporic relationship but for a strategic one. Black people in
the United States are related to black people in Grenada because the United States is
using the story of racism to steal power from all of us. She models the practice of how we
can relate with love to our dear relative, our mere relatives, our not very near relatives.
The first requirement is that we are honest about the fact that we are not all the same.
(Gumbs “But We Are Not the Same”)
Gumbs here reiterates Lorde’s point, made in “Equal Opportunity” and elsewhere, that the
picture of the world that grounds the administration of equal opportunity is one that disregards
Black youth, Black women, Black teenagers, and Black families. It is a picture of the world that
encompasses and extends beyond the borders of the United States, or a picture of the United
States that assimilates the world to itself.
With the poem, Lorde’s essay invites consideration of what equality means if men, or
white men, or white women, are not the only group seated at the horizon of comparison. Further,
these texts suggest that theorizing equality without acknowledging difference, or considering
difference without thinking about safety, might doom projects of equal opportunity. Lorde’s
writing on Grenada echoes her 1980 talk “Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women Redefining
Difference,” where she explains that “the need for unity is often misnamed as a need for
homogeneity, and a Black feminist vision mistaken for betrayal of our common interests as a
people” (119).
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In this talk, later published as an essay, Lorde urges the necessity of acknowledging
difference, not wishing it away or being blind to it, as in the sex-blind and color-blind idiom of
equality law:
Institutionalized rejection of difference is an absolute necessity in a profit economy
which needs outsiders as surplus people. As members of such an economy, we have all
been programmed to respond to the human differences between us with fear and loathing
and to handle that difference in one of three ways: ignore it, and if that is not possible,
copy it if we think it is dominant, or destroy it if we think it is subordinate. But we have
no patterns for relating across our human differences as equals. As a result, those
differences have been misnamed and misused in the service of separation and confusion.
(115)
After identifying the absence of patterns of relation, Lorde concludes the essay with an
unpublished poem called “Outlines,” which closes with the lines “we seek beyond history / for a
new and more possible meeting (123). The essay suggests that this poem in particular, and poems
more broadly, provide possible patterns of relation.
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CHAPTER THREE
Turning with Poets: Women’s Freedom of Movement and the Appearance of Consent
I. A Turn to Poets
In 1968, the U.S. Supreme Court dismissed Wainwright v. New Orleans, a case brought
forward by a former Tulane University Law School student whom New Orleans police had
seized as a potential murder suspect, searched without a warrant, and held against his will. For
Associate Justice William O. Douglas, who in a dissenting opinion protested the majority’s
decision to dismiss the case, Wainwright raised high-stakes questions that the Court could not
afford to neglect: can someone who is unconstitutionally arrested resist that arrest? What are the
very grounds on which police can apprehend a person? Douglas’s anxieties about Wainwright’s
dismissal were bound up with the Court’s ruling a week prior in Terry v. Ohio, the landmark case
that iterated “stop and frisk” as a constitutionally acceptable practice of law enforcement. He had
been the sole dissenting justice in Terry, and in lamenting the Court’s decision not to review
Wainwright, he explains how the outcome of the two cases threatens an American project of
democracy derived from a larger Western tradition. To animate this tradition, he turns to poets.
Framing the United States’ longstanding respect for civil liberties as imperiled by the
Court, Douglas names Walt Whitman, Vachel Lindsay, and Carl Sandburg as scribes and
guarantors of an American philosophy of liberty coextensive with man’s freedom of movement.
He writes:
If this “seizure” [of Wainwright] was constitutional, then the sleepless professor
who walks in the night to find the relaxation for sleep is easy prey to the police, as
are thousands of other innocent Americans raised in the sturdy environment
where no policeman can lay a hand on the citizen without “probable cause” that a
crime has been or is about to be committed. That was the philosophy of Walt
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Whitman, Vachel Lindsay, and Carl Sandburg, and it was faithfully reflected in
our law.

… I fear that, with Terry and with Wainwright, we have forsaken the Western
tradition and taken a long step toward the oppressive police practices not only of
Communist regimes, but of modern Iran, “democratic” Formosa, and Franco
Spain, with which we are now even more closely allied. (614-615)

Douglas’s construction of “the philosophy of Walt Whitman, Vachel Lindsay, and Carl
Sandburg” as “faithfully reflected in,” rather than a reflection of, “our law” (614; my emphasis)
echoes my findings in Chapter One: occasionally justices call on poetry to substantiate the
existence of a distinctively American legal principle or process that is not explicitly given in the
Constitution or in a statute, but accrues authority through harmony with an imagined national
character and in common law practices. Here, Douglas can be understood to be invoking
freedom of movement understood as a “generally recognized right” that, as legal scholar Gerald
L. Neuman explains it, “[i]n nonconstitutional terms… includes freedom from restraint and
freedom to go wherever one pleases, subject to respect of the rights of others” (126). Neuman
identifies these freedoms as “classic examples of natural liberty” (126). With respect to the US
Constitution, he notes that freedom of movement “is also one of the central historical meanings
of liberty projected by the due process clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment” and
“Freedom from physical restraint has been shielded by the writ of habeas corpus” (126).
Yet the long history of freedom of movement that Douglas assumes requires some
qualification. Slave laws, Jim Crow laws, the Indian Removal Act, Japanese-American
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internment, and vagrancy laws, as well as current U.S. policing practices, make clear that the
expectation of a “sturdy environment” in which “innocent American[s]”—including poets— can
move freely has not always been reflected in the law (614). The fears Douglas expresses in his
Wainwright dissent, then, are not just cold war inflected hypotheses of what might come, but
descriptions of what had been and what, for many people in the United States, continues to be.
In this chapter, I introduce a counter-archive of poets whose work reveals the contingent
nature of a freedom of movement particularly associated with the “Western tradition” to which
Douglas clings in mounting a defense of civil liberties. I center my attention on Judy Grahn and
June Jordan, two writers who emerged as poets during the height of the U.S. civil rights
movement, and who might be understood to take up Sandburg and Lindsay’s affirmation of
working-class voices and experience, Lindsay’s emphasis on the orality of poetry, and
Whitman’s democratic visions, as well these poets’ calling to travel and their investment in
recording the diverse racial and ethnic makeup of America—without perpetuating what Aldon
Nielsen has identified in the earlier poets’ work as a persistent “white mythology” about “fatal
darkness” (32). If Wainwright and Terry together pose a question about what happens—or
should happen—when a citizen moves, I posit Grahn’s “A Woman Is Talking to Death” and
Jordan’s “Poem about My Rights” as responses.
“A Woman Is Talking to Death” and “Poem about My Rights,” both composed in the
1970s, provide an occasion to investigate what freedom of movement means in the absence of
the reality of a “sturdy environment where no policeman can lay a hand on the citizen without
‘probable cause’ that a crime has been or is about to be committed” (Douglas 614), or in an
environment where police determinations of race, sexuality, and citizenship status are converted
into probable cause of criminal character, and therefore of imminent criminal action. They also
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measure restriction on movement imposed not only by police, but by a patriarchal culture that
borrows police power, as the poets show how gender-based, sexualized violence works to coerce
women into static positions of consent. Like Nancy Leong, who in a law review article on “The
Open Road and the Traffic Stop” tracks the way that the open road and its attendant narratives
have been racialized as white, Grahn and Jordan show how accreted cultural references to
freedom of movement have historically required the production of a protagonist who is white and
male.
Paying attention to instances of turning in the poems, and noting the historical importance
of acts of turning to poetry, I argue that Grahn and Jordan ask their readers to think of sexualized
violence toward women not only in terms of bodily or psychological harm, but also as the halting
of free movement—a description that does not render women as passive victims, but as subjects
interrupted while already on their way, propelled by their own desires. I situate the significance
of this reframing where late-1960s privacy law meets burgeoning sexual harassment law—in the
compelled performance of a supposedly neutral, but actually gendered and racialized
rationality—finding that Grahn and Jordan’s poems require a re-theorizing of consent that
accounts for its operations in a field of inequality (Haag 180). I draw forward how accounting for
women’s desire in Grahn and Jordan’s poems, as it creates friction with liberal understandings of
desire linked to rights, initiates a reexamination of the relationship between consent, community,
and citizenship.
In the frames they construct for understanding sexualized violence, Grahn and Jordan’s
work presages later observations made by Pamela Haag and Wendy Brown, who point to the
false premise of equality that framing interactions in terms of consent assumes (Brown 162-163,
Haag 180), and to the existence of a “gendered relation between contract and consent” that
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characterizes the social contract within liberalism (Brown 162-164). In the 1970s in particular,
Haag notes, liberalism did not just transform sex; sex also transformed liberalism (xiii). Both “A
Woman Is Talking to Death” and “Poem about My Rights” show consent—to subordination by
men, to a socio-political order that stifles women before the law despite citizenship, to violence
that women are themselves complicit in through citizenship—to be prescribed already with
citizenship. In recognition of this circumstance, the poems defy a model of community
composed of aggregated, prescribed consents. While in their lives as activists and in select
poems and essays Grahn and Jordan, especially, advocate for legal change to expand civil rights
and civil liberties, “A Woman Is Talking to Death” and “Poem about My Rights” present
autobiographical speakers who turn away from law, refusing to address legal figures directly in a
schema where the fact of such address implies consent to subordination. As this chapter
elucidates, the poets perform resistance by rephrasing civic attachment in an idiom of desire
(Grahn) and taking on qualities of the nation at the level of the individual (Jordan).
In keeping with my interest in the aesthetic dimensions of U.S. rights culture, in my
reading of Grahn and Jordan’s engagement with consent, I highlight the implications of a
longstanding association of freedom of movement with conceptions of liberty in general, and
with liberty in its American idiom in particular. While an attachment to freedom of movement
has been cultivated especially through the trope of the open road, exemplified by poets like
Whitman, Grahn and Jordan point to everyday restrictions on their movement and the movement
of other women; in doing so, they also illustrate how these restrictions train the senses, carve
particular avenues for the development of thought, and shape subjectivity—though not in an
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entirely deterministic way. 51 What’s more, writing during a time when texts thematically similar
to their own were being mobilized to change legal and cultural consciousness about the status of
the home as a safe space of inviolable marital privacy, they call attention to what it means to
imagine free movement when the impetus for travel might be to create distance from the violent
space of the home.52

II. Turning with Poets
Grahn’s “A Woman Is Talking to Death” and Jordan’s “Poem about My Rights” give
shape to the seemingly agentless restrictions on women’s movement beyond, and even inside,
their homes. Grahn sketches the pervasiveness of such restrictions by attaching them to a
personified figure of death who “sits on my doorstep / cleaning his revolver” (118) and next
“cripples my feet and sends me out / to wait for the bus alone, / then comes by driving a taxi”
(119). For Jordan, the threats to life that produce such restrictions are the very occasion for the
poem itself, which she explains is about why she cannot “go out without changing my clothes
my shoes / my body posture my gender identity my age /my status as a woman alone in the
evening/” (309).53 Jordan soon comes to the conclusion that “alone” isn’t “the point/”: “the point
being that I can’t do what I want / to do with my own body because I am the wrong / sex the
wrong age the wrong skin and”—and from this point the poem continues, without a full stop
from beginning to end (309). In response to these circumstances, she marks—twice—an
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Writing of Whitman’s “Song of the Open Road” in her article on “The Open Road and the Traffic Stop,” Nancy
Leong finds that the poem constructs the road as “an egalitarian playground, offering us optimism about the
relationships between people” (9).
52
The histories of sexual harassment, street harassment, and rape law, and the development of Critical Race Theory,
include references to a range of women writers, including Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Alice Walker, Virginia Woolf,
and Adrienne Rich (for examples, see Bowman, Crenshaw, et al., and Siegel).
53
At the conclusion of several lines in “Poem about My Rights,” Jordan includes these forward slashes. In quoting
the poem, I use slashes to indicate line breaks and also preserve the slashes that appear in Jordan’s poem.
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unknown: “who in the hell set things up / like this” (309, 311)?54 While cases like Terry and
Wainwright posit freedom of movement as freedom from intervention by representatives of the
law, Grahn and Jordan call attention to additional restrictions that borrow the force of law to
keep women out of public spaces.
Such restrictions are buttressed by what Grahn records throughout her poem as a voice of
common sense that should instill in a woman a fear of death. As she writes of a woman, raped
and beaten, whom she encounters:
what on earth was she doing there
on a street she helped to pay for
but doesn’t own?
doesn’t she know to stay home? (128)
Grahn points to the way that women, through the regular civic act of paying taxes, enable the
creation and function of public infrastructure that ends up mediating their injury. In an
internalized voice of public fear that she ironically inhabits in this moment, interrupting the flow
of logic that would relate investing in something to having some control over its use, she treats as
obvious the premise that women should stay at home.
Her writing, like Jordan’s, evinces a deep knowledge of how law operates as both symbol
and technology of power—a knowledge cultivated in the circumstances of both poets’ lives as
much as through careful research. Both poets came of age as civil rights activists in the 1960s,
and experienced in their day-to-day proceedings the uneven distribution of legally authorized
force. Grahn, a white lesbian feminist born in 1940, was discharged from her work in the U.S.
Air Force in the early 1960s because she is gay. She reimagines the trial that accompanied this
experience in various sections of the 9-part “A Woman Is Talking to Death.” It was soon after
54

The “hell” is omitted the second time.
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being ejected from the military that Grahn came to life as an activist, first while living in
Washington, DC, where she attended Howard University and participated in actions for civil
rights and gay rights, and then after moving to the Bay Area, where she involved herself in the
creation of new institutions designed to serve women (Brown and Cushing 63, Grahn A Simple
Revolution). These experiences would shape her ability to identify “criss-crossing oppressions,”
a phrase she uses in her 1978 preface to “A Woman Is Talking to Death,” accounting for the way
that racism, sexism, classism, and normative expectations around gender intersect in people’s
lives (112).
Jordan, born in 1936 to parents who had immigrated to New York from Jamaica, began
writing poetry at an early age. Her life as an activist developed simultaneously with her rising
prominence as a poet; she was especially concerned with theorizing and practicing education
reform, promoting the rightful status of Black English as a language, engaging in antiwar efforts
from Vietnam forward, supporting anticolonial independence movements, countering genderbased violence, and working toward the creation of fair housing as a matter of policy and
architecture. Living in New York City during the mid-1960s, in her early career she worked with
the community action program Mobilization for Youth, conducting research about living
conditions in the city and writing reports on the ways that city officials and developers
perpetuated slum conditions. She would go on to write about the structural inequality of the city
and its effects on young people even after she left Mobilization for Youth for full-time teaching.
Given that she devoted so much time to analyses of environments and how they can constrain
people, it is with a keen eye for design that her writing, including “Poem about My Rights,”
concerns how people are free, or not free, to move in space (Reed 2-3). In addition to her work in
urban design, she researched other legal issues throughout her life, including affirmative action,
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prison reform, and land reform; she was on the Board of the Center for Constitutional Rights,
appeared on William F. Buckley’s “The Firing Line” in a First Amendment debate (as noted in
my “Preface”), and wrote powerfully about the devastations of police violence in the context of
her own life and the lives of her New York students (“Nobody Mean More” 157-173).
Grahn and Jordan inhabited a world that both shaped and was shaped by Court decisions
like Wainwright and Terry, as well as the 1970s campaigns for and against the Equal Rights
Amendment’s ratification discussed in Chapter Two. While in that chapter I focus on race/sex
parallelism in legal claims of discrimination, and I recount poets’ reckoning with a collapse in
the potential legal meaning of equality as formal equality became the Court’s dominant paradigm
for thinking about racial and gender difference, here I consider how shifting privacy
jurisprudence and emerging sexual harassment jurisprudence prompted a revision of the
gendered nature of the person imagined by law. In what Deborah Nelson identifies as a series of
“post-Griswold cases,” including the aforementioned Terry, the right to privacy changed from
one located in the “zone” of the home to “one that adhered to the individual and was thus mobile
and dependent on context” (112).55 No longer conceived of as a right of withdrawal into the
home, privacy came to be associated with “the right to self-determination and autonomy” (112),
a right closely connected with the U.S. founding, with later-twentieth-century decolonial
movements, with freedom of movement, and, as I will discuss later, with lyric subjectivity (xvi).
Yet in the association of privacy with a female body that “has historically figured the
impossibility of privacy” (114), women’s de facto capacity for autonomy was called into
question by law, as evidenced by the fact that the legalization of abortion required a woman to
make a choice in consultation with a doctor rather than independently (130), demanding the
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Griswold was the 1965 birth control case in which Justice Douglas famously found in the Constitution an implied
right to privacy.
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performance of rationality or its supplementation through an authority figure. Reading the work
of confessional poets alongside the legal elaborations of privacy that attended the Court’s rulings
on reproductive rights, Nelson illustrates that “[w]hat Roe made visible was that a woman’s
uncertain identity as a citizen undermined her status as a private decision maker” (139). As Karla
F.C. Holloway shows, skepticism about women’s abilities as private citizens has been pervasive
especially where race and sex become visible to courts together, as judges have called on expert
as well as their own anecdotal testimony in cases of interracial adoption (95) and interracial
marriage (89-92, 95). Discussing a judge’s objections to the latter on the grounds that an
interracial couple’s children would not be accepted into society (90-91), Holloway’s insights
reveal how an imagined reproductive future for this couple points back toward the field of
inequality in which contracts are enacted—and always vulnerable—“as black bodies are subject
to an affective characterization that renders them suspect categories” before the law, with a
contingent claim on rights (107).
The occasions of legal reckoning discussed by Nelson and Holloway illustrate some of
the ways in which the law has mediated social relations along axes of race and gender—axes that
it also participates in patrolling, even in the apparent extension of rights to women and racialized
minorities. With the institution of sexual harassment jurisprudence, made possible through the
efforts of women’s groups engaged in raising consciousness and generating language around a
common experience, and animated in the 1970s as gender-based discrimination in the workplace
became legally actionable under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, came another channel for
at once naming a wrong that had not legally existed and legally qualifying personhood. By the
mid-1980s, it became clear that the usual “reasonable man” or “reasonable person” standard used
in assessing behavior might not accurately measure how hostile a work environment is for
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women (Perry 11). Around this time, some courts turned to a “reasonable woman” standard to
evaluate workplace conduct. Proponents of the reasonable woman standard have demonstrated
that it is necessary for acknowledging qualitative differences in the lives of men and women.
Opponents have argued that it promotes differential treatment, and some critics of the standard as
it has been used in rape cases argue that “the reasonable woman is a male construct that has been
used against women” (Forell and Matthews 222). Feminist scholars critiquing practices
involving the reasonable woman standard in harassment cases have noted that it promotes an
essentialist notion of the reasonable woman as a “middle-class, heterosexual, white woman” and
that a predominately male power structure still gets to decide what makes a woman reasonable
(Bowman 554, Forell and Matthews 5-7). Given these circumstances, it is important to remember
that it was in the context of the legal response to workplace discrimination against Black women
that Kimberlé Crenshaw initially published on intersectionality (“Demarginalizing the
Intersection”).
Grahn and Jordan also highlight in their poems the pervasiveness of essentialist notions
of woman, outlining the racist, classist, and nativist logics through which women’s actions are
repeatedly determined to lack sense. In this way, they substantiate a point more recently raised
by Ravit Reichman, who draws on affect studies to demonstrate that “a reasonable person is not
necessarily someone who reasons well,” but “someone who behaves in a certain way” (113). It
is in the context of the inadequacy of law and legal frames, including the “reasonable woman,” to
describe and remedy restrictions on women’s free movement that I approach Grahn and Jordan’s
poems. Reading the ways that they use their poems to describe, historicize, and contest
restrictions on their movement and the movement of other women, I pay attention especially to
their turning.
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Language around turning has long been associated with poetry. For example, “strophe,” a
word once commonly used to refer to a stanza or section within a poem, comes from the Greek
word for turning. At one point, the strophe referred to human movement: associated with Greek
choral odes, the word “originally denoted a movement from right to left made by a Greek chorus,
or lines of choral song recited during this” (“Strophe”). The Italian word for turn— “volta”— has
also made its way into poetry criticism, often in discussion of sonnets, where the volta marks a
turning point in the way the typically-first-person speaker of the poem has been proceeding.
Twentieth and twenty-first-century American poets and pedagogical projects have nodded to
these traditions of turning in various ways: for example, attention to turning can be found in
Robert Frost’s writing that a poem “begins in delight and ends in wisdom” (132); in Theodore
Roethke’s “I Knew a Woman,” with its eroticization of the ode’s typical “Turn, Counter-turn,
and Stand” (strophe, antistrophe, epode) (122); in Randall Jarrell’s claim, celebrated by poet and
poetry teacher Michael Theune, that “a successful poem starts from one position and ends at a
very different one” (Jarrell in Theune, “About”); in a collection of essays on teaching poetry,
Structure and Surprise: Engaging Poetic Turns, edited by Theune and borrowing its title from an
essay by M.H. Abrams on turns in Romantic lyrics; and in the 2012 launch of a new online
poetry magazine called The Volta.
By paying attention to the way that Grahn and Jordan turn, I mean that I am following the
way that they stage redirections of speech, movement, argument, and attention in their poems—
and also their engagement with poetic precedent. Both poems feature autobiographical speakers
who cast their address in multiple directions and who illustrate how their own attention shifts as
they respond to the multiple sources that address them. In both poems, Grahn and Jordan
negotiate relationships between “I” and “we.” They do so as they record their movement in
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various spaces, and take up plural persuasive strategies in ultimately resisting the forces that seek
to coerce and constrain their movement.
In marking the poets’ redirections, I attend to the way that the law can become visible as
it moves.56 I also remain mindful of the relationship between turning and subject formation. As
part of a larger project theorizing lesbian queer politics, Sara Ahmed glosses Judith Butler’s
stress on the importance of the act of turning to subject formation, as she revisits a scene
theorized by Louis Althusser in which a subject comes into being in turning around to the police
officer’s shout of “hey you!” (15). Ahmed explains that “[f]or Butler, this ‘turning’ takes the
form of hearing oneself as the subject of an address: it is a turning that is not really about the
physicality of movement” (15). I want to take up Ahmed’s qualification and extension of this
idea: that it matters “which way subjects turn” (15; Ahmed’s emphasis). While Ahmed doesn’t
find that such hailing is escapable, her work moves through Althusser’s scene to open up the
crucial moment following the hail, exploring how it may be possible “to reinhabit the moment
after such a hailing” (107). Not all responses are alike. Grahn and Jordan, identifying
respectively as a lesbian and a bisexual poet, in staging the moments in which they have been
hailed by forces that would police them into particular ways of being, provide occasions to think
through the orientations of this moment after. Jordan, throughout “Poem about My Rights,” is
called to respond to the name of “wrong,” as I will discuss later in the chapter (309-311). Grahn,
imagining herself called before a court of law, describes how such an address leaves her vacant.
Looking in the mirror, she finds “nobody there to testify ; / how clear, an unemployed queer
woman / makes no witness at all,” because “nobody at all was there for / those two questions:
what does / she do, and who is she married to?” (117).

56

In my language here I am drawing on the work of Olivia Barr, who writes on the way that legal studies have taken
up a spatial turn developed in the humanities.
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Sometimes the moment following a hailing is marked by the ways that Grahn and Jordan
turn in the present tense of the poem to address others. One way to use the language of poetry
criticism to track such turns is to attend to apostrophe, a rhetorical trope often associated with
lyric poetry in particular. In writing about poetry, apostrophe is generally taken to mean a
speaker’s address to an absent person or inanimate object in a poem— an address to a dearly
departed shepherd, a nightingale, the moon. If Grahn’s poem presents, as the title indicates, “A
Woman” who “Is Talking to Death,” then Grahn’s address to death can certainly be read as
apostrophe in this traditional sense.
I want to pause to consider to two observations that readers of poetry have made of
apostrophe, both concerning how subjects are created through this particular structure of address.
One observation centers on what the act of address does for the addressee. As Jonathan Culler
writes, “[a] primary force of apostrophe is to constitute the addressee as another subject, with
which the visionary poet can hope to develop a relationship” (Theory 223). The other
observation comes from readers of poetry, including Culler, who have developed strong
associations between apostrophe and lyric and have illustrated the ways in which this special
class of addresses tells us about a speaking self.57 Culler illustrates with a “prosaic” example: a
man standing, waiting for a bus in the rain, who curses the absent bus. In this case, “the vocative
of apostrophe is a device which the poetic voice uses to establish with an object a relationship
which helps to constitute him. The object is treated as a subject, an I which implies a certain type
of you in its turn” (Pursuit 142). Therefore in paying attention to the way that poets turn, I mean
to pay attention to the ways that they constitute their addressees and the way their acts and
objects of address also constitute speaking selves. Grahn’s address of death, for example, at once
brings its dangers in closer proximity to the autobiographical speaker of the poem and constitutes
57

Barbara Johnson notes that apostrophe “has come to seem almost synonymous with the lyric voice” (29).
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that speaker as a defiant subject. Must Grahn animate the figure of death in order to demonstrate
that she does not consent to it?
Nothing about the traditional use of “apostrophe” indicates a relationship of poetry to the
particularities of any given body of law. However, recalling apostrophe’s roots in Classical
forensic rhetoric— poetry and law share in their Classical origins a vocabulary of rhetorical
terms— reanimates the trope’s longstanding but largely ignored relationship to legal scenes. In
its Classical rhetorical context, apostrophe involves an orator’s turning away from the judge he
has been addressing. The turn contained in the act of apostrophe is, because of the word’s “apo”
prefix, a turning from; it facilitates indirection.58 J. Douglas Kneale, a scholar of the Romantic
period, argues that it is this turning away, rather than the status of an addressee as absent or
inanimate, by which we ought to spot apostrophe in action; in this view, identifying apostrophe
in a poem means accounting for a pre-text with a “proper” intended listener from whom speech
is diverted—often, but not necessarily, to an absent or inanimate addressee (150-4). Following
Kneale’s lead, I look to the address of death that characterizes Grahn’s poem as apostrophe in the
traditional poetic sense; I also observe how Jordan’s invocation of various “yous” throughout her
poem coordinates a series of reorientations towards and away from the law.

III. Turning away from the Law
The title of “A Woman Is Talking to Death” does a good deal of work in establishing the
context of the poem. It explains the situation of the poem, in which Grahn turns to address a
personification of death in the third, fifth, and last of the poem’s nine sections. It accounts for the
unity of the poem’s various parts, in which she exhausts herself in articulating scenes of death or
near-death she has witnessed, and thus positions herself at the edge of death by the poem’s
58
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conclusion. It suggests the larger culture in which Grahn locates herself, which simultaneously
silences women and pegs them as loquacious, as in “that woman is just talking herself to death”
(Simple 174). It also suggests an uneasy proximity between law and death, given that Grahn’s
talking to death is embedded in a poem populated by law-keeping figures (like policemen) and
marked by legal discourse, as she imagines herself called to testify before the law. If I imagine
her poem as a response to the question “what happens when a citizen moves?” the answer is that
at nearly every turn she faces death, a figure conjured as masculine in the forms of control that it
exerts over women.
The question of citizenship in Grahn’s work is not an abstraction, but a concern that
arises in the poem. She calls attention to everyday habits of civic engagement, such as paying
taxes (128); to her own service in the military (119-121); and, following her account of a man’s
assault of her, her visit “to the police station / to become an outraged citizen” (127). In this
sequence of lines, violence produces citizenship. The specter of violence—violence by neglect—
reappears in the poem in passages where she laments the instances in which she has not
responded with care to people in distress. Reflecting on these moments, she reworks the
language that the state has provided her: “Have you ever committed any indecent acts with
women?” (124). Her reply “Yes, many,” followed by a catalogue of women imminently
vulnerable to death whom she did not help (124-125), suggests that for Grahn a duty of care
towards others is not organized under a rubric of citizenship, and that the engine for care may not
be duty, but desire. I will later return to this point later in the chapter.
First, I want to highlight the way that Grahn engages with movement right from the very
start of the poem, calling attention to it with a series of turns: of quick shifts from one subject to
another without any discursive explanation of their succession. In the first line of “A Woman Is
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Talking to Death,” Grahn frames the first section of this 9-part work as “Testimony in trials that
never got heard” (113). Such testimonial framing announces a broader audience for her account
than the figure of death she addresses in the poem. She then turns to what seems another subject:
images of movement delivered by way of a description of her lover or lovers (no possessive
apostrophe is given in “lovers,” and the possibility that lovers can exist in plural becomes
significant later in the poem). She writes, “my lovers teeth are white geese flying above me / my
lovers muscles are rope ladders under my hands” (113). The geese here are in motion; the
ladders are vehicles for the speaker’s own movement. The position of her “lovers teeth… flying
above [her]” suggests the intimate scene of one lover atop another at the same time as it evokes
the picture of birds moving across an open sky (113). The description also marks the poem with
an awareness of conventions long-associated with the genre of poetry: it reads as a blazon, or a
description of a woman’s body, part by part, that appears in love poems dating from at least the
biblical Song of Songs, an early text notable for presenting a desiring woman’s point of view
(Bloch 4). In “A Woman Is Talking to Death,” when a woman who loves women describes
another woman, she does not describe her in terms of static objects, but as things that move or
aid movement. This anticipates later passages in the poem, during which Grahn repeats the
refrain about her lovers in a way that carries her out of a stasis induced by the appearance of
death.
In the opening of the poem, the refrain about “my lovers teeth” seems to serve an
additional purpose, that of moving the poem itself forward. Because it follows the announcement
of “testimony in trials that never got heard,” it can be understood as a kind of swearing-in, as the
text on which the truth of Grahn’s testimony depends. This self-created text, unlike the Christian
bible commonly associated with the scene of a trial, eventually allows Grahn to reorient herself
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towards her lovers and away from death and the law, both figured as masculine throughout the
poem. More immediately, however, Grahn follows the refrain by launching into the narrative that
forms the linchpin of the poem’s nine sections: the story of “driving home slow / ... across the
long Bay Bridge” with her lover, when the two women bear witness to “the meaning of the noise
/ of metal on a concrete bridge at 50 / miles and hour…” (113): a collision between a young
white man, who had purposefully stalled on his motorcycle in the middle of a lane on the bridge,
and “a big car,” driven by a black man who, in shock after the unavoidable collision, asks Grahn
to be his witness (113-114). Grahn’s regret in refusing this call, fearing “an unemployed queer
woman / makes no witness at all” (117), is central to the poem’s eventual reevaluation of the
terms of justice.
The sense that death is present at every turn builds from the opening of the poem, as
Grahn describes in subsequent sections the figure of death appearing where women appear, and
death-scenes in the military hospital where she worked. The circumstances of the opening
narrative itself are echoed quite closely in the seventh section of the poem, where Grahn
describes another scene of “driving home slow,” this time with her lovers plural. In this case she
sees a woman, nearly beaten to death, “lying in the snow / by the side of the road” (128). As in
the scene of driving that introduces the poem, Grahn’s own moving outside of the home, even
though moving towards home, means a brush with death.
It seems fitting then that Grahn personifies death at another point in the poem as sitting
outside her door “cleaning his revolver” (118). Throughout the poem, what is encoded in this
figure seems to be a consolidation of the reasons “we are not allowed out / on the street alone—”
(124). In this passive construction, past actors and circumstances are obscured: because of why
or whom are we “not allowed out / on the street alone”? At the same time, Grahn does not
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idealize domestic space, nor does she present it as safe. For “the woman on our block with 6
young children,” she writes, “death sits in her bedroom, loading / his revolver” (119). In the way
that this image conjures a fear-inducing scene of violence, Grahn participates in the broader
work of making domestic violence visible, which began to impact the law in the mid-1970s.
Legal scholar Jeannie Suk chronicles changing popular and legal conceptions of the home in the
United States during this time, and notes that it was in large part due to feminist activism that
legal decision-makers began to find ways to attend to domestic violence in a climate where
privacy concerns were often iterated in conjunction with visions of marital sanctity—that is, at
least, until the figure of the battered woman came to be “taken as the exemplary woman” (Suk
126).
For another woman Grahn describes in the poem, home is the point from which she is
conditioned into straightness. Grahn recounts hearing:
“I was allowed to go
3 places, growing up,” she said—
“3 places, no more.
there was a straight line from my house
to school, a straight line from my house
to church, a straight line from my house
to the corner store.”
her parents thought something might happen to her.
but nothing

ever did. (125)

What shape does a person take moving between these institutions? And what is “the something”
at the center of parents’ fears? That a young woman, growing up, is required to take particular
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route reflects the notion that should “something” happen to her, it would happen because she
deviated from authorized paths. Grahn shows, by chronicling how death appears everywhere,
that encountering death is not a matter of choice—at least, for women it isn’t.
In all of the scenes involving women that she narrates, the people Grahn presents do not
choose their proximity to death. This becomes especially apparent in the contrast she draws
between women, the black male driver of the “big car” who calls on Grahn to be his witness
(113-114), and the young man who had stopped his motorcycle on the bridge. Grahn refers to
him as “the arrogant young man who thought he / owned the bridge, and fell asleep on it” (118)
and towards the close of the poem explains that “only the arrogant invent a quick and meaningful
end / for themselves, of their own choosing. / everyone else knows how very slow it happens”
(130). In these lines, she describes a scene of consent, highlighting the young man’s choice in
authoring his own end. His choice stands in contrast to the death Grahn posits as ever-present in
women’s lives and to the circumstances of the black driver against whom the police manufacture
evidence of drunkenness and demand a confession (188)
Despite the inescapability of death in Grahn’s poem, “A Woman Is Talking to Death”
ultimately enacts a resolution to resist death: to resist complicity in the death of other “lovers,” as
Grahn refers to women and other people toward whom she compelled to care. In the earlier
sections of the poem, talking to death indicates complicity in death’s “... slow / weardown…” by
allowing death to waste “our time with drunkenness / and depression” (118), make excuses for
leaving those we might help (118), lead us to blindly follow leaders (122), and dream of meeting
violence with violence” (127-8). In the poem’s final section, however, Grahn “bequeath[s]” to
her lovers “the rest of my life” (130) and invokes a future collective body of lovers “who do not
hold hands with you [death] / who try not to work for you” (130). The poem concludes as she
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taunts death, asking “death, how do you know / we happened to you?” and warning “death, ho
death / you shall be poor” (130, 131). She transforms death through addressing it, through
rendering it object to her subjective will—after she has conjured it in action, a subject.
In no small part, this capacity for transforming death gathers force through Grahn’s revisioning of the military trial that ultimately resulted in her ejection from the armed forces for
being gay. Revisiting this experience in poetic form at various points in the poem, and
positioning herself to address death rather than the law (or positioning herself to address death as
a kind of law), she redefines the terms through which she was accused in order to enact a selfcriticism that builds an extralegal archive of ethical meaning. In a way, Grahn approaches what
might be thought of as a more original meaning of the terms. As she describes her behavior with
other women, we can see that she is not “indecent,” as her acts have been characterized by
military law. Through a scene of “mock interrogation” in which Grahn answers questions such as
“Have you ever committed any indecent acts with women?,” she describes all of the women she
has not cared for or loved enough (124). For example, in one passages she writes:
I am guilty of allowing suicidal women to die before my eyes or in my ears or under my
hands because I thought I could do nothing… I regret all the women I have not slept with
or comforted, who pulled themselves away from me for lack of something I had not the
courage to fight for, for us, our life, our planet, our city, our meat and potatoes, our love.
… Yes I have committed acts of indecency with women and most of them were acts of
omission… (124-125).
This redefinition of a purported term of justice—“indecency”—is enabled by Grahn’s turning to
death, which produces different stakes in answering such questions than does the law, and by her
initial turning to her description of her lover, a description that animates images with movement.
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Grahn’s staging of testimony and mock interrogations does not really alter the institutional
language that brings her into being as a lesbian, but it does redefine how this language
participates in enacting justice.
In a discursive and civic landscape transformed by a conception of justice that does not
face the law, Grahn looks to a horizon where love and desire animate an American dream.
During her mock interrogation, she “confess[es] to kissing the top a [deeply hurt] 55 year old
woman’s head in the snow in boston” and proceeds to describe civic transformation motivated by
desire:
… I wanted her as very few people have wanted me—I wanted her and me to own and
control and run the city we lived in, to staff the hospital I knew would mistreat her, to
drive the transportation system that had betrayed her, to patrol the streets controlling the
men who would murder or disfigure or disrupt us, not accidentally with machines, but on
purpose, because we are not allowed out on the street alone (124)
At no point in the poem does the personified death speak. Death occurs, death is talked
to; death appears, especially where women appear. Where it appears, Grahn tracks the way the
stasis it induces intersects with the trajectories of moving beings. As she does so, Grahn reveals
freedom of movement always to have been limited in cultures that have taken cues from
European feudalism and witch hunts (119). She illustrates the way that fear of death grounded in
history and contemporary experience controls women’s movement. However, without
discounting the reality that underwrites these fears, she moves to turn away from death at the end
of the poem, turning instead towards other women: “to my lovers I bequeath / the rest of my life”
(130).
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Neither “A Woman Is Talking to Death” nor “Poem about My Rights” identifies freedom
of movement as a universally granted right, nor do their authors turn to a foundational text like
the Constitution to seek a guarantee for it; they turn to their own power in the face of death and,
in Grahn’s case, to a model of collective life that diminishes death’s power to end the desires of
women. The poems, written during a time when women were organizing both within and outside
of legal frameworks (Bowman 570), enact a moving on, perhaps suggesting that in promoting
more care-full models of autonomy and collective well-being, a declaration rather than a petition
must be made within earshot of, though not directly to, the law.
Discussing 18th-century revolutions, Lynn Hunt comments on the declaration’s
distinctiveness from petitions and bills, understood to convey an “appeal to a higher power”
(114). The declaration, on the other hand, “could signify the intent to seize sovereignty” (115). In
this respect, Jordan’s “Poem about My Rights” enacts itself as a declaration. Like Grahn’s poem,
“Poem about My Rights” initially presents an autobiographical speaker confronting limits
imposed on her movement. Recalling Douglas’s figure of “the sleepless professor who walks in
the night to find the relaxation for sleep” in his Wainwright opinion (614), Jordan—herself
perhaps a sleepless professor, teaching at the State University of New York during the time she
was writing this poem—begins “Poem about My Rights” by expressing her need to take a walk:
Even tonight and I need to take a walk and clear
my head about this poem about why I can’t
go out without changing my clothes my shoes
my body posture my gender identity my age
my status as a woman alone in the evening/
alone on the streets/alone not being the point/
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the point being that I can’t do what I want
to do with my own body because I am the wrong
sex the wrong age the wrong skin … (309)
In starting the poem in this way, a connection emerges to a greater tradition of poets going out
walking, and often with some degree of self-consciousness about the act of writing a poem. Such
a tradition, broadly conceived, includes the poets Douglas references, like Whitman. 59 It
includes, as well, the English and German Romantic poets who, at the time of Jordan’s writing
and to this day, have shaped academic and popular conceptions of what characterizes a poem: for
example, self-expression, meditation, and references to nature.
In “Structure and Style in the Greater Romantic Lyric,” M.H. Abrams describes the kind
of Romantic lyrics that have left us with such ideas about poetry. He speaks in particular of
poems that:
present a determinate speaker in a particularized, and usually a localized, outdoor setting,
whom we overhear as he carries on… a sustained colloquy, sometimes with himself or
with the outer scene, but more frequently with a silent human auditor… . The speaker
begins with a description of the landscape… In the course of this meditation the lyric
speaker achieves an insight, faces up to a tragic loss, comes to a moral decision, or
resolves an emotional problem. (76-77)
While Jordan’s poem, at the outset, seems to be winding up to follow such a trajectory, that she
cannot be “alone on the streets/” or “down on the beach/ / or far into the woods” draws forward
the politics that attach to the act of “just” walking (309). If Abrams identifies the way that
landscape can provoke a particular mode of thinking that allows a person to come to a point of
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resolution, Jordan points out the ways that restricted landscapes foreclose opportunities for
thinking:
suppose it was not here in the city but down on the beach/
or far into the woods and I wanted to go
there by myself thinking about God/or thinking
about children or thinking about the world/all of it
disclosed by the stars and the silence:
I could not go and I could not think and I could not
stay there
alone
as I need to be
alone … (309)
However, by the poem’s conclusion, the absence of an outer landscape notwithstanding, Jordan
“achieves an insight” and comes to a resolution, “with an altered mood and deepened
understanding which is the result” of the meditative poem (Abrams 76-77). Turning to the silent
auditor of her words, and hinging her being on that “you,” she declares that “from now on my
resistance / my simple and daily and nightly self-determination / may very well cost you your
life” (312).
The way that Jordan’s initially “Romantic” lyric ends up unfolding calls attention to the
fictive nature of the universality ascribed to both the lyric subject and the bearer of rights. In
what becomes a simultaneous exploration of poetic and legal precedent, Jordan makes visible
how lyric has functioned, in Deborah Nelson’s words, as “the aesthetic and ideological form in
which a speaker conveys the experience and/or the fantasy of his or her own privacy and
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unfettered self-creation” (xvi-xvii). “Poem about My Rights” implies a relationship between
bearing rights and being the “right” kind of person. The word “wrong,” an obvious counter-term
to “right,” comes up in the poem 26 times, and in the ways that Jordan repeats it in connection
with herself and the limitations on her rights, it appears less as a temporary, contextual descriptor
and more as an indicator of the speaker’s perceived ontological status, with lines breaking at one
point to isolate the phrase “I am the wrong,” as if to underscore this point (309). Her question,
then, about “who in the hell set things up / like this” increasingly seems a question that cannot be
satisfactorily answered. If someone can be wrong in the way that Jordan describes in the poem—
as if it is commonly known, common sense—it does not seem as though there can be a viable
remedy, or a discernible cause: it just is. What’s more, if there is no cause, there is no need to
consult the past as a site of inquiry. This impossibility is, however, a rhetorically-enabled fiction:
that some bodies are rendered wrong because of where, when, and how they appear is no
accident. In her repeated use of the word “wrong,” Jordan shows how the way that we speak
about ourselves and one another in the present can limit or even foreclose opportunities for
historical inquiry.
Despite what seems to be a somewhat irretrievable network of causes for the restrictions
on her freedom, “Poem about My Rights” concludes as Jordan calls on the language of selfdetermination to overthrow the regimes of logic and sense that have rendered her “wrong.”
Asserting that “Wrong is not my name” and that “my name is my own my own my own” (311),
Jordan arranges a way of being in public in which, hailed by the law, she can “feel its force on
the surface of the skin,” to draw on Sara Ahmed’s words, but refuse what it calls her (107).
Comparing the poem to others, such as “1977: Poem for Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer,” in which
Jordan narrates a scene where Hamer addresses her by her name, “June” (276), can further
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dramatize the act of refusal that concludes “Poem about My Rights”: “you” cannot have the
poet’s name (312). As in “A Woman Is Talking to Death,” the poem ends with a direct address to
what threatens the poet’s freedom. In Jordan’s poem, we see how much this threat has
constituted the poet, as her life is entangled with “you”: “my simple and daily and nightly selfdetermination / may very well cost you your life” (312).
Jordan would explain in an interview with her friend and fellow writer Alexis Deveaux
for Essence, where she first published “Poem about My Rights,” that the poem revolves around a
claiming of self-determination that does not emphasize the difference of scale between person,
groups of people, and nation, or separate resistance to sexism, racism, colonialism, and
imperialist national projects: “I tried to show as clearly as I could that the difference between
South Africa and rape and my mother trying to change my face and my father wanting me to be a
boy was not an important difference to me. It all violates self-determination.”60 This is conveyed
in the poem when Jordan explains that an ambiguous “they”:
…fucked me over because I was wrong I was
wrong again to be me being me where I was/wrong
to be who I am
which is exactly like South Africa
penetrating into Namibia penetrating into
Angola… (309-310).
It is not infrequent to see in poetry analogies between entities unlike in shape or scale.
Consider, for example, the paradigmatic comparison of love and a red, red rose. However, in this
construction, Jordan insists not on metaphorical likeness but on exact likeness. Jordan’s
insistence, in this passage and elsewhere, that one country’s violation of another’s self60

Jordan also reckons with these desires of her parents in her 2000 memoir Soldier.
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determination—or of its various people’s self-determination—runs parallel to violations of her
own self-determination provides an occasion to question what it would mean for official histories
to account for simultaneous claims to self-sovereignty, national-sovereignty, and other forms of
collective sovereignty, with equal weight. Jordan reckons with the failure of the U.S. government
and those who consent to citizenship to guarantee her freedom and safety, and uses enjambment,
comparison, litany, and turns of poetic address to link her own circumstances to those of
postcolonial and decolonizing nations, raising questions about history with particular resonance
in a late-twentieth-century world: Are all nationalisms the same? Can self-determination be
claimed by unassociated individuals? What authorizes sovereignty of self or nation in an
increasingly (ostensibly) secular framework? Situating the poem in her location within the
United States, Jordan also illustrates that these questions are not only pertinent to a changing
global picture, but can be brought to bear domestically.
Jordan maintains a connection between questions of self-sovereignty and national
sovereignty as the poem develops, pushing for the personal to be understood in historical terms.
At a key moment in the poem, Jordan speaks of herself as history—producing herself as a
historically-formed “I” in a way that sounds as though it might be figurative, given its scale, but
is actually, or also, literal. Jordan reaches into the history of African people enslaved in the
Americas, and continuing exercises to deny Black people self-determination, as well as into her
own more immediate history, writing:
I am the history of rape
I am the history of the rejection of who I am
I am the history of the terrorized incarceration of
myself
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I am the history of battery assault and limitless
armies against whatever I want to do with my mind
and my body and my soul … (311)
It is in linking immediate experience and historical experience, and speaking from this
experience, that Jordan arrives at knowing:
from my personal and idiosyncratic
and indisputably single and singular heart
I have been raped
because I have been wrong the wrong sex the wrong age
the wrong skin the wrong nose the wrong hair the
wrong need the wrong dream the wrong geographic
the wrong sartorial I (311)
This is a turning point in the poem, from which Jordan is able to prepare her statement of
resistance, of her “daily and nightly self-determination” (312). Such a resistance is not premised
on consent.
Earlier in the poem, as Jordan explains what an ambiguous “they” say “in France” about
rape (23), it becomes clear that consent is not something that the state allows a woman to claim
for herself, but a post-facto justification for the violation of a woman’s body and will. Describing
a scene of resistance to rape, Jordan writes:
and if after stabbing him if after screams if
after beating the bastard and if even after smashing
a hammer to his head if even after that if he
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and his buddies fuck me after that
then I consented and there was
no rape … (309)
It is important to note that in this passage the “I” that is present throughout much of the poem is
disappeared, returning only when attached to the word “consented”: “I consented.” If “I
consented” is the way that a state reads the speaker’s behavior, then that same subject cannot be
attached directly to the acts of resistance described. Because these lines unfold in the present
tense and attribute legal authority to a “they” that does not consist of particular identifiable
actors, Jordan points to the way that the law’s authority appears to come in part from its seeming
—though not actually being—ahistorical: we cannot know who set things up, so those things are
guaranteed by a “they” that cannot be held responsible in real time.
Jordan’s example of the way that consent is belatedly assigned, and not freely given in
the moment of encounter, is echoed by Wendy Brown, who finds in analyzing rape law that
“consent operates both as a sign of subordination and a means of its legitimation” (163). In the
scene of rape that Jordan describes, the statement “I consented” is registered through the state’s
blindness to the speaker’s resistance, and her beginning the passage with “in France they say,”
speaks less to the specificity of rape law in France and more to the ways in which selfdetermination—a right supposedly coincident with democracy—has not been afforded to women
in democracies across the globe.
By linking freedom of movement—often thought of in terms of police intrusion on the
road—with the threat and fact of rape and sexualized harassment, Jordan and Grahn show the
restrictive actions and interpretive scripts of the state and of private citizens to be related and
mutually legitimized. With an understanding that consent is simultaneously defined in multiple
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registers, and in staging the limits of consent, the poets mark some distance between citizenship
as a formal and as an affective category.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Growing Disorder
I. Policing the Roses
“Letter to the Local Police” appears in Jordan’s 1980 book Passion, along with “Poem
about My Rights” and “Poem about Police Violence.” It echoes these poems’ concern with the
administration of violence, or the ways that the violence of police power bears on
epistemological and physical movement as a matter of everyday life. However, while “Poem
about My Rights” charges forward in an autobiographical voice, in “Letter,” Jordan takes on the
voice of a presumably male newcomer to Saratoga Springs, NY, who has “been enjoying the law
and order of our / community throughout the past three months” with his wife, cats, and a cache
of photographs of former neighbors’ grandchildren—a profusion of miscellany that does not
strike him as out of place (267-268).
We meet this speaker as and only because he is addressing the local police, to whom he
conveys an ostensibly reluctant complaint: “despite my / vigilant casting about,” he admits, “I
have been unable to discover / a single instance of reasons for public-spirited concern”—except
that he has recently “encountered a regular profusion of certain / unidentified roses, growing to
no discernible purpose / and according to no perceptible control” (268). The earlier use of
“enjoying” in the phrase “enjoying the law and order of our / community” marks his aesthetic
pleasure in law and order. It also locates him as a confident rights-bearing subject, as the verb
“enjoy” historically attaches to rights.61 Yet when he encounters what might be marked as an
occasion for the experience of beauty—a profusion of purposeless roses—he cannot locate them
in a larger order. Though “regular” in their profusion and distinguished as an object of

61

Two of the example sentences in the Oxford English Dictionary’s entry on the noun “right” document that rights
are “enjoyed”: one from Henry Fielding in 1749 and another from a newspaper in 2006.
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contemplation by their “certain[ness],” that he cannot identify what they are subject to (growing
with “no perceptible control”) and what they are objects for (“growing to no discernible
purpose”) incites a panic that is recalibrated into politeness in the act of addressing the police
(268).
As the poem progresses, so do occasions to understand the speaker’s complaint as an
allegory for manifestations of an unselfconscious racism—one that dovetails with a fear of social
and sexual forms of relation that have been rendered unidentifiable or deviant in the logics of
law. This chapter, then, takes the parodic “Letter to the Local Police” as an analysis of how state
policies framed as enactments of “law and order” accrue common sense through the aesthetic
experience of difference as (criminal) deviance, and the production of deviance as a source of
fear. By voicing the poem through a speaker who is marked as nonidentical with the poet, and by
focusing the poem’s attention on roses—commonly and canonically perceived as beautiful—
Jordan creates an ironic distance between the common sense that seems to motivate the poem’s
speaker and the common sense of the poetry reader who encounters his “Letter.” This distance
opens up questions about how order is defined and maintained through culture. In particular, the
poem queries how indices of race, sexuality, and political dissent come to be understood as
disorderly.
As it raises such questions, “Letter” flags for closer attention the moment of its
composition, likely the late 1970s. During that decade, the relationship between fear, policies of
law and order, and an aesthetic of law and order congealed in a powerful way (Hall, et al. 219).
With a speaker in the throes of overreaction, “Letter” testifies to the acuteness of widespread
sensitization processes that Stuart Hall, et al., describe in assessing the rise of policing in
response to “panics” (20). Panics take hold “[w]hen the official reaction to a person, groups of
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persons or series of events is out of all proportion to the actual threat offered, when ‘experts’, in
the form of police chiefs, the judiciary, politicians, and editors perceive the threat in all but
identical terms, and appear to talk ‘with one voice’” (20). Noticing that with the “law-and-order
campaign” that “powered Nixon and Agnew into the White House in 1968,” “the panic process”
was relocated to “the heart of the state’s political complex itself,” Hall et al. describe how:
Post-1970, the law-and-order campaigners seem to have effectively sensitised the socialcontrol apparatuses and the media to the possibility of a general threat to the stability of
the state. Minor forms of dissent culture seem to provide the basis of ‘scapegoat’ events
for a jumpy and alerted control culture; and this progressively pushes the state
apparatuses into a more or less permanent ‘control’ posture. (219)
This is consistent with other accounts of the Nixon campaign’s conflation of protest and violent
crime, and the after-effects of the fear fomented by such a strategy (Bernstein 28). Commenting
on the Nixon campaign’s television ads, Lee Bernstein finds that:
In these ads… law and order appeared in two forms: the first concerned student protests
and urban rioting; the second focused on violent crime. The ads conflated the two. … for
each form of lawlessness, they relied on several of the same images and phrases, creating
an odd equivalence of political protest and violent crime. (25)
With this strategy, which Hall et al. describe as “convergence” (220), the ads tapped into and
themselves created fear of widespread social disorder; electing Nixon could then appear as a
logical response to an America that, in Nixon’s words, was suffering from a “decline in respect
for public authority and the rule of law” (qtd. in Bernstein 28).
Such a message from the Nixon campaign also inflected how critiques of Warren Court
rulings were to be received in the decade to come. As discussed in Chapter One, the Court’s
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criminal procedure rulings came under attack; in a climate of always potentially criminal unrest,
such rulings—and others associated with the Warren Court—could be linked with a dangerous
culture of permissiveness. “Letter,” then, provides an occasion to study the way that
manifestations of demands for rights and for changed social and economic conditions—visible in
the actions of civil rights movements, heterogeneous movements for women’s liberation, student
protests against the Vietnam War, and militarized revolutionary groups including the Black
Panthers—came to be framed as signs of disorder.
What I hope to illustrate in this chapter is how “Letter” makes palpable the formation of a
common sense—a “new racial common sense” (Crenshaw et al. xxxii)—that would link, through
an aesthetic of uniformity, the intensification of policing with an increasingly popular
understanding of equality as sameness. The poem responds to a particular element of the 1970s
panic/disorder matrix: the rise of what Christina Hanhardt and others designate as “order
maintenance policing” (46). It was in a 1982 Atlantic article that Nixon strategist James Q.
Wilson and George Kelling advocated that police treat figurative “broken windows” as the key to
neighborhood safety; however, as Hanhardt notes, broken windows policing “had precedent in
other forms of anti-poverty doctrine, racial segregation, and status-based policing,” and came
“out of local studies of police foot patrols… during the 1970s,” where the emphasis fell “less on
the immediate reduction of crime per se than on the perception of safety” (48). Broken windows
policies, championed by William Bratton in his multiple tenures as New York City Chief of
Police and instituted in a number of other cities, aim to eradicate seemingly small signs of
disorder as a means of preventing crime and encouraging community responsibility; this might
mean cooperation between the members of a community and police (Camp and Heatherton 5-7).
What Jordan’s poem helps to highlight is that when small signs of disorder are presented as
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distinct from (purportedly) authentic American norms, they can be rhetorically mobilized to
create a conservative common sense in which “difference” comes to be understood as a problem
to be solved by “law and order.”

II. Aesthetics of Law and Order
By invoking the aesthetic / aesthetics in this chapter, I mean to call forward a few things.
The first: when Hall and fellow scholars refer to the sensitization of social-control apparatuses
and the media, they call attention to the processes through which certain events, bodies, and
phenomena appear to necessitate a defensive—and even offensive—response. In the way that
this describes a process of sensory conditioning, it is a matter of aesthetic education, concerning
the “construction of things to know” (Spivak, “Aesthetic Education”). I also mean to highlight
the way that Jordan invokes aesthetic theories and poetic traditions that take roses as
paradigmatic objects of natural beauty. Through the letter writer, she stages an aesthetic
encounter gone bad.
The speaker’s ascription of purposelessness to the roses might invite associations with
theories of art or of beauty that require the art work or what is beautiful to appear to lack
instrumentality. Take, for example, Kant's observation that “[a] flower …. is regarded as
beautiful, because we meet with a certain finality in its perception, which... is not referred to any
end whatever” (80 n1). Yet in Jordan’s poem, the speaker’s eventually perceptible panic as well
as his inability to make sense of the roses’ presence suggests not so much an experience of
beauty (which should be communicable, if we continue with Kant) as it does an encounter of
sublime terror. Such terror is not incidental to the poem’s engagement with legal order: it is the
condition of its exigency.
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The speaker’s appeal to law enforcement in response to terror recalls not only the
conditions of panic that Hall references, but also Piyel Haldar’s analysis of one of the ways that
the sublime functioned to legitimize the extension of English common law in the colonization of
India in the late eighteenth century, in that controlling the sublime—in particular, what Haldar
identifies as an Oriental sublime characterized by the tropes of romanticism (mysteriousness,
inscrutability)—“was to install jurisdictional control” and “clea[r] a space to be occupied by a
mediating figure” (242, 253). In “Letter,” the speaker’s fear-tinged, erotically-inflected address
to the police marks an attempt to sublimate the flowers’ power by circumscribing the roses
within the jurisdiction of local law enforcement, whose power itself has had, historically,
something of the sublime in its simultaneous capacity for violence and its slipperiness, in the
many forms it can assume and the berth of discretion accorded to individual police officers.62 If
we step out of the poem’s first-person interiority, the scale of the roses—this is not a mountain
view or an enormous ruined castle—undercuts the legitimacy of the speaker’s nearly selfeffacing terror, even according to the conventions of the romantic sublime. Jordan, it seems, is
making fun of the character she has invented.
As the poem progresses, racialized and sexualized descriptions of the roses accrue and
attach to one another; the roses’ color isn’t named specifically, but color is emphatically
mentioned in association with threat (268). The letter writer’s insistence on the impossibility of
the roses’ beauty (268) recalls Russ Castronovo’s observation, citing Kant, Burke, and Ruskin,
that “[a]esthetic philosophy could be downright hostile to [African Americans], stipulating that
general precepts about beauty always met their limit in blackness, the Negro, or Africa” (1445).
62 In the United States, as Mariana Valverde notes, “the police power of the state” operates as “an unusually
flexible, even fluid form of power-knowledge” (147). The police power of the state is connected to policing at the
local level, as the Tenth Amendment reserves “to the States” powers not granted at the federal level by the
Constitution, and police power has been understood to encompass what it is that states articulate as necessary for the
maintenance of broad social good and public health, even at the expense of individual rights.
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In a letter to the police, the diversity of the roses’ colors becomes inseparable from a language of
riot and wildness that Jordan, a scholar of architecture and urban planning, and an activist for fair
housing practices, elsewhere links to discriminatory practices of “slum clearance” and “renewal”
(Civil Wars 24). In the 1960s, for example, while collaborating with Buckminster Fuller on the
plans for a redesign of Harlem, Jordan noted that the two shared a concern about the practices
that “renewal” covers over: “Too often, urban renewal meant Negro removal, as the street saying
phrased it. Serious improvement of a physical community where Black people lived almost
always meant the literal eviction of Black families” (Civil Wars 24). The poem also taps into
what Lillian Serece Williams recognizes in 1960s and 1970s sociology- and history-writing as a
language of pathology around growing black populations in Northern cities (93).
While Jordan sets “Letter to the Local Police” not in a major city, but in the resort town
of Saratoga Springs (home to mineral springs and a racetrack), the presumably white newcomer
through whom Jordan speaks the poem brings with him a way of seeing where what is unknown
to him appears pathological, despite the roses’ presence in town pre-dating his own. 63
Personifying the roses with activities like “abiding,” and imputing to them some agency in their
reproduction, the speaker in his letter complains:
To be specific, there are practically thousands of
the aforementioned abiding in perpetual near riot
of wild behavior, indiscriminate coloring, and only
the Good Lord Himself can say what diverse soliciting
63 Cheryl Fish finds that the racist and sexist process of removal was replicated in the publication of Jordan’s
writing about her collaboration with Fuller, as the title of her essay “Skyrise for Harlem” was changed by the editors
of Esquire magazine, where it was published, to “Instant Slum Clearance”; the editors also erased Jordan’s role in
the project (341). During the 1970s, the decade during which Jordan wrote the poem, Saratoga, which had been
home to a black community since the mid-nineteenth century and had been a segregated city (Armstead), was a site
of federally-funded renewal, which included among other things the demolition of the AME Zion Church
(Saratogian online). See also images in the Daily Gazette online.
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of promiscuous cross-fertilization (268)
While “abiding” frequently appears next to “law,” as in descriptions of the “law-abiding citizen,”
here the word comes in a description of the anarchic roses. By showing how the language of riot
overwhelms what is proximate to it, regardless of the content or ethos of what is actually
disruptive, the speaker’s language measures the life of rhetoric developed in the late 1960s by
then-candidate Nixon and conservative consultants, conflating protest and dangerous crime.
Rather than validate an association between the two, again and again in “Letter,” Jordan
exposes the language of ordering as a rhetorical cover for imprecise but deep feeling. For
example, after the poem’s speaker marks his intent to “be specific” in his description of the
danger the roses pose, he lapses into an imprecise count: “practically thousands” (268).
“Practically thousands” and “near riot” and the invocation of “the Good Lord Himself”: the
speaker appears to be at the breathless brink of his own wild eruption (268, my emphases).
Jordan shows him to be unsettled—affectively and literally, as a new resident in town—by a
diversity for which he cannot account, for which he attempts and fails to find adequate language
through an address to police.
Still, it is this act of addressing the law that allows him to reconstitute himself; the next
stanza begins “As I say” (268, my emphasis). We may be used to understanding the paradigmatic
account of subjectivity in the scene of the person who turns around to the policeman’s call of
“hey you!” Here, the script is flipped, as “I” is re-membered, put back together again, through
the recollection of a relationship to the police. (Althusser’s “Ideology and Ideological State
Apparatuses” would first be translated into English in 1971.) The idea that “I” and “our
community” recover ground through address to the police recalls Justin Hansford’s observation
that while community policing sounds attractive, what has largely happened in practice is that
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“[a]fter eviscerating communal bonds, the police insert themselves into the vacuum of
uncertainty to generate a community in their own image (and in their own likeness), granting
legitimacy only to community groups who conform to state conceptions of law, order, and
propriety” (219). That the letter-writer’s discomposure is only momentary helps to distinguish
between discomposure and dispossession, the latter of which Hansford identifies as part of the
operations of broken windows policing.
The erotic inflections of the letter-writer’s discomposure also underscore the dangers of a
contagious promiscuity that, Jordan suggests, he understands to attach to diversity (note the
roses’ “indiscriminate coloring” and their “diverse soliciting / of promiscuous crossfertilization”) (268). The casting of sexuality as a threat recurs throughout the poem, where the
speaker worries about how the “unidentified roses remain open to viewing even by / children,
with or without suitable supervision” (268-269). Turning, in the next stanza, to acknowledge
something that his wife has seen, the speaker takes the step of linking a sexualized threat to
criminality, noting his wife has been disturbed by the “seasonal but nevertheless seriously
licentious / phenomenon of honeysuckle under the moon that one may / apprehend at the corner
of Nelson and Main” (269). The word “apprehend” functions in two capacities here: as a
description of perception and as a description of police arrest. That these two forms of
apprehension blur in this moment (one can almost hear the subsequent news report,
“apprehended at the corner of Nelson and Main”) marks the politics of jurisdiction as, also, an
aesthetic affair.
At the most basic level, jurisdiction refers to a “power to do justice,” as an English
civilian described the administrative principle in the early seventeenth century (Cormack 5).
Jurisdiction often refers to the “[t]erritory within which a court or government agency may
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properly exercise its power,” but it also concerns the very power to have power—who or what is
authorized to exercise power, and where and when (“Jurisdiction”). What Jordan draws forward
in the poem are some of the ways that jurisdiction enables the creation of an aesthetic order that
shapes the apprehension and interpretation of difference, and can render difference as deviance
that must be brought under the control of law. On a local scale, as Hanhardt writes in a study that
focuses on the relationship between broken windows policing and gentrification around gay
gathering places in New York City in the 1980s, “Disorder as a category would be crafted
through the very strategies used to contain and curtail it, in policing philosophies as well as
models of municipal governance, and in attacks on not only social uprisings but also the daily
lives of those increasingly cast as a ‘permanent underclass’” (43-44). Like “Poem about Police
Violence” and “Poem about My Rights,” Grahn’s “A Woman Is Talking to Death,” and Rich’s
“Frame” and “Rape,” “Letter to the Local Police” directs attention to jurisdiction’s maintenance
at the local level, as a matter of who may legitimately appear, and where and when, as well as
who may be heard by officers of the law.
A comparison between “Letter” and these other poems underscores this matter of
appearance. In “Letter,” the poem’s speaker freely presents his concerns to the “authorities,”
unlike Grahn’s autobiographical speaker in “A Woman Is Talking to Death” who describes
herself as ridiculed and abandoned by police, and unlike the two women Rich presents in
“Frame”: the young black woman who is assaulted by police after she is arrested for trespassing
(seeking shelter, waiting for a bus) and the poem’s narrator, “a white woman who they will say /
was never there” (188). Writing of the assault and the young black woman’s subsequent
resistance, Rich stresses that “it is meant to be in silence that this happens” (189). These poems
highlight how policing practices unevenly mark whose safety matters, and may be oriented
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toward creating conditions for “the perception of safety” (Hanhardt 48) rather than protecting
people from harm. The very notion that these things are different from each other is significant.

III. Property, Propriety, and Poetry
Even as the wildly growing roses in “Letter to the Local Police” function to make the
poem’s satire legible, and even as the poem often seems to present an analog to urban life,
Jordan’s use of the roses and her explicitly setting the poem in Saratoga Springs also calls to
mind a historical relationship between gardening, property, and respectability. Writing on the
garden as a site where the tension between propriety as a synonym for property and propriety as
concerned with the socially proper comes into view, Nicholas Blomley notes how at once North
American gardens have come to be understood as marking privacy and autonomy, but also as
manifestations of gardeners’ (homeowners’) community feeling and community contributions.
Citing scholarship from the 1990s and early 2000s, Blomley finds that “[t]he garden has become
a crowded place of late. Sex, nature, patriarchy and power jostle with the dahlias, parterres, and
ha-has” (623). Extending his analysis into the nineteenth century and accounting for
theorizations of suburbia since the 1960s, Blomley further notes that “[p]rivate gardeners have
long been encouraged to garden not only for their neighbors, but also for their civic community”
and even to plan gardens mindful of a “borrowed view,” or one that does not end at the property
line; property owners have been encouraged to look out from their own domain and to expect
that others will look in (627, 626). Expectations of community involvement in property
maintenance, where “involvement” can mean documenting and notifying police of whatever
might appear aberrant, are of a piece with the history and legacy of broken windows policy,
which renders “[p]roperty maintenance practices… a piece of order maintenance activities”
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(Mitchell et. al 243). In “Letter,” the speaker’s concern for wild roses he did not plant shows his
gaze to extend past his own home; propriety exceeds or perhaps extends his property.
The ironic structure of the poem, in which readers are privy to a greater view than the
first-person speaker is, opens up a space between beauty and order. At the same time as the
poem’s speaker makes his ostensible charge against the roses, his words also affirm the beauty of
that which provokes him to complaint. Given Jordan’s construction of his persona, it would seem
that we are intended to understand the invocations of beauty he offers as, to him, unwitting. Read
against precedents of poetry rather than law, it is hard to imagine the highly rhythmic, mouthinvolving “profusion of roses” (with its opening plosive, its vowels, its rolling from r sound to r
sound) as anything other than appealing; roses have occupied a place of pride in poetry, and the
profusion of flowers also recalls one of Wordsworth’s best-known poems, in which the poet
recollects how, wandering “lonely as a cloud,” he came upon a field of daffodils that exceeded
the perimeters of his vision: “Ten thousand I saw at a glance, / Tossing their heads in sprightly
dance.” I note this similarity not in an attempt to elevate Jordan’s poem through comparison to
the canonical Wordsworth, but to stage an occasion to observe how, comparing the speaker of
“Letter to the Local Police” to Wordsworth’s speaker, the latter offers an example of how
apprehension without comprehension can be experienced—or enjoyed—as a comfort.
Furthermore, Wordsworth’s speaker does not quite take possession of the view of the flowers; in
memory the flowers, as subjects, “flash upon the inward eye.”64

64 Wordsworth likely cribbed the heart of this poem from his sister’s journal, and the poem has had a storied place
in Anglophone colonial education. As Lisa Lowe notes of the reference to the poem in Michelle Cliff’s Abeng, “Just
as the Jamaican schoolgirls… are required to recite William Wordsworth’s poem ‘Daffodils,’ so are they disciplined
to conform to received notions of proper middle-class English ‘femininity’” (99). In Elizabeth Bishop’s “Crusoe in
England,” the stranded Crusoe castigates himself for not “know[ing] enough of something,” with missing words in
his memory of Wordsworth’s poem signaling a lost civilizational, literary history: “‘They flash upon that inward
eye, /which is the bliss ...’ The bliss of what?” It can be recovered in England: “One of the first things that I did /
when I got back was look it up.” Given this history of the poem, it is worth asking what lessons it has been used to
teach.
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The legal rendering of the uncategorizable or unconventional as criminal in “Letter to the
Local Police” is consistent with much American law, and in particular anticipates a case that
would appear before the Supreme Court a few years later, Kolender v. Lawson (1983). Edward
Lawson—who was a black man, “a civil rights activist, and unconventional in appearance,” and
who “enjoyed long walks in the evening through upscale, predominantly white San Diego
neighborhoods”— challenged a California ID law “after having been stopped fifteen times in
less than two years, prosecuted twice, and convicted once” (Banks, et al. 9). Writing of police
apprehensions of Lawson, Sarah Jane Cervenak notes one police officer’s description of
Lawson’s activity as a potentially harmful “dancing around,” and finds “that ‘dancing around
might lead to someone’s injury’ indexes a larger belief system that figures blackness”—like the
roses the speaker of “Letter to the Local Police” complains about— as incapable of rational
comportment (6). What is more, because Lawson’s ‘dancing’ appeared recklessly
unchoreographed, the state moved into impose or solicit a script” (6). (This stands in marked
contrast to the response generated by Wordsworth’s dancing daffodils.) The result of Lawson’s
suit was that the California ID law was voided for its vagueness; still, the apparent necessity of
imposing a script remains, and provides us with another understanding of jurisdiction, as the
imposition of a script.
If jurisdiction etymologically concerns who is authorized to speak the law (from jur, law
and dictio, speech), Jordan’s “Poem about Police Violence,” read as a companion poem to
“Letter,” exposes the violence required to maintain jurisdiction. Peter Erickson observes that
“Letter” is “kept resolutely humorous,” with “the latent implication… that, since the roses do not
display any intrinsic principle of order, order can be achieved only by the imposition of legal
fictions (‘appropriate legal response’) enforced by political power (‘the Local Police’). Yet he
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also stresses that the “distance… between the playful ‘Letter to the Local Police’ and the angry,
explosive ‘Poem about Police violence’ is not so great” (222). In that poem, in positing a speaker
who asks “what you think would happen if / everytime they kill a black boy / then we kill a cop,”
Jordan calls attention to how state violence is legitimized as speech (272). The poem points to
the killing of black boys and men by police as a form of speaking the law—the imposition of a
script (see Platt in Gilmore and Gilmore 173).65
The state’s modes of apprehension, necessitating a demand for a script, stand in contrast
to something like what is typically ascribed to poetic forms of apprehension, to turn back for a
moment to Chapter One. Books on poetry writing promote the importance of remaining open to
encounter, of slowing down the slide from description to judgment. Poetry is lauded (and
denigrated) for a reluctance to make decisive pronouncements; in Sir Phillip Sidney’s words,
“the poet he nothing affirms, and therefore never lieth.” Of course, Jordan understood poetry as
a medium for telling the truth and as a series of “affirmative acts,” the title of one of her essay
collections published in the 1990s. Her emphasis on affirmation recalls Patricia Williams’
explanation, in a talk concerning the Benetton’s incident described in Chapter One, that
“affirmative action is an affirmation; the affirmative act of hiring—or hearing—blacks is a
recognition of individuality that re-places blacks as a social statistic” (50). Even though
affirmative action affirms individuality, Williams also claims that “affirmative action is as
mystical and beyond-the-self as an initiation ceremony. It is an act of verification and of vision.
It is an act of social as well as professional responsibility” (50).
Perhaps the coordination of verification and vision can provide a way to think about the
truth-telling that Jordan ascribes to poetry, and about the need to make distinctions between the
decisive pronouncement of law and the confident pronouncement of poetry. Her poems invite us
65

Here Platt writes on killing as a form of speech.
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to ask: can poetry verify a shared vision and provide a mode of perception that does not enact
violence? What is it that has made such a question seem a contradiction in terms? As Jordan
herself acknowledges, the ascription of concrete meaning can sit uncomfortably close to
violence. This is evident in “Rape Is Not a Poem,” another poem in Passion. Highlighting a
vulnerability that accompanies beauty, in this poem Jordan presents us with a third person
witness (“she”) who “One day” sees an unidentified “them” entering “the garden / where the
flowers live” (304). The speaker of the poem testifies that “They / found the [flowers’] colors
beautiful” and the flowers themselves sweet-smelling,
so
they stamped upon and tore apart
the garden
just because (they said)
those flowers?
They were asking for it. (305)
The obviousness of the figuration in this poem can be understood as part of Jordan's larger
interrogation into why certain appearances come to be understood as “asking for it”: by
comparing a woman to a flower, what is next allowed to happen? (Jordan’s poem “The
Rationale, or ‘She Drove Me Crazy’” uses a Porsche to a similar effect.) Beauty and the
exceptionality that beauty creates do not protect. Nor do the feminized flowers—in “Letter to the
Local Police” or in “Rape Is Not a Poem”—appear to have any self-evident status to selfpossession.
Jordan stages a contrast between “they” who trample into the garden and, later “Rape Is
Not a Poem,” the following description of a dog:
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My dog will never learn the names
of stars or thorns but
fully he
encounters whatever it is
shits on the ground
then finds a fallen leaf still holding
raindrops from the day and
there he stays
a big dog
(licking at the tiny water)
delicate as he is
elsewhere
fierce (305)
The speaker’s own language is categorical (big dog, tiny water; delicate, fierce; there,
elsewhere), but for this poetic dog, “the names / of stars or thorns” are not constructed as things
to know.
Read with the conclusion of “Poem about My Rights,” where the speaker withholds her
name (“my name is my own my own my own”) in declaring her rights to self-determination, and
read with the conclusion of “Letter to the Local Police,” the above passage from “Rape Is Not a
Poem” creates the impression that what Jordan traces in Passion is, in part, a way of thinking
about self-determination and what, following Édouard Glissant, can be understood as a right to
opacity: a right to be, and a right to be in relation with, without being available as an object of
knowledge (Jordan 311). For Glissant, a refusal to assume of others or grant of oneself
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transparency means “not enclosure within an impenetrable autarchy but subsistence within an
irreducible singularity,” and it is the foundation of relation (190). In “Poem about My Rights,”
by exercising the right of self-determination as an assertion of opacity, Jordan throws a wrench
into the administrative machinery of jurisdiction. She enacts a refusal to be regulated at the same
time that she emphasizes her presence.
In “Letter to the Local Police,” the speaker concludes his missive “confident that you will
devise and pursue / appropriate legal response to the roses in question” and he offers his “aid” in
these efforts (269). Through these gestures, he demonstrates an allegiance to law and performs
consideration for the needs of the community in a way that stands in contrast to his earlier
description of the roses, which:
… no matter what the apparent
background, training, tropistic tendencies, age,
or color, do not demonstrate the least inclination
toward categorization, specified allegiance, resolute
preference, consideration of the needs of others, or
any other minimal traits of decency (269)
It is the roses’ resistance to characterization—and the resistance is painted as a matter of nature
and of will—that renders them promiscuous and threatening. From the outside of the poem, the
absurdity of attributing a threatening quality to roses is clear, and that is in part the poem’s point
(the part of a rose that could be construed as dangerous, its thorn, is never mentioned; that a rose
might have power without being dangerous also goes unsaid). Attending to the roses’ resistance
to characterization, a connection can be drawn to yet another poem in Passion, “A Short Note to
My Well Beloved Friends and Comrades,” in which Jordan recounts prompts by others to “Make
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up your mind!” and decide “Are you militant / or sweet? Are you vegetarian or meat? Are you
straight / or are you gay?” (303-304). In response, she offers, “And I said, Hey! It’s not about my
mind” (304). Jordan raises the question of whom categorization serves (usually others) and, to
Socrates’ famous imperative to “know thyself,” seems to reply, without wholly rejecting the
matter: why?
The poems in Passion do not reject self-knowledge, but question the terms through which
it is often demanded. While “Letter” centers the caricature of a concerned neighbor, “A Short
Note” shows how pervasive the need to categorize and make order is by implicating “friends and
comrades” too (303). That the speaker of “Letter” identifies resistance to characterization as a
problem on par with unspecified allegiance, and frames both of these things as absences of
decency, renders the roses—manifestations of nature—un-naturalizable within the framework of
U.S. citizenship, which requires the display of “good moral character” (Volpp 578).

IV. Poetry and Self-Determination
While it was the particular California law as written rather than the lawful power to
demand identification that was dismantled in Kolender v. Lawson, the case raises a question that
also is threaded implicitly throughout Jordan’s poetry: under what conditions—where and
when—can a person’s self-determined appearance dramatize the founding instability of
jurisdiction (who is responsible for what) and its constant need for maintenance through force?
That jurisdiction is created, but comes to exude a sense of inevitability, in some ways drives
“Poem about My Rights.” The repeated inquiry in that poem into “who in the hell set things up /
like this” can be read alongside the poem’s opening, in which Jordan attends to “time, place, and
manner”: the three areas over which the U.S. government has jurisdiction—that is, can create
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restrictions—in regulating speech. The poem begins “Even tonight,” indicating time, and soon
provides a catalogue of places the speaker cannot go “alone in the evening,” including “the
streets,” “the beach,” and “far into the woods” (309). These restrictions, she illustrates, condition
the subject matter for her thoughts, ostensibly converted into speech through a poem:
suppose it was not here in the city but down on the beach/
or far into the woods and I wanted to go
there by myself thinking about God/or thinking
about children or thinking about the world/all of it
disclosed by the stars and the silence:
I could not go and I could not think … (309)
When later in this poem Jordan declares “I do not consent,” she creates around the declaration a
framework that will not erase her resistance, as the logics of the law will (see Chapter Three).
Even as Jordan’s ideas about poetry evolved throughout her life, the declaration of selfdetermination recalls some of her earliest statements on poetry, developed especially in the
context of her writing about teaching poetry to children. In a 1969 speech titled “Children and
the Hungering For,” Jordan describes poetry as “your own naming of the world, which “provides
reflief from the hazards of dependency” by allowing the poet to “determin[e] the names of his
universe” (Life Studies 22). In a memo to visitors who plan to visit “The Voice of the Children”
workshop that Jordan ran with Terri Bush, “Visitors and Adult Friends of the Children” are
instructed “not [to] attempt to ‘look over the shoulder’ of children while they are writing”
because “creative expression of oneself requires a modicum of privacy” (20). At the same time,
poetry is also a medium of communication, that which allows for extension beyond “me and
mine and I” (40). As the grounds of relation, as a form that allows idiosyncrasy and
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communication to co-exist, Jordan’s writing on poetry and her poetry itself participates in an
aesthetic education supportive of a collective that need not imagine itself through the eyes (and
ears) of the police.
Jordan’s celebration of the “natural disorder” of coalition-building, and her critique of
broken windows policing should not be confused with an endorsement of broken windows—
deteriorating infrastructure, deteriorating objects, compromised living conditions—themselves.
Her graduation speech to middle school children and their families in the predominately Black
neighborhood of Ocean Hill-Brownsville in 1970 quotes from her earlier poem “Who Look at
Me” which urges the removal of a stripped, one-wheel Chevrolet from a neighborhood and
laments “My Lives Among the Wounded Buildings” (16). In the speech, written after a battle
between the school board and the community for control of the school’s hiring practices, Jordan
calls for the creation of “community machines” rather than dependence upon the malfunctioning
machines of the state. She writes,
What we have to do, right now, is to create community machines that will collect our
garbage, control our schools, and patrol our streets for our safety and not our persecution.
We must not longer wait for somebody to remember us and then, maybe, to send a
garbage truck to pick up the garbage. We must no longer wait for somebody to maybe
understand our history and then to maybe teach our children the truth. We must no longer
simply tremble when we hear the gunfire of police, or state troopers, or the National
Guard. We must take control. We must protect our once-only lives, we have to take apart
and then replace the whole political life that has proven deadly to our own lives. We have
to build a Living structure of true human community. (32-33)
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Education becomes a means of “protect[ing] our once-only lives,” as Jordan “believe[s] the most
important and the most valuable truth on earth is that we are alive, we are the living. That is to
say, that we are the truth” (30).
For Jordan, poetry—affirmative of the “I,” but also a form of communication—is an
important part of a broader education that affirms life. For Gayatri Spivak, the humanities can
teach us to learn from the singular and unverifiable (2), from someone else’s “me and mine and
I,” perhaps. Another person can be imagined without being known. One of the consequences of
such “training” is that people can come together without having to be transparent to themselves
or to each other, and without the absence of such transparency appearing to require the
imposition of a state-sanctioned script. Peter Erickson’s suggestion that “anarchy” be understood
as a “clue” to Jordan’s vision is relevant here (223). In a review of Passion that shows the close
relationship between Jordan’s overtly political concerns and her love poetry, Erickson connects
Jordan’s poem “A Short Note to My Well Beloved Friends and Comrades” to an essay in her
book Civil Wars, analyzing the way that Jordan describes the 1980 “peoples’ uprising” in Miami
following the murder of Arthur MacDuffie at the hands of police officers; it was “extraordinary”
and “anarchy in the best sense: it was pure” (Jordan 184 in Erickson 222). For Erickson,
“Jordan’s particular concern with leadership in this essay can be grounded in the root meaning of
anarchy (an-archos—rulerless)” (222) and it relates to a celebration of what she elsewhere
identifies as a wildness in “New World” poetry: “wild in the sense that a tree growing away from
the earth enacts a wild event” (Jordan in Erickson 223). Against the operations of jurisdiction
that would celebrate an aesthetic regime of law and order, Jordan renders peoples’ uprisings as
natural.
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Nicky Marsh finds that “[t]he tensions between Wendy Brown’s railing against the
institutionalization of political resistance and Patricia Williams’s insistence on the necessity of
expanding its possibilities to include notions of ethics and responsibility are given an alternative
form of resolution in Jordan’s work” (26). She locates Jordan’s work in the context of feminist
literary and theoretical output and uses readings of Jordan’s poetry, an analysis of her
participation in pedagogy and institutions of writing and publishing, and readings of Jordan’s
essays to show how Jordan “model[s]… a literary counter public” (20). In her view,
Rather than simply assuming the coincidence of “poem” and “political action” Jordan
interrogates the potentially uneven match between her writing’s insistent re-signification
of the frames of representation and the more literal economic and pragmatic influences
that controlled the thresholds for public participation. It is Jordan’s attempt to reformulate
the boundaries and conditions of the public whilst remaining consistently suspicious
toward attributing any determinate meaning toward it that suggests her alternative model
for a feminist-democratic poetics. This model interrogates the limits of its discursive
grounding and rejects identity as a basis for politics whilst, at the same time, remaining
closely focused on its social realities. (26)66
Such an assessment of Jordan’s work draws on the particularities of her writing to point beyond
them, and highlights the importance of feminist practices of re-vision—what Rich called “the act
of looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical direction”
(18) for “reformulat[ing] the boundaries and conditions of the public whilst remaining
consistently suspicious toward attributing any determinate meaning toward it” (Marsh 26).

66

See also Peter Erickson’s interview with Jordan, “After Identity,” published in Transition.
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The natural disorder of the roses, then, in “Letter to the Local Police” prefigures the
pomegranates that Jordan circulates through her poem “From Sea to Shining Sea,” where at the
poem’s conclusion the pomegranate provides a model of riotous coming together (as I’ve
discussed in Chapter Two; Erickson also notes the connection between “From Sea to Shining
Sea” and poems in Passion). After several stanzas in which Jordan registers the vulnerabilities of
various “constituencies,” and against pervasive reasons for pessimism, she concludes the poem
by affirming that:
This is the only time to come together

Fractious
Kicking
Spilling
Burly
Whirling
Raucous
Messy

Free

Exploding like the seeds of a natural disorder. (331)
The poem affirms that people in all their complexity do not have to be fixed in static selfhood or
uniform in their ideas in order to come together.
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That “From Sea to Shining Sea” appears in a 1982 issue of Feminist Studies as well as in
Passion points to another valence of its conclusion—that is, the context of its appearance in the
journal can be understood to add another level of particularity to the coalitional messiness Jordan
describes and therefore renders imaginable to others. Jordan’s very insistence that disorder can
be productive of social good counters a campaign in mass media throughout the 1970s and into
the 1980s to produce the heterogeneity of “women’s liberation” and feminist movements as a
problem that needed to be solved (Hesford 38). Certainly, more than media representations of
feminism clogged the channels of social, political, and economic change that many feminists, in
their diversity of beliefs, championed. Still, what comes of recognizing that these representations
existed—and still exist—within a larger framework of law and order that accrues power through
persistent aesthetic training to read the disruptive as a problem that law can and should solve?
In attending to Jordan’s analysis of the aesthetic dimensions of law and order, this
chapter also extends the dissertation’s broader interest in the means by which state power can
coordinate discursive practices. As Hall and other scholars show, in the 1970s, state powers and
media produced a series of panics around a “mugging crisis” in the United States and in England
that intensified the tethering of blackness to criminality; in such a climate, the idea that race
might be read as an index of a person’s capacity for violence could seem a matter of common
sense. Jurisdiction, as the legal mechanism through which it is decided who is responsible for
what, assigns to police the response to the unrealized threat that race comes to signal. The
jurisdictional expectations elaborated in “Letter” are coincident with an aesthetic regime where
disorder easily appears and appearance itself—being noticeable—can be read easily as a
threatening manifestation of disorder.
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The presentation of difference as a particular kind of problem—as nuisance—also
appears in the neoconservative framing of race-conscious policy discussed in Chapter Two,
where race-conscious efforts toward the institution of substantive equality were proclaimed to be
contrary to popular will and an object of resentment for “average Americans” (see Crenshaw,
“Race”). Read alongside other poems of Jordan’s and with reference to contemporary poetry by
Rich and Grahn, “Letter to the Local Police” helps to make clear that there is a relationship
between the legal aesthetic of uniformity that Patricia Williams designates as an enabling
condition of neutrality in equality law and the aesthetic of law and order that would come to
make increased policing seem necessary in the 1970s and beyond.
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EPILOGUE
Close Reading Deviance and Interpretation
“A Putsch is a secret attempt to take over a government.” This definition comes from the
Eagle Forum Collegians, “comprised of college students dedicated to promoting conservatism on
college campuses.” The parent organization of the Eagle Forum Collegians is the Eagle Forum—
the same Eagle Forum started by Phyllis Schlafly in 1972 as a vehicle for the campaign against
the ERA. The Collegians include a short entry on “Putsch” in an “An Etymological Tribute to
Justice Antonin Scalia” published online in July 2015, the month following Supreme Court
decisions in Obergefell v. Hodges and King v. Burwell, where the tax credits associated with the
Affordable Care Act came under review. In both cases, Scalia dissented from the majority
opinion and derided the majority’s “interpretive jiggery-pokery” (King v. Burwell) or poetic
license, as discussed in Chapter One: “The world does not expect logic and precision in poetry or
inspirational pop-philosophy,” he writes in Obergefell, but “it demands them in the law.” Poetry
may become part of law, when justices throughout the Supreme Court’s history, including Scalia,
cite Frost, Whitman, and other poets in their opinions— yet incorporating poetry into law is not
the same as reading law (the Constitution, the Affordable Care Act) in a manner construed as
“poetic.” The outcome of poetic reading, per Scalia, is a sign of dangerous jurisdictional
scramble: “to allow the policy question of same-sex marriage to be considered and resolved by a
select, patrician, highly unrepresentative panel of nine is to violate a principle even more
fundamental than no taxation without representation: no social transformation without
representation.” He finds in the majority opinion “a naked judicial claim to legislative—indeed,
super-legislative—power; a claim fundamentally at odds with our system of government.”
For Scalia, the interpretative frameworks afforded by living constitutionalism—a broad
set of approaches to constitutional interpretation that share an understanding that “the rules of
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constitutional doctrine are not fixed at the time that particular constitutional provisions are
framed and ratified” (Solum 67)—render living constitutionalism as a fascist tool, unmistakably
undemocratic. A putsch is a putsch; it is associated with Hitler, and un-American.67 It is not the
right kind of revolution. Of course, the majority opinion in Obergefell does not construct the
outcome of the case as revolutionary either, but as the fulfillment of the Constitution’s promise
of “liberty to all within its reach, a liberty that includes certain specific rights that allow persons,
within a lawful realm, to define and express their identity” (Kennedy). Within the common law
system of the United States, framing rights as consistent with existing law and values is a typical
move. As Mark Tushnet notes of the twentieth-century “rights revolution,” “that revolution had
significant conservative elements. Claims about rights were typically appeals to existing values
that were not adequately realized in current practices, rather than appeals for some basic
reorientation of American values” (377). As noted in Chapters One and Four of this dissertation,
resentment about the civil liberties decisions of the Warren Court, especially where these
concerned the rights of persons arrested for or convicted of crimes, became part of the engine
driving Nixon and his political appointees’ rise to power. Scalia’s language in Obergefell echoes
responses to the Miranda ruling which, despite its current popularity, in its moment occasioned
remarks such as Eugene H. Methvin’s in the popular magazine Reader’s Digest: “If nothing is
done, we will live under a system prescribed not by elected representatives but by a committee of
five lawyers sitting in a faraway marble palace and unaccountable to anyone at the ballot box for
the results of their legislating” (in Friedman 213).
For Scalia, invocations of the separation of powers—frequent in his opinions—serve as a
measure of American values. In this sense, Scalia—appointed by Reagan to the Supreme Court
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This association comes, for example, via the “Beer Hall Putsch,” Hitler’s 1923 attempted (and failed) takeover of
Bavaria.
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in 1986—played a key role in Reagan-era (and Reagan-supported) efforts to “solidif[y] the
popular connection of judicial restraint and conservatism with a less intrusive, more
representative and democratic government” (Kairys 6). Scalia’s re-visioning of the revolutionary
slogan “no taxation without representation” in a new context in Obergefell—“no social
transformation without representation”—illustrates the persistence, in 2015, of key elements of
the “Reagan Revolution,” which involved “reduced taxation and judicial restraint” as primary
means for securing “less intrusive government, “so courts could not replace ‘the selfdetermination of the entrepreneurs who create wealth’” (Fried in Kairys 6). As David Kairys
notes, “Reagan successfully stretched these ideas to embrace the notion that conservative rules
and results are not only preferable because they further values he favored, but are also legally
required. To reach other, or liberal, rules or results is to deviate from the legal process and the
law” (6).
Living constitutionalism means that the possibility of seeking or discovering new
jurisdictional possibilities is acknowledged to be open. Like re-vision, it presumes that “words—
/ whether we like it or not— / stand in a time of their own” (Rich Your Native Land 35). Kairys’
description of Reagan-era constructions of liberal—as in, socially progressive—rules and results
as deviations helps us to see that through a rhetoric of deviance, Scalia links the socially
legitimized critique of the Supreme Court and what became a socially frowned-upon outright
condemnation of same-sex relationships; the former carries and covers over the latter. While
Scalia in his Obergefell dissent may present the understanding that his personal opinion about
“sexual attachments” is immaterial to his legal opinion of the issue at hand, and that his
condemnation of the majority’s ill-founded hubris is only about the illogic of Kennedy’s decision
and the Court’s overstepping its bounds, by speaking about Kennedy’s decision using the
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language of illogic and extravagance (considering how non-reproductive sexual relationships
have been framed as extravagances that need not be protected by rights), he hails those who
understand same-sex sex and relationships as a form of deviance that is harmful to the American
norm. Scalia, the same justice who in a dissent in the 1998 case Chicago v. Morales writes about
gangs by making reference to characters from the musical West Side Story—Tony, a member of
the Jets, and Officer Krupke—wags his rhetorical finger in Obergefell noting that “It is one thing
for separate concurring or dissenting opinions [like his own] to contain extravagances, even silly
extravagances, of thought and expression; it is something else for the official opinion of the
Court to do so.” Scalia finds the Court’s praise of liberty is also “extravagant” and implicated in
thievery: “rob[bing] the People of the most important liberty they asserted in the Declaration of
Independence and won in the Revolution of 1776: the freedom to govern themselves.” The Court
is being deviant (straying from the path set in motion by the Declaration of Independence and the
American Revolution). The majority is engaging in a criminal act (“robbing”). I do not mean to
imply that any critiques that the Supreme Court may be overstepping its jurisdiction are tinged
with the judgments that lurk under the surface of Scalia’s opinion, but that the relationship
between the rhetorical register of an argument and the matter of that argument (sometimes
different from the apparent legal question to be settled) merits attention. In response to legal
invocations of reason, without dismissing calls for reason wholesale (the idea that legal decisions
should unfold in arguments that are transparent to everyone certainly seems like a good idea), we
might ask with June Jordan in “Poem about my Rights” “what / in the hell is everybody being
reasonable about”?
Reason is a quality attributed to the citizen. Following Hannah Arendt’s understanding of
citizenship as “the right to have rights,” Leti Volpp finds that because “[t]he bearer of rights is
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the human” and “what characterizes the human is the capacity to reason” that “[i]deas about
culture have shaped who is thought to have the capacity to reason, so that some are thought to
engage in reason, while others engage in irrational conduct, explained as the product of culture”
(583). In Scalia’s formulation, poetry finds itself on the side of “culture” rather than “reason.” I
do not necessarily want to bring poetry over to the side of “reason,” but rather to think about
what a persistent opposition between reason and culture (as decorative, as extravagant, as extra)
means for interpretation.

*
“Who gets to do the work of interpretation in moments of political emergency?” In an
article for The Atlantic, Walt Hunter suggests that a federal judge’s citations of Shakespeare in a
June 2018 decision invite us to ask this question. Before elaborating the grounds for legal
resistance to Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ mandate that the city of Philadelphia “issue no
guidance restricting its police… from sharing information about the immigration status of city
residents,” Judge Michael Baylson prefaces his 93-page argument with epigraphs from Hamlet,
Coriolanus, and a law review article on the Comedy of Errors. Each of the brief passages
concerns sanctuary. Hunter, in his reading of Baylson’s decision, acknowledges that “the
interpretation of a play and the interpretation of the United States Constitution are separate
activities,” but he also asks his readers to think about how the judge’s citations bring into view
interwoven interpretive frameworks:
By grafting Shakespeare’s 17th-century sanctuarize onto a 2018 ruling, literary history
appears freshly relevant, and early modern literary texts become the places where
concepts such as sanctuary are forged and tested.
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Instead of a fragment being plucked “out of context,” as ornament, slogan, or cultural
credential, the Shakespeare quotations suggest that the political history of sanctuary is
bound up with the literary genre of tragedy. Shakespeare, then, becomes not only a
marker of literary canonicity, or of the world-expanding complexity of ethical problems,
but also a spur to interpretation—readers are put in the position of interpreting the
present, as they would a play, and of taking decisive action. … For readers,
… Shakespeare’s texts are less like a puzzle from the past to be solved by restoring their
intention or their historical context, and more like a set of resources for deciphering the
elusive present.
Who are the readers who might be spurred to action by contemplating Baylson’s literary
references? Perhaps they are the readers of Hunter’s Atlantic article, or those who encountered
the decision as it was circulated online, or the legal professionals immediately connected to the
judge, or Jeff Sessions. Perhaps the readers are those who have encountered the plays through
other means and know nothing of this U.S. District Court decision. No matter who these readers
might be, I am unsure what to make of the relationship between interpretation and action that
Hunter identifies, although I like to think that it exists. I am unsure what to make of the
suggestion that taking action is contingent upon deciphering the present. I am unsure how to
reconcile the idea that there is a present that can be deciphered with Hunter’s later claim that “the
value of literature in times of chaos is as a reminder of the artificiality of the present.” I am
moved, however, by the point upon which Hunter eventually lands: that literature can speak to
“the need for a continuous vigilance against the denial of interpretation.”
The denial of interpretation has buttressed the legitimacy of the rising conservatism that
concerns Jordan, Grahn, Lorde, and Rich. The way that Scalia’s brand of originalism contributes
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to this conservatism, occluding the work of interpretation, recalls, again, poet Erica Hunt’s
observation that “[t]he languages used to preserve domination” come to seem “formulaic without
being intrusive, entirely natural—‘no marks on the body at all.’” (199).
It is apt that Hunter turns to Adrienne Rich toward the close of his article for support in
arguing that “literature, like the law, is always a contested ground.” He turns, as I have also
turned, to “North American Time”:
Adrienne Rich… writes about the curious way that words and lines of poetry can become
disembedded from their context: “Everything we write / will be used against us / or
against those we love.” Contemporary progressive politics, from the Movement for Black
Lives to #MeToo, have been marked not only by the fight for truth or facts, but also by
the redistribution of interpretation. In other words, what’s at stake is not only the question
of what actually happened but also the question of who gets to explain what happened.
Hunter makes an important point. He might also have added that it was precisely Rich’s
involvement in her own “contemporary progressive politics” that moved her to worry over how
“Everything we write / will be used.” Rich penned these particular words in 1983, “from a
country stuck fast for forty years in the deep-freeze of history,” saturated in the rhetoric of the
Cold War (Blood 220); her recognition of what is at stake in being stuck in and with language
evolved from her practices of feminist critique, and in particular her work of re-vision, a study of
the role of language in maintaining heterosexual white male dominance.
How words and lines of poetry can become disembedded from their context is more than
curious. As Rich argues in “North American Time,” such dislodging can seem to happen
gradually, invisibly—but it often takes place by force, and with broad-ranging effects. In
“Blood, Bread, and Poetry,” which might be read as a companion essay to “North American
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Time,” Rich registers how profoundly “Cold War rhetoric” has saturated the United States in the
1980s, and points out that rarely are we invited to make connections between oppressive forces
at home and those abroad. She argues that “We are not urged to help create a more human
society here in response to the ones we are taught to hate and dread. Discourse itself is frozen at
this level” (Blood 220).
In part the work of “North American Time” is to unfreeze discourse by recognizing how
archives produce conditions for what can be said68 and how it is that words stand:
Poet, sister: words—
whether we like it or not—
stand in a time of their own.
No use protesting

I wrote that

before Kollontai was exiled
Rosa Luxemburg, Malcolm,
Anna Mae Aquash, murdered,
before Treblinka, Birkenau,
Hiroshima, before Sharepeville,
Biafra, Bangladesh, Boston,
Atlanta, Soweto, Beirut, Assam
--those faces, names of places
sheared from the almanac
of North American time (Your Native Land 35)

68

I have in mind here Foucault’s “The Historical a priori and the Archive.”
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The multiple resonances of the word “sheared” (35) suggest that these faces and names have not
only been removed as language—and in life—from official forms of recording, but also that the
source of the faces and names, or where they have been harvested from, is also, in a sense, North
American time. North American time has produced the conditions for their erasure, even as it
participated in their existence.
The almanac Rich describes might be taken as an analogue for the Constitution and
judicial precedents. The challenge Rich poses is not to ignore the conundrums engendered by
willing or innocent omissions in powerful compositions, but to keep enriching the discursive
contexts that allow us to make sense of a shared world. By addressing her words to a “Poet,
sister,” Rich helps us to see that the redistribution of interpretation is also a creative act—perhaps
even an imperative to create.
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